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Abstract
In piston ring pack design, there is a tradeoff between reducing friction and increasing oil
consumption. While friction reduces engine efficiency, oil consumption can poison exhaust
aftertreatment systems. The primary method in studying the balance between friction and oil
consumption is by understanding and modeling oil transport.
This study used Two-Dimensional Laser Induced Fluorescence (2D LIF) on a one-cylinder spark
ignition research engine to view real-time oil transport in the power cylinder. The Lower Region,
comprised of the 3' Land, skirt chamfer, the oil control ring (OCR), and the OCR groove, was
the focus of this study for a number of real-world engine operating conditions. Previous studies
noted that the interaction between oil and blowby gas flow is complex and important. What this
research study attempted was a characterization and decoupling of the mechanisms governing oil
transport into and out of the groove. This was accomplished by testing multiple piston ring pack
configurations, thereby analyzing the effects of OCR and groove design. Namely a piston with
no drain holes, a "Multi-Enlarged Hole" piston, and a baseline/production piston were used in
conjunction with a U-Flex and Two-Piece OCR. In carrying out this analysis, a gross scaling
relationship was created, utilizing the obtained LIF videos as a connection between the scaling
model and the experiments' results.
Mechanisms were classified into three types of oil transport: supply, release, and leakage. The
primary mechanism of oil supply to the groove occurred during the intake stroke due to OCR
downscraping. Oil's release from the groove was via the drain holes due to viscous shearing by
blowby gases during the expansion stroke. It was found necessary that the releasing mechanism
properly utilize the gas flow as well as the drainage area. Oil leakage out the groove was shown
to be caused by inertia forcing oil out through the OCR gap during the intake, compression, and
exhaust strokes. It was revealed that this leakage supplied oil to the Upper Region under throttled
conditions. Additionally, the leakage locally affected the oil patterns of the 3r Land and skirt.
This study is the first to document many phenomena involved in oil transport within the Lower
Region. The scaling relationships that resulted from such analysis created a framework that is an
initial step towards a more complete model of oil transport in the Lower Region.
Thesis Supervisor: Tian Tian
Title: Principle Research Engineer, Department of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Lubrication, Oil Consumption, and Piston Ring Pack: Their Importance
The piston ring pack (defined as the piston's profile, the liner profile, and the piston rings
in their respective grooves) is a critical component of the internal combustion engine. Coupled
with the piston itself, the piston ring pack forms a barrier between the combustion chamber and
the crank case, creating an effective seal between the two. It is required that it not only function
properly under various operating conditions, but do so in the most efficient and effective manner
possible - that is, maximum sealing ability with minimum gas leakage/flow between the two
environments. The large amount of friction generated from the relative motion between the rings
and the liner is a loss of work [47]. This loss in potential work decreases the mechanical
efficiency of the engine and is dissipated as heat. Indeed, the largest contribution to the total
friction loss in an internal combustion engine, at any speed and load, is from the piston-ring-pack
assembly. This and other parasitic losses are shown in Figure 1-1 below. The study of the
piston-ring-pack assembly's contribution to the overall parasitic engine losses is the main topic
of this thesis. More specifically, how to control this loss through lubrication.

Piston-crank assembly
2.0

1.5

Otheries
w
3600 rev/mir
Fueinjectlon pump 4 bar bmep

Camshat
IB80rev/min
2 barbmep
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1800r rv/mm
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2 0.5
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As with all moving parts, sufficient lubrication between rubbing surfaces is paramount in
order to minimize the friction generated and the wear of the surfaces. The benefits gained by
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proper lubrication have a domino effect. By minimizing friction, the longevity of the parts in
question and the life of the engine both increase. Additionally, the decrease in friction leads to
an increase in the overall efficiency of the motor, decreasing fuel consumption. The resulting
drop in engine operating expenses translates into savings for the consumer. A decrease in fuel
consumption also causes a decrease in CO 2 emissions. The benefits of this potential drop in CO 2
emissions are felt by the manufacturer, who would circumvent future carbon taxes levied by
governments around the globe on vehicles that do not meet set regulations. Additionally, the
decrease in the ring pack's frictional losses decreases the coolant load through the liner. A
decrease in the coolant load means a smaller water pump and radiator can be used for proper
cooling of the engine, decreasing the vehicle's overall weight and accessory loss - both a boost
to vehicular efficiency [1][2][3].
The design of the piston ring pack attempts to meter the lubrication required for the
power cylinder during engine operation, providing the proper amount of oil to the grooves and
liner. This supply of oil must be controlled because if too much oil is present in certain regions,
especially those adjacent to the combustion chamber, there is a possibility that the oil will be
consumed and emitted out the engine's exhaust [48]. Indeed, the most significant contributor to
an engine's total oil consumption is the piston ring pack [46]. As a result, optimization of the
ring pack is becoming more important for engine manufacturers and lubricant suppliers, where
the decrease in oil consumption and friction without a decrease in engine performance signifies
an improvement in the engine's design [1]. Any modifications to the piston ring pack that arise
from these optimizations are a fixed cost, which is outweighed by the future benefits and cost
savings realized from such improvements.
An additional reason manufacturers strive to decrease oil consumption is its contribution
to engine exhaust emissions and pollutants, a government regulated constraint in automotive
design that can be fineable. The more unburned/partially-burned oil, the higher the hydrocarbon
and particulate emissions found in an engine's exhaust stream. Furthermore, additives in the oil
contain chemicals that can destroy or decrease the life of exhaust aftertreatment systems, such as
catalysts in gasoline engines, or particulate traps and NO. aftertreatment systems used for diesels
[5][41-45].
This leads to current efforts of controlling oil transport throughout the ring pack. As of
late, the processes that cause oil transport are still complex and not well understood. Extensive
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research has been conducted in the past in order to grasp the causes of the oil's patterns and
chosen pathways throughout the ring pack and how to control that flow. At the core of this
research is the struggle between the ideals of having a sufficient amount of oil for proper
lubrication and the minimization of oil consumption. As such, most designs in use today are a
result of many trial-and-error situations of the past. However, this trial-and-error approach is
both timely and, more importantly, costly.

To remedy this, analytical tools and computer

simulation models have been created in order to assist in predicting the performance of a given
piston ring pack as measured by its sealing ability, its frictional losses, its oil consumption, its
wear rate, and the oil's degradation over time. Note that these factors are, in many situations,
correlated to one another. These models allow a comparison between different ring pack designs
by utilizing many mechanisms present in oil transport in order to give an idea of their relative oil
consumption values at numerous operating conditions. The accuracy of the models depends on
how well they match experimental findings and the factors they take into account in order to
mirror the operation of real world scenarios.
Previous research and experiments in oil transport and consumption all attempt to point
out significant factors that play a role in the flow of oil through the ring pack. It's important that
the components of the ring pack and their purpose be analyzed while also pointing out how the
ring pack affects oil's transport throughout the power cylinder. Combined, this analysis will
provide a better understanding of the environment through which oil flows.

1.2 The Piston Ring Pack: The Avenues for Oil Transport
As noted earlier, the primary function of the piston rings is to seal the combustion
chamber from the crankcase so as to not have a loss of available energy.

Proper sealing

maximizes the energy conversion efficiency of the motor. The rings, while maintaining their
sealing capabilities, move up and down axially within their respective grooves without failure.
This movement is facilitated primarily by the presence of oil. Recall, it is important to control
this oil and keep it from being burned within the combustion chamber, while still providing
sufficient lubrication for the rings in their grooves and along the liner. Including friction, gas
sealing ability (blowby control), wear, and oil degradation, the amount of oil consumption
produced by a given piston ring pack design is an excellent measure of that design's
performance. The major contributor to oil consumption is oil's transport through the ring pack
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system into the combustion chamber [1]. Figure 1-2 provides a schematic of what exactly is
defined as oil consumption. Specifically, the accumulation of oil in the upper piston-ring-liner
system is the ring pack's direct contribution to an engine's overall oil consumption.
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conditions had on this type of oil accumulation and consumption [20]. Figure 1-3B highlights
blowby gas flow dragging oil with it as the gases travel toward the ring gaps down the ring pack
towards the crankcase and into the intake manifold by way of the PCV system [14][16][23]. The
amount of entrained oil that actually gets consumed via the intake manifold is dependent upon
the oil separator's effectiveness [6]. Figure 1-3C details oil evaporating off the cylinder liner
and lost in the combustion chamber. Oil evaporation increases with loading conditions [14][15]
and is dependent on the liner finish of the cylinder [11]. Figure 1-3D depicts a scenario of
reverse blowby flow, which occurs when the 2 "dLand pressurizes relative to the combustion
chamber, entraining oil as gases flow up through the Top Ring gap.
In the quest for decreasing oil consumption, it is imperative that the affects of the ring
pack's design (geometry, construction, etc) on oil accumulation and transport be understood. As
with all design considerations, there will be pros and cons present, leaving it up to the engineer
to decide, aided by analytical tools created from such research studies as the one discussed in this
thesis. These pros and cons will be dependent on the other aforementioned factors as well engine design, operating regime, and the oil's properties.
The prediction of oil consumption is driven by attempting to understand and document
the mechanisms that not only govern oil's transport through the piston ring pack to the
combustion chamber, but also influence the amount of oil that accumulates in the various
volumes of the piston ring pack (ring grooves, piston lands, etc.). The transport of oil can be due
to the viscous shear of gas flow, inertia forces imparted to the oil by the piston and ring's
movement, and by the movement of the rings relative to the piston and liner as well as the
movement of the piston relative to the liner. This relative motion varies the volume that the oil
occupies, imparting a pumping action to the oil, forcing it to evacuate or fill certain regions,
depending upon the movement. Oil on the piston lands is moved by gas flow or by the piston's
inertial force. Oil residing in the ring grooves is also driven by the shear flow from gases as well
as the pumping motion of the rings when they move axially within their respective grooves. The
shearing of the oil can create an oil mist that flows with the gas easily, whether into the
combustion chamber or back to the crankcase. The ring-liner interface serves as a regime for oil
transport and governs the lubrication of the ring pack [49].
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(A) Oil Throw Off

(B) Oil Entrainment in Blowby Flow

T hrough Top Ring Griove

(C) Oil Evaporation

~Through

Top Ring Gap

(D) Oil Transport by Reverse Gas Flow

Fiiure 1-3 - Various oil consumption sources that contribute to the engine's total oil
consumption are labeled. Figures have been reproduced and updated from [7].
Figure 1-4 below depicts these forces and flow regions in greater detail, showing how oil
can transport through the piston-ring-liner system. These governing forces are highly dependent
on engine speed and load. Previous studies have shown that isolating these operating conditions
and varying them individually is the best method at better understanding the mechanisms'
dependence on these two variables [7][17][3 1]. In doing so, it proved prudent to treat the piston
ring pack as three separate regions from which to study oil's transport. This allowed for a better
analysis of how the oil moves through each region and focused research more effectively. The
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results of such experiments have assisted the piston and ring design process in accounting for the
flows seen in each region. The regions are numbered with respect to their axial position in the
ring pack relative to their proximity to the crankcase. Figure 1-4D refers to the Crown Land, 2 "d
Land, and Top Ring of Region III, where oil leaves the ring pack. Figure 1-4C includes the 3d
Land and the 2 "dRing of Region II. Figure1-4B is comprised of the skirt and OCR of Region I,
where oil enters the ring pack.
What follows is a brief summary of each region's role in the ring pack's total oil
consumption. It will soon become apparent from this discussion is that the oil control of one
region is interrelated to the oil control provided by the other regions. Additionally, the most
important factor in oil transport is its entrance into the piston ring pack, which starts at Region I.
The amount that enters will have an effect on the oil patterns viewed in the remaining regions.

Region III

Region II

(A)
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Oil Consumption Events/Sources
Oil Mist in Gas Flow
- Reverse Blowby from 2M Land

-Flow from Top Land Clearance

Oil Evaporation
- From Liner
- From Crown

amber

(D)
Figure 1-4 - Diagram depicting the transport of oil through the different regions of the piston
ring pack system and the volumes in those regions that channel the flow. All show the ways that
oil can be transported through the ring pack. Images depict the (A) regional division of the
piston-ring-liner system: (B) Region I, (C) Region II, and (D) Region II. Similar figures have
been found in [7], [17], and [21].

1.2.1 Region I Overview: Crown Land, Top Ring, and Second Land
Shown in Figure 1-4D, Region III is made up of the

2 nd

land clearance, the Top Ring

groove, and the portion of the liner that the ring pack supplies and removes oil from. Note that
the primary purpose of the Top Ring is to seal the combustion chamber. Irrespective of this fact,
in this area, direct oil consumption occurs. Any oil that is removed from this region and reaches
the crown, either by reverse blowby gas flow, being pumped out of the groove, or thrown off due
to inertia, is typically considered lost and unrecoverable.

Since this region reaches the

uppermost part of the piston stroke, it determines the amount of oil left on the liner during its
descent (downstroke). In doing so, the amount of oil that gets lost due to evaporation and the
amount that gets recovered due to scraping is purely a result of this region's performance.
Finally, oil may be recovered and sent down to the lower two regions by way of entrainment due
to blowby gas flow through the ring gap and groove. In short, Region III doesn't have a direct
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effect on lubrication, but contributes significantly to oil consumption [21]. Thus, it is important
that this area of the ring pack be designed for all engine operating conditions so as to minimize
this oil accumulation and consumption.

1.2.2 Region H Overview: Second Ring and Third Land
Shown in Figure 1-4C, this region is comprised of the 3P Land clearance, the 2

Ring

groove, and the region of the liner that the 2nd Ring interacts with. Similar to Region I, any oil
that makes its way to the Top Ring and Crown must pass through this region, and, thus, Region
II controls the oil supply to not only its portion of the liner but to the 2 "dLand and the Top Ring
groove. The main objective of Region II is to control the oil supply to the Top Ring groove
while still maintaining adequate lubrication and oil supply to Region III.
1.2.2.1 Third Land
Traditionally, the 3rP Land is designed to have a larger clearance than the other lands in
order to create an oil accumulation region above the OCR.

This helps to improve oil

consumption but causes an increase in blowby due to the pressure differential between the 2"d
and 3 dLand. The larger clearance improves oil consumption by lowering the pressure above the
OCR, increasing the duration that the OCR is in contact with the top of the groove. The resulting
accumulation of oil is drained through the OCR groove once the OCR leaves the upper part of
the groove. The addition of a 3Land chamfer/cut to the lower part of the 2nd Ring groove also
assists in oil accumulation by creating an oil reservoir and decreasing 3 Land pressure [10].
The use of a Napier ring with a 3rd Land chamfer is effective for temporary oil storage
when compared to the effects of a negative static twist scraper 2 "dRing. The combination of the
Napier and the chamfer creates a "buffer region" that mitigates upward inertia from driving oil
towards the 2"d Ring groove and Region III. Figure1-5 shows an example of a Napier ring used
in combination with a 3 Land cut. When the inertia is downward, this buffer region can release
oil back down towards the OCR [21]. However, if too much oil accumulates, bridging occurs.
Bridging is where oil touches both the piston and liner at the same time, traditionally exchanging
oil from the piston to the liner. Bridging is good for lubrication and wear of the upper two rings,
but can lead to instances of increased oil transport up the ring pack during certain parts of the
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cycle [19]. It's important to note that, much like on the 2 "dLand, the 3 rd Land's gas flow
patterns are dictated by ring rotation and thus affect the oil flow within Region II.

Figr 1-5 - The use of a Napier Ring coupled
with a 3 land cut/step provide areas for oil to
accumulate due to the increased volume.
Shown is a profile view of the ring and part of
the 2nd and 3" Lands.

1.2.3 Region I Overview: Oil Control Ring and Skirt
Shown in Figure 1-4B, this region is composed of the upper piston skirt clearance, the
piston skirt chamfer, the oil control ring (OCR) groove, and the portion of the liner that the OCR
comes in contact with. Since any oil that is going to be supplied to the piston-ring-liner system
has to pass through here, Region I, therefore, controls the amount of oil on the liner and how
much gets supplied to the upper piston regions. In short, a superior performing lower region of
the ring pack is one that minimizes oil transport to the upper region, thereby minimizing oil
consumption, while minimizing friction through proper lubrication.
The OCR meters the supply of oil to the top two rings while scraping excess oil off the
liner, thereby controlling liner oil film thickness. In short, it is the primary source of oil to
Region II, which, recall, is the source of oil to Region III [21]. The purpose of the skirt is twofold.

First, it absorbs the secondary side force imparted by the connecting rod/piston pin.

Secondly, it helps guide the piston within the cylinder. There are two main ways that oil gets
supplied to Region I during normal operation. The conventional, and cheaper, method involves
oil splashing from the crankcase onto the skirt. The dry sump method involves injecting oil up
towards the piston ring pack.
Traditionally, there have been three different designs for the OCR. These are listed in
order of increasing cost: 3-piece, 2-piece, and U-Flex (See Figure 1-6 below). The two-piece
OCR releases gas primarily at one location on the piston circumference (near its gap). The UFlex, however, releases a small quantity of gas at about 50 evenly spaced locations around the
circumference of the 3" Land. This provides a more even pressure distribution on the 3"d Land,
which translates into a better oil film thickness profile [21]. Typically, a small oil ring height is
preferred because its contact with the liner is less affected by piston tilt. Hence, the design of the
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aforementioned OCRs is composed of thin sections also known as the rails to minimize this
contact area. As with the Top Ring, the thinner axial height involved in contact with the liner
allows the ring to conform to the bore's surface more effectively. Additionally, the decrease in
axial height resulting from thin rails translates into a decrease in ring-face-surface contact area,
decreasing friction generation.

Figure 1-6 - The three types of oil control rings currently used in production engines: (A) Uflex, (B) 2-piece, and (C) 3-piece.
The OCR typically has a higher ring tension than the top two rings and, thus, is a large
contributor to the overall friction of the piston ring pack. However, the OCR can flutter, or
oscillate, within its groove, causing large quantities of oil to be pumped up towards the top two
rings, especially during light load and transient loading conditions [35]. This flutter is a result of
the struggle between the inertia imparted to the ring and the high gas pressure forming on the 3 rd
Land. The entire process is shown schematically in Figure 1-7 below.
The OCR flutters when the 3r Land pressure pushes the ring down during the late part of
the compression stroke and the first half of the expansion stroke. During this point in the cycle,
inertia and friction are forcing the ring to the upper part of the groove, as seen in Figure 1-7A.
The flutter is due to the fact that pressure doesn't build below on the skirt or inside the groove
due to their relatively large volumes and exposure to the even larger crankcase volume. At this
point in the engine's cycle, the gas pressure of the 3'4 Land becomes high enough to push the
ring down within the groove, overcoming friction and inertia. When the OCR is pushed down,
the 3 0d Land is exposed the atmospheric conditions of the crankcase via OCR groove and drain
holes. Figure 1-7B displays the ring's movernent to the bottom portion of the groove. The 3 rd
Land pressure drops quickly as a result of this exposure. When the pressure above the ring
drops, the combination of upward inertia and friction causes the OCR to move back to the upper
portion of the groove. This is shown in Figure 1-7C. The cyclic nature of OCR flutter
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continues as long as the gas pressure in the 3rd Land can build throughout the progression of the
expansion stroke [26].

(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 1-7 - (A) At end of Compression, start of Expansion, pressure builds on the 3k" Land.
The pressure increases to the point where (B) the OCR is forced to the bottom of the groove,
exposing the groove to the 3 rd Land. This causes the 3 rd Land pressure to decrease, (C) allowing
the OCR to return to the upper portion of the groove. This cyclic flutter repeats till the 3'P Land
pressure ceases to build.
Combustion Gas

Region

Oil Supply

Lower Region -r" Land, OCR nd Groove, Sdut Chaner
Upper Region =everylhing else above Lower Region

BlOWbY

Figmre 1-8 - This schematic highlights the Upper and Lower Regions of the piston ring pack in
addition to presenting general oil transport as a supply (large amount of oil) and as oil
consumption (significantly smaller). Gas flow is shown with respects to pressure and flow rate,
going from high pressure combustion gases to the lower pressure blowby in the crankcase.
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Unlike the top two rings, the OCR isn't gas-loaded. Thus, when combined with the OCR
groove, the 3rd Land, and the skirt chamfer, the main area in the ring pack where a lot of oil
competes with gas flow has been recently labeled the Lower Region of the ring pack. That is,
the Lower Region of the piston ring pack is where gas becomes dispersed in a large supply of oil.
Oil flow within the OCR groove is dependent on this struggle between the blowby gases pushing
down to the crankcase and inertia driven flow. By comparison, there is hardly any oil present in
the remainder of the ring pack above the Lower Region, currently labeled the Upper Region. In
short, the interaction between gas flow and oil is greatest within the OCR Groove-3rd Land
regime. Figure 1-8 displays the relative amount of oil with respect to position in the ring pack.
As shown, there's significantly more oil present in the Lower Region as a supply than the
amount present in the Upper Region to be consumed. Oil transport is shown as being able to
travel up and down while the gas flow is shown going from the high pressure of the combustion
chamber to the low pressure of the crank case. Drain holes in the back of the groove assist in
emptying the accumulated oil out towards the crankcase [10]. The OCR's geometry plays an
Land
important role in the oil supply to the 3rd Land and, thus, affects the occurrence of P
3
bridging [17][73].
This oil supply and release from the groove affects the amount of oil present in various
parts of the ring pack. There are three avenues for oil's transport into and out of the groove: the
OCR groove flanks, the OCR gap, and the OCR groove drain holes. These three pathways are
shown in Figure 1-9. Along with the mechanisms that arise during engine operation, these
pathways create an environment responsible for the amount of oil present within the OCR groove
over the course of the cycle during steady-state engine operation. The design of the groove
(holes and clearance), the gap size, and the ring's tension (how easy it is to move the ring up and
down within the groove as well as it's scraping capability) will govern the oil mass within the
groove. The change in this amount is due solely to the operating condition of the engine.
Observations of these three avenues address the Lower Region's (Region I) role in lubrication
and oil consumption, namely: Oil Supply to and Oil Releasing from the Lower Region of the
ring pack.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 1-9 - Oil transport within the Lower Region (Region I) is dependent upon the three
avenues for oil transport within the OCR and Groove: (A) OCR Gap - Direct connection of
groove, skirt and 3" Land; (B) OCR Groove Flanks - Direct connection of groove to 3rd Land or
groove to skirt; (C) OCR Groove Drain Holes - Direct connection of groove to crankcase.
By dividing the piston ring pack into three regions, it becomes easier to understand oil's
transport into the combustion chamber and each region's contribution. This type of analysis
leads to improvements of piston ring pack design in order to control oil flow and lubrication. As
such, the design changes in each area become an important aspect of oil transport and oil
consumption study.
For this study, the Lower Region (Region I), containing the OCR, skirt chamfer, and the
3" Land, was the focus since it is the source of oil for the remainder of the ring pack. Up until
recently, this section of the ring pack has not been thoroughly investigated. Thus, currently,
there isn't a complete understanding of the environment in that region and how it affects oil
transport in general. The research that will be presented here will seek to remedy that. This
study utilized Two-Dimensional Laser Induced Fluorescence (2D LIF) to lay a foundation for the
mechanisms controlling oil transport into the ring pack. These mechanisms will be outlined and
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explained in order to be used in the control of oil supply for the upper ring pack as well as oil
consumption. The information accrued will build upon extensive previous research in order to
get a comprehensive picture of this region's role in oil consumption.

1.3 Research on Oil Consumption and Oil Transport: Historic Perspective
Previous research has examined many aspects of the piston ring pack design in relation to
the variables that have a notable effect on an engine's oil consumption. Recall, the piston ring
pack is the most significant contributor to the engine's total oil consumption. A brief summary
of some of these variables follows.
First and foremost, the geometry of the piston and rings governs the area through which
the oil flows and how the oil moves through the ring pack [8-10]. Additionally, the liner surface
finish [11] and the cylinder bore distortion [12], are equally crucial to oil consumption since they
affect the flow area of oil transport. The properties of the oil used [13], the temperatures of the
components (liner, piston, rings), and the operating conditions of the engine (speed, load, steadystate, transient behavior) have been examined extensively [7][14][15][73].

Since blowby gases

can entrain oil when passing through the ring pack, the positive crankcase ventilation (PCV)
system can play a major role in oil consumption, though its exact contribution can vary based on
oil separator design and engine load [6][7].

Various studies have been conducted to quantify

these variables and pinpoint the exact mechanisms responsible for oil consumption behavior at a
given operating condition. As mentioned before, the use of Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)
aided in visually capturing oil transport within the ring pack.
LIF has been used in limited experiments to measure oil film thickness (OFT) since the
early 90s. These amounted to mostly point measurements - identifying the thickness of the oil
film at exactly one point on the liner and piston - and were valuable at quantifying the general
amount of oil in the ring pack. While this single-point LIF OFT measurement is great for
measuring the oil film thickness, oil moves both axially and circumferentially. This method of
OFT measurement can't measure adjacent points and, thus, wasn't advantageous for studying oil
transport since oil flow timing and patterns were still unknown [50-57]. In lieu of this, a 2D oil
distribution measuring system was developed, utilizing a flash lamp to get still images of oil
within the ring pack [58]. Building upon this system, Thirouard developed a multiply-dye LIF
system for real time observation of oil flow patterns throughout the engine cycle at different
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operating conditions [31][59][60]. It's this engine and experimental setup that is being used for
the research to be discussed in this thesis.
Experiments involving LIF have recorded oil transport at different operating conditions
(engine speed and load) for a number of piston ring pack designs.

With accurate oil film

thickness measurements based upon the oil's density (the intensity of the fluorescence), it's
possible to get an idea of the amount of oil on the 3 rd, 2 ", and Crown Lands as well as how the
rings behave under given operating conditions [16-21,49].
To quantify what has been seen from the LIF videos and images, oil consumption
measurements have been performed at similar operating conditions with near identical ring packs
and engine configurations.

In-cylinder measurements, such as land pressures, combustion

chamber pressures, and liner temperatures, have been recorded along with the experimental
conditions to get a better idea of the type of environment the oil is being exposed to during the
trends observed [14][15]. An example of such a trend includes oil transport from the liner to the
piston ring pack via scraping and vice versa [65].
However, even though wide-ranging tests have been performed, a complete analytical
package that fully explains the patterns seen in oil transport has yet to be developed. It is for this
reason that the following thesis focuses on the supply of oil, namely the Lower Region, to the
remainder of the piston ring pack with the visual aid of LIF experiments.
Though advances have been made in the simulations of ring pack dynamics, there still
remains many more challenges to address.

Initially, oil transport had been modeled by the

driving force of blowby gases through the gaps but was limited by experimental validation,
limiting the significance of the results [61]. Likewise, oil transport along the ring and liner
interface has been thoroughly studied [62-64] and consequently modeled, though mostly in the
vicinity of the OCR [25][27][66].

What has been observed and recorded through experiments

only leads to the bolstering of the models' accuracy and taking advantage of the numerous
controlling factors for oil transport that have been observed as a result of such experiments.
For example, many of the models that deal with the effects of gas flow on oil transport
within the ring pack during normal engine operation have been improved based upon research
engines and simulated engine experiments, all with clear windows to view the oil's movements
[3][8][9][22][23]. Other observations that have assisted model development involve the inertial
force present during the piston's constant acceleration and deceleration over the course of the
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four-stroke cycle. This inertia can oscillate the rings within their respective grooves, essentially
pumping oil into or out of them. In doing so, oil can make its way to the Top Ring where, as
noted earlier, the oil is lost [3][8][9][10][18].
Oil's dependence on which route to take, the ring's groove or the ring's gap, depends on
the path of least resistance and how well the ring sits in its respective groove during piston ascent
and descent, separating the groove from the lands. It has been shown that when the gaps align,
namely the Top and 2 "dRing gaps, there is a significant rise in oil consumption since the gap
alignment provides an easy channel for gas and oil flow [17][18][23]. The effects of increasing
2" Land volume on 2

Land pressure have been studied through piston design [3] and liner

surface finish [11]. Increasing the land volume resulted in a reduction of 2 nd Land pressure and
reverse blowby gas flow of the given engine [4][22]. Decreasing reverse blowby corresponds to
a decrease in oil consumption.

Reverse gas flow becomes a more prevalent problem during

transient loading operations, especially when going from low load to high load operation. This is
due to the oil accumulating in the Upper Region of the ring pack under low load conditions.
Once the engine ramps to high load, this excess accumulation gets consumed in the combustion
chamber [20].
What the previous discussion amounts to is that the foundation of power cylinder
lubrication started long ago, and have progressively built upon each other. As the controlling
factors for oil transport along the piston and ring pack get studied further, more comprehensive
models arise and become more representative of the experimental results that are performed.
That is, the models have become increasingly robust [16][17][24][31][67-72].

However, these

models are limited in recreating the entire oil flow pattern, even at steady state conditions.
Indeed, at the time of Przesmitzki's thesis, there had been no comprehensive study of oil
transport inside the power cylinder during transient operation [73].

Hence, the lack of a

complete model for the entire ring pack is the reason why research is continuing on the topic of
oil transport. As can be seen in Figure 1-10, research in each facet of the power cylinder, such
as the cylinder liner, the lubricant's properties, the piston's design, etc, add to the knowledge of
its proper lubrication. The knowledge gained from one portion is utilized by the others in order
to obtain a more complete picture of the system and improve upon the efficiency of the engine as
a whole. The scope of this thesis is highlighted in Figure 1-10 by the dashed line.
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Fis-ure 1-10 - Schematic
of the research that is
performed and how they
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load, the end result of the
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overall efficiency of the
engine via decreasing
friction, decreasing cost,
and decreasing lost work.

Low-Cost

Figure 1-11 -

The many

facets of oil transport study
currently conducted at MIT.
These include the research on
the piston-ring-pack, skirt,
and liner interface with the
intention of understanding oil
transport and oil consumption.
Combined, these draw a
picture of the total lubrication
of the power cylinder

Drive Cycle Resolution

Extensive ring-pack models have been developed and proven at the Sloan Automotive
Laboratory at MIT to predict ring dynamics, gas flows, and ring-liner lubrication within the ring
pack. Using these analytical models, it is possible to estimate oil transport through the piston
ring pack as well as predict its performance in terms of friction [24-30]. More importantly, these
models hypothesize the physical mechanisms that control the oil transport by conferring
observations from a 2D LIF one-cylinder research engine [31].

Additionally, the affects of the

piston skirt, long ignored in most transport studies, are being looked at more closely and
modeled by Bai [Internal Documents]. This focus builds upon secondary motion simulations
that have been developed in the past [74]. The interaction between these models with one
another and how they fit into the bigger picture of the power cylinder can be summarized by
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Figure 1-11. From this diagram, one can see that the proper lubrication of the power cylinder
can be broken down into a number of categories: oil transport on the skirt, ring face and liner
interaction, and steady-state oil consumption. This compartmentalizing approach will be the
foundation for how this research analyzes the data accrued.
Previous research has been focused on Regions II and III, the Upper Region of the ring
pack. Such topics included: transient load analysis; Top Ring groove filling and radial collapse,
ring rotation; oil bridging; and skirt-liner oil film interaction. It's imperative that future research
examine the oil sources to these regions, with an emphasis on improvements that can be made to
oil consumption and lubrication. As such, the oil source for the ring pack, namely the OCR, skirt
chamfer, and 3 Land, are the focus of this thesis and will be building upon previous LIF
research taken at the Sloan Automotive Laboratory.

1.4 Project Direction
The complex and intricate oil transport processes within the power cylinder system
currently prevent a comprehensive understanding of the path oil takes from the crankcase to the
combustion chamber [24][75][76].

What is certain is that oil consumption is directly related to

the oil control provided by each region of the piston ring pack. The supply of oil to the Upper
Region is dependent on the performance of the Lower Region (skirt chamfer, OCR, OCR
Groove, 3r Land). As such, a superior performing Lower Region is one that minimizes oil
transport to the Upper Region, thereby minimizing oil consumption, while maximizing
lubrication to keep friction at a minimum. Because not much is known about the interaction of
the OCR Groove with the rest of the ring pack, this thesis attempts to lay the framework
involving a better model of the OCR groove and its interaction with the 3

Land and skirt

chamfer in order to be used for future use and development.
Given that oil accumulates and releases via the OCR and groove, this thesis focuses on
how the supply of oil within the Lower Region and the ring pack are affected by a number of
design and physical characteristics, and how these affect the timing issue of oil accumulation and
release. Namely the effects of the OCR groove and its interaction with the ring, 3 rd Land
interaction, different regions of the 3rd Land, and the OCR gap effects are all parameters touched
upon and dealt with in this thesis. In doing so, the mechanisms controlling the oil accumulation
and releasing from this area were observed, characterized, explained, and modeled. Figure 1-12,
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brings together these various parameters and their interaction with each other. The goal was to
utilize these results to improve current models and create a scaling model that would be specific
to the Lower Region. This scaling model would lay the framework for future development with
regards to the mechanisms and phenomena observed in this study. In doing so, a better
understanding of oil transport into and out of the Lower Region, and how to control it, will arise.

2"" Ring

Holes

~The

Fig~ure 1-12 - Schematic of
the various sources of oil to
the OCR groove and how
they're depicted as valves
or channels (short circuits).
goal of the project is to
find and understand the
mechanisms that control
these components and use
them to create a scaling

model that governs oil
transport within the Lower
Region.

A two-dimensional visualization system, based on the multiple-dye LIF technique, was
used in conjunction with a single cylinder spark ignition research engine to produce real-time
observation of the oil distribution within the piston ring pack during engine operation. Based
upon a production four-cylinder engine, the research engine and experimental setup provided
visual evidence of the oil transport and quantitative values for the rate of transport within the
piston ring pack. Added to this once naturally aspirated system was a boosting arrangement that
allowed visualization of engine operation under supra-atmospheric conditions, though currently
only via a motored state. Chapter 2 describes this experimental setup as well as the many
configurations tested for the experiments.
Chapter3 focuses on the environment of the OCR groove as well as the mechanisms that
contribute to oil's accumulation and release within the groove. Its interaction with the OCR is
the primary focus of this chapter, though the 3P Land and skirt chamfer are mentioned in limited
detail. This segue ways into Chapter 4, where the many regions of the 3 Land, described by
their oil patterns, are discussed. How these patterns interact with the OCR groove and what they
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mean in terms of the local pressure gradients and gas flows are explained in greater detail to
better understand the ring dynamics and the gas flows of the Lower Region.
Chapter5 draws together some basic conclusions from the results presented in Chapters
3 and 4, as well as looking to the future for what more can be done in order to better understand
oil transport within the piston ring pack.
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Chapter 2: Experimental Setup
2.1 Experimental Objectives
As described earlier in Section 1.2, oil transport through the piston ring pack system is
governed by a number of sources, namely the presence of oil on the ring-liner interface, ring
pack dynamics, and gas flow through the system. All of these sources of oil transport, and,
consequently, oil consumption, vary based upon engine operating conditions and, more
importantly, ring pack and piston design. This section presents the experimental methodology of
this research study.
These experiments were carried out using a single-cylinder PSA (Peugeot) spark ignition
research engine that was capable of operating at speeds up to 6,000RPM and from negative load
(sub-atmospheric intake manifold pressure) to full load conditions.

While a multi-cylinder

engine can be used to easily measure oil consumption, this engine's purpose was for studying oil
transport due to the visualization advantages it provides.

Thus, no oil consumption

measurements to date have been performed on this research engine. Further, any oil patterns,
ring dynamics, gas flows, and the mechanisms that control oil transport within a multi-cylinder
engine will not deviate much from this one-cylinder research engine. Oil consumption variation
for identical engine designs at the same operating conditions is most likely due to the variations
in oil transport inside the piston-ring-pack. Therefore, in order to fully understand the multitude
of mechanisms that control oil consumption, it is imperative that real-time oil consumption
measurements are conducted simultaneously with measurements of the physical parameters
mentioned earlier that play a major role in oil transport.
This particular PSA research engine had the advantage of being designed for optical
access. As such, a viewing window approximately 104.5mm x 18mm (See Figure 2.1 below)
had the ability to be placed on either the thrust or anti-thrust side of the cylinder liner. The
window's size and proper installation allowed viewing of the piston and rings throughout most of
the piston's stroke. This provided great visualization of the entire cycle and the ring dynamics
associated for all four strokes throughout the engine operating regime. For the experimental data
observed and discussed in this thesis, all were exclusively taken from the thrust side of the
cylinder liner.
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Once fulfilled, these experimental objectives will give a better understanding of the role
of ring pack design on oil transport and the mechanisms governing oil consumption.
Specifically, they will shed new light and postulate new ideas as to the role of the Lower Region
in the power cylinder's overall oil consumption.

2.2 Test Engine Composition
2.2.1 Engine Overview
The central piece of equipment, without which there would be no experiment, was the
test engine. It was derived from a production Peugeot (PSA) 2.OL engine, Model XU1OJ4R. As
such, the cylinder head, connecting rod, piston, and piston rings are identical to that used for the
production engine, making replacement parts relatively easy to acquire.

However, this

experiment dealt with pistons and rings that were significantly modified from their production
counterparts for the purposes of this study's experiments to better understand the fundamentals
of oil transport. It's important to note that, though the engine is a few years old, it has many
modern design features, such as 4 valves per cylinder and port fuel injection, but lacks more
advanced subsystems present in engines today, such as variable valve timing, cam phasing, or
boosting (turbocharging or supercharging).

The general characteristics of this engine are

displayed in Table 2-1 below.
Engine Manufacturer
Production Year
Engine Code & Type
Fuel Delivery
Ignition Type
Boost Type
Number of Operating Valves
Displacement
Bore
Stroke

Peugeot Soct6 Anonyme (PSA)
1997
Code: XUIOJR/L; Type: RFV
Port Fuel Injection
Spark Ignition
Naturally Aspirated
4
0.511 L
86.6mm
88.8mm

Maximum Specific Power

37.3kW / Liter @ 5500RPM*

Maximum Specific Torque

18

Table 2-1 - Test engine
characteristics courtesy of
Peugeot Societ6 Anonyme
(PSA). (* Torque and Power
numbers are for the 4-cylinder
engine from which the
research engine is derived
from). Ref. [31],[37],[73]

SN-m
/ Liter @4200RPM

Prior to the conduction of oil transport studies, the test engine was modified and fitted
with various measuring instruments and control devices in order to better govern and monitor the
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engine's operating conditions and measure the effects of the changing physical parameters on oil
transport. These changes are enumerated in the following sections and differentiate this singlecylinder research engine from its production version.
One of the changes involved the cylinder head. In order to adapt the four-cylinder head
to this one-cylinder engine, the valve bucket tappets were removed from three of the cylinders to
disable their valve movement during engine operation. Additionally, the cylinder liner cooling
jacket has been isolated from the cylinder head cooling jackets, allowing more freedom in the
design of the liner both in its finish and in the creation of optical access. Below the liner, the
research engine consists of two large components - the crankshaft casing and the balance shaft
casing. The crankshaft that the piston/conrod is attached to was modified to have only one crank
pin for the single-cylinder and is thus much different than that of a production crankshaft. The
balance shaft casing houses the counterweights that help to reduce, if not eliminate, the
harmonics associated with one-cylinder operation.

The design and implementation of the

balance shafts, in conjunction with the specially designed crankshaft, facilitated operation of the
single cylinder engine at speeds of up to 6,000RPM, though the highest speed recorded for these
experiments was 3500RPM.

2.2.2 Optical Access to the Ring Pack
While the idea of having an engine with optical access via the cylinder liner is not a new
concept, many engines that consist of a modified cylinder liner cannot be operated at high loads,
high speeds, or for long periods of time due to the overheating of the optical window. This
overheating prevents the testing and observation of some of the most critical and severe
conditions for oil transport and, thus, oil consumption. Additionally, overheating the optical
window prevents the observation of an accurate piston and liner geometry that result from
thermal deformation. To circumvent such disadvantageous occurrences, the cylinder liner and
the cylinder head were designed to have separate coolant flow paths as mentioned earlier. This
would allow for better cooling control of the optical window. The cooling jacket of the optical
window is discussed in Section 2.2.3.
As noted in Section 1.2, gas flow and ring dynamics are very sensitive to engine
operating conditions, piston geometry, and liner geometry/finish, thus affecting mechanisms
governing oil transport.

Because of these reasons, the cylinder liner optical window was
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designed to be as large as possible without hindering engine operation. It accomplishes this task
by providing a viewing area for inspecting oil transport at almost any point along the piston's
stroke.

At TDC (Top Dead Center) and BDC (Bottom Dead Center) the limitations of the

window are apparent. At the top, the piston crown, Top Ring, and 2 "d Land are out of view,
while at the bottom, the skirt is hidden from the camera's eye. Figures 2-1 and 2-2 display the
optical window used for these experiments, its dimensions, and how it fits into the liner without
disturbing the environment of the piston ring pack
Sapphire

/ Window

12 mm

TDC -

mid
stroke

BDC

Liner

Clamp
Cylinder Coolant Jacket

Figure 2-1 - Schematic of the sapphire window, showing its dimensions and presence inside the
cylinder liner. It provides optical access to the piston ring pack during the engine's operation.
These images have been updated from [31] and [73].
The material of choice for the single cylinder engine's liner window was sapphire,
primarily for its superior mechanical properties.

Its thermal conductivity is critical for

minimizing liner deformation since sapphire and cast iron have similar coefficients of thermal
expansion, namely 25-40 and 15 K~ , respectively. To adhere the window to the liner, a high
temperature resistant (up to 230"C), and high thermal conductivity (1.4

w/m-K)

epoxy

(ECCOBOND 276) was applied. Once the liner and window were assembled together, they
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were ground with a center-less diamond tool because traditional honing tools would create an
out-of-round liner surface due to the different wear rates of cast iron and sapphire - cast iron
wears much more quickly than sapphire, thus the cylinder would become oval-shaped before the
sapphire is machined sufficiently. After using the center-less honing tool, the window and liner
would be flush and the bore diameter extended to the nominal size.
The aforementioned assembly and honing were done prior to this author's experiments
and, thus, were not executed between any of the experimental results discussed in this thesis.
The current liner and window assembly has been used for many hours of operation and utilized
for numerous experiments. The previous research, Przesmitzi, removed the liner early on in his
research study to have its bore distortion and the surface roughness measured. It was found that
the roughness varied between Ra = 0.23 - 0.37 oan for the cast iron and between Ra = 0.58 -

0.80 oan for the sapphire. The roundness of the liner was measured to be between -0.8 to 6.3
oan.

(A)

(B)

Figure 2-2 - (A) View of the piston ring pack as seen through the sapphire window. (B) View
of sapphire window from inside the liner. [73]
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2.2.3 Cooling the Liner Window
The coolant jacket of the cylinder liner was designed to have optimal cooling of the
sapphire to prevent overheating. Figures 2-3 and 2-4, below, show the cross section of the
coolant passages around the window and liner, disassembled and assembled, respectively. An
external pump drives coolant from a temperature-controlled reservoir through the steel clamp on
the outside of the sapphire window. Afterwards, the coolant flows into the coolant jacket of the
liner by way of six holes, three on each side, located around the window (See Figure 2-3), with
four spaced closer together at the top since combustion gases make that area the hottest portion
of the liner. Separating the coolant through these six holes around the window helps create
uniform flow, and thus uniform cooling, for the entire length of the window. Once the coolant
passes by the window, it flows around the liner and exits the coolant jacket on the side opposite
of the window (See Figure 2-4). The exhausted coolant then returns back to the temperature
controlled reservoir to be utilized again.

Figure 2-3 - A picture of the

disassembled window and
liner, showing the steel
clamp, sapphire window, the
six coolant passages around
the window (with four closer
together at the top), and the
shafts for the bolts used in
affixing the clamp to the
liner casing. [73]

To achieve a homogeneous liner temperature, the temperature gradient between the inlet
and outlet of the cooling jacket was minimized. This was accomplished with the use of a highflow-rate coolant pump, sustaining flow rates of up to 50 L/g with 2 bars of back pressure. This
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flow rate is about four times the flow rate usually used for a single cylinder engine of this size.
The inlet coolant temperature was set at 50C and maintained within 10C by external pumps and
heat exchangers that circulated the closed coolant system to exchange waste heat with an open
city water system. The flow rate of the city water through the heat exchangers also changed
depending upon the coolant load from the engine.

Coolant
Outlet

Cylinder Liner
Coolant Jacket

Liner

Figure 2-4 - The cylinder liner

and window cooling system when
assembled. Redrawn from [31]
and [73]

coolant
Inlet

2.2.4 Engine Oil Supply
The engine's lubrication and crankcase ventilation systems were designed to allow the
engine to behave as a normal production engine. The pressure and temperature of the oil
entering the engine were regulated to keep a consistent amount of oil flowing during operation as
well as minimize any variation in the lubricant's physical properties. The research engine was
designed to have a dry sump configuration. Thus, the oil used to lubricate the engine was
externally stored in a reservoir tank that had both a cooling heat exchanger and an electric heater
internally installed. Because of this external temperature-controlled sump, the single cylinder
engine had access to a large volume of oil (on the order of 8 to 10 liters), increasing the thermal
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inertia of the lubrication system. As a result, the oil temperature could be accurately controlled
without much over- or under-shooting, though there were on/off controllers and actuators present
for the heat exchangers within the tank. These controllers and actuators allowed the addition of
city water in the heat exchanger to cool the oil if needed, or ran the heater, as done during startup
of the engine, when the oil needed to be warmed up to a set temperature. For these experiments,
the oil temperature of the reservoir was kept at 50C, with no more than +1 to +3"C variation on
average, +9*C being the extreme case (3500RPM, 700mbar, 4 minutes of continuous operation).

conttflerCaihw

TC:

termocouple

Figure 2-5 - The layout of the lubrication system for the single cylinder research engine. Figure

has been modified from Thirouard [31], adding the needle valve as described in the text, prior to
the oil inlet for both the crankshaft and the secondary oil jet.
In order to both supply and remove oil from the engine, as is the case with dry sumps,
two external pumps were utilized - one pump to scavenge the crankcase and balance shaft casing
and one pump to pressurize the oil into the engine.

The inlet pressure into the engine's

lubricating system was controlled using a poppet style backpressure relief valve located after the
inlet external oil pump. This valve bleeds off enough flow from the pump to control the line
pressure into the engine within 2 psi. The inlet pressure was kept at 70psi for all of these
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experiments. The scavenging pump was regulated using a motor speed controller, minimizing
the amount of crankcase vapor pumped from the engine into the oil tank.

Note that the

"crankcase" refers to the combined void beneath the power cylinder which is comprised of the
crankshaft housing and the balance shaft housing. To avoid crankcase pressure modification, the
scavenging pump was operated as slowly as possible, while still effectively evacuating the
crankcase. The crankcase and oil tank were connected to avoid a pressure difference between
them, thus maintaining the crankcase pressure very close to a set pressure (for these experiments,
the crankcase hardly deviated from atmospheric pressure).
The oil inlet pump not only supplied oil to the various parts and bearings of the engine
via the cylinder head downward (as is done in most production engines), but it also provided oil
to two jets that tapped into the pressure rail that supplied oil to the crankshaft and balance shaft
bearings. One jet was present on the connecting rod, and is typical of many production engines,
while the other was added to provide an additional source of oil, whose purpose will be
discussed. Figure 2-5 gives a very simple depiction of the total lubrication system for the single
cylinder engine and how it's regulated, measured, and controlled.
Most production engines make use of the high pressure oil that's present in between the
crank pin and con rod bearing. Manufacturers create connecting rods with a small (-2.5mm)
hole whose presence allows oil to squirt once per revolution up to the underside of the piston on
the exhaust side, as well as sometimes towards the liner. This oil jet serves two purposes: 1) To
cool the piston via conduction from the top to its underside; 2) To provide added lubrication to
the liner during the piston's descent (the liner receives oil after it splashes off the piston). This
research engine has a secondary oil jet that provides additional cooling if so desired. While the
jet's flow rate is adjustable, access to the valve is limited and cumbersome. In the past, the flow
rate was maintained at a constant, near maximum value for all tests. Unfortunately, there was no
specification as to the functionality of the oil jet or a reference guide with specifications
matching flow rates to engine operating conditions. During the course of these experiments, the
flow rate was kept at a maximum, however, the addition of a needle valve allowed the author to
cut off flow to this secondary jet. The setup and relative positioning of both of these jets are
depicted below in Figure 2-6.
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Thrut Side
Exhaust Side

Liner

Figure 2-6 - Schematic of the
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piston ring pack and connecting
rod assembly and how the two
oil jets present on the PSA
research engine interact with the
piston and liner. The amount of
oil from each jet is not intended
to be relative nor is it drawn to
scale. The piston, rings, and
connecting rod, however, are
drawn to scale.
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As noted earlier, there was no specification as to the functionality of the secondary jet.
Unbeknownst to the author, this needle valve cut the supply to not only the secondary jet but to
the primary conrod jet as well. Both jets are supplied with oil from the same channel machined
within the solid piece of steel that comprises the crankshaft housing. As such, cutting off supply
to the secondary jet obstructed flow to the primary jet as well. The result of such actions caused
a catastrophic failure to the connecting rod bearing, since a lack of oil for proper lubrication
caused friction to build up and the bearing material to melt. In short, the engine had to be torn
down, the crank pin reground to undersize spec, and new undersize bearings had to be ordered
from PSA. Lesson learned, you need proper lubrication for a happy and operable engine.
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2.2.5 Engine Boosting
Noted previously, many modem engines are being equipped with superchargers or
turbochargers to provide added boost and get ever more power out of smaller machines. Though
this single-cylinder engine wasn't designed to have a turbo/supercharger attached to provide
supra atmospheric intake conditions, its production engine counterpart did have a variant with a
turbocharger installed. Based on this knowledge, the robustness of the design, and the hasslefree operation of the motor up until presently, it was decided that adding a boost system would
not only be possible but necessary in order to capture videos that are broader in scope,
encompassing all engines, charged or naturally aspirated.

Figure 2-7, below, outlines the

completed boosted system used for this study. Unfortunately, since the compression and spark
timing need to be changed in order for the system to work exactly like a turbocharged engine
(that is, it needs to have combustion when operating at these high values of intake manifold
pressure), the boosting system was only utilized for motoring conditions, which bodes well when
analyzing the intake stroke (naturally aspirated or charged).

A fear existed that boosting,

coupled with ignition, would cause peak pressures beyond what the engine was designed for.
Thus, to avoid catastrophic failure, the system was run only in the motoring state (no-spark).
The air flow rate needed for the engine was calculated by:

m

=

rPI,,VD

R

Mtrapped

trapped

=

time c

RAIR

cle_ N
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T
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P
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Where PINr is the intake manifold absolute pressure in Pascals, VD is the displaced volume in
cubic meters, RAIR is the Air Gas Constant in '/kg.K or m2 /s2 -K, TINr is the intake manifold air
temperature in Kelvin, and N is the RPM (rv'ons/minute). mfrapped is the mass of air trapped in

the cylinder, per cycle, at Intake Valve Closing (@IVC).

The volume of air going through the

intake is equal to the displaced volume since the clearance volume is filled with gases from
combustion prior to intake valve opening. Thus, Equation 2.2 gives a rough, but very good
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estimate of how much air flow is needed for any type of engine (displacement being the
geometric value needed), at any speed, for a given level of boosting.
It was assumed that, for boosting, it would be best to overestimate the amount of airflow
needed, thus incorporating a factor of safety in the design of the air charging system. As such,
the variables in Equation 2.2 were defined as having the following values:
P. = 1.5bar = 150,00OPa 4 Well above the IMAP desired
N = 4000RPM 4 Greater than the RPM intended to be studied
VD =
RAI

=

286'9

0.5L -> One Cylinder of a 2.0L Four-Cylinder Engine

g . K 4 Assumed using dry air and water separators to accomplish this
(Note, if H20 is part of the air, R decreases, therefore this
value would counteract the Tr assumption for a minimum)

TN.= 293.15K

-

Assume 68"F, a minimum temperature inlet, aided with an intercooler

(Note, if the temperature increases, ri-

decreases, counteracting

the effects of water in air for R, incorporating a factor of safety)
Plugging the above values into Equation 2.2, we get a mass airflow of approximately
30""'/seca.

Using Equation 2.3:
= m''4fl'"^A'
AIR,MAX

(2.3)

PairA(2

Pa~ir,ATM

Where paiATM is the density of air under atmospheric conditions (1 bar, 293K or 20"C), taken
to be 1.2041 kg/m3, and VAIRMAX is the maximum volume flow rate of the air needed for the
maximum air flow rate value found above. In the end, the max air flow required was calculated
to be about 53SCFM (specific cubic feet per minute), at atmospheric conditions.
With the given maximum flow rate needed, the search for an air compressor proved to be
time consuming and costly. It was once thought to use the Sloan Auto Lab's air supply in
conjunction with a storage tank would be suitable. However, the flow rate provided by the
supply as well as the relatively low charge pressure to pressurize the tank proved that this was
not a viable solution, the engine would only be able to run at a maximum of 1 minute under
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boosted conditions following the pressurization of this tank. Luckily, after looking at numerous
compressors available on the market, as well as the possibility of building a supercharger system
from scratch, it was decided that utilizing a compressor and tank system installed in the lab by
Santosh Shanbhogue would provide not only the flow rates needed for these experiments, but
also this would circumvent the costly purchase and timely construction/acquisition of an
additional compressor system.

Spring-Loaded Ball CheckValve
Max Pressure: 60ps @70'F
Allows use ofboosting or naturally aspirated
modes without disassembly of either system
- Passive in nature

HaliValwe
Finalsafely measure to make
sureofdesire to boost system

PressureReaulator
- Model:DX6F-2B;Honeywell
- Spring-loaded with filter screen; Of brass construction
- Sets outlet pressure with turn ofknob andfront facing
pressuregauge
- Usedto adjust IMAPduring motoring tests
%

Blue DempeninaTank
- Assists in pressure oscillations associated
with one-cylinder operation
- Volume:208.6L
Provides added air reservoir; approximately
1minof operation at a maximum

GrewDampenine Tank
- Assists in pressure oscillations associated with one-cylinder
operation
- Volume:892L
- Provides added
airreservoir in case compressor fails
- Used in conjunction with compressor to prevent constant on/off
operation ofthe compressor as well as dampenany oscillations from
the compressor

\

Exhaust
'.Menifold

Mode: GA30FF;Atlas Copco
MaxFinal Pressure: 132psi
FreeAir Delivery: 85CFM
-Has Dryer to produce moisture-free
compressed air
- LCDPanel to Program Pressure, etc.
-

.- .

-

Figure 2-7 - The completed boosting system used for the PSA single cylinder research engine,
mimicking the effects of turbo/supercharging the induction system of a production engine.
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2.2.6 Blowby
Blowby is defined as the leakage of combustion gases through the ring pack system into
the crankcase. Blowby gases are composed of burned and unburned hydrocarbons. Blowby
gases are generally fed into the intake manifold by a positive crankcase ventilation (PCV) system
to prevent their emission into the atmosphere. As was done by Thirouard [31] and Przesmitzki
[73], the blowby of the PSA engine was measured for a number of reasons, some of which are:
blowby is a good indicator of ring pack performance; the measured blowby value provides the
overall gas flow rate downward; the blowby value is important when comparing computer
simulations to what's viewed in the experiments. For this research conducted, the blowby's
importance was not overlooked. As will be revealed in the coming sections and chapters, the
measured blowby proved to be an important link in the struggle between gas flow pushing
downward and oil accumulation resisting this change.

The blowby meter utilized in this

experiment is detailed in Table 2-2 below. Its fast response time and voltage output made it a
favorable choice for use with the imaging system discussed below. The meter's reading is
coupled with spark timing and other engine parameters for each image taken for the videos as
described in the following sections. For a detailed schematic of the blowby measuring system,
the author encourages the reader to peruse Chapter 2 of [31].
Blowby Meter
OMEGA
Manufacturer
FMA-A21 10
Model No.
Output (Linearised)
0-5V
Flow Rate Range
0-15 SLPM
±1% of full scale
Accuracy
+0.15% of full scale
Repeatability
250psi
Max Pressure
seconds
5
Response Time

Table 2-2 - Details of the
blowby flow meter that was
used in the experiment.

2.3 Controlling Engine Operation and the Data Acquisition System
As many consumers are well aware, modem vehicles have a multitude of electronic
components that help improve the driving experience. Most important, engines are equipped
with many sensors and computer modules that help monitor and control the car's operation and
ensure that it does so in the most efficient manner possible. When dealing with a single cylinder
engine, such as the one used for this research study, the main variables to control are the spark
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timing, the fuel delivery (amount, duration, and timing), and the air flow into the cylinder - all
components for the most important part of engine operation, combustion.
For a typical production engine and vehicle, this would be controlled by a Powertrain
Control Module, or PCM. The PCM acquires relevant signals, such as the crank position, air
temperature, coolant temperature, etc, from their respective sensors and, in turn, generates
signals enabling the ignition coil and fuel injector, amongst other devices, to execute at the
proper time and in the desirable amount.

Since the PSA research engine used in these

experiments was not a production engine, the availability of a production PCM was not an
option. As such, an engine control system was created to operate the engine. Additionally, a
data acquisition system including a digital output camera was created to record the oil transport
viewed through the sapphire window. What follows is a description of both of these systems,
which were built and perfected by Thirouard [31] and Przesmitzki [73]. Since the systems work
without any issue, no changes were made from what had been done previously.
2.3.1 Hardware for Engine and Data Acquisition Control
The original engine control system was setup by Thirouard [31] and, due to the
limitations of that system for engine transient operation, was improved upon by Przesmitzki [73]
with the creation of a closed loop system that utilized LabView graphical programming language
and software. This software is a product from National Instruments.
The total data acquisition system (data control and engine control) consisted of two
separate computers. One computer was utilized for controlling the image acquisition camera and
processing the visual data. It would take these images, as well as engine data received from the
second computer, and display the confluence into a viewable video on the screen. The second
computer, also referred to as the host, would control the fuel and spark timing while acquiring
and recording the relevant data of the engine's operating conditions (cylinder pressure, RPM,
intake pressure, blowby, etc.). The two computers communicated to one another via an Ethernet
hub, while the host (engine control) computer sent signals to the engine via the FPGA (Field
Programmable Gate Array) card. The FPGA card provided faster and more precise decisions
when compared to the Windows software's slower response time (nanoseconds vs. milliseconds,
respectively).
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2.3.2 Controlled Engine Parameters
A number of engine parameters are controlled by, or can be controlled by, the host
computer's FPGA card, namely, the fuel, the spark, and the throttle.
The fuel control uses a closed loop system to reproduce engine transients of typical
production engines. This system utilizes lookup tables to set the fuel injector pulse for different
engine speeds and intake manifold pressure (engine load). This is used in conjunction with an
ECM Universal Exhaust Gas Oxygen (UEGO) sensor, which accurately reads the air-fuel ratio of
gasoline from 7:1 to 20:1. The sensor's output is a major player in the success and functionality
of the closed loop, varying the fuel timing and amount as changes in the air flow rate changed
the sensor's reading (whether due to engine speed or load). However, the GUI control display
created by Przesmitzki allowed the operator to vary the fuel amount manually if so desired.
While the fuel injection system was controlled using a closed loop format, such a format
was deemed too impractical to be applied to the ignition system. Instead, Przesmitzki opted for a
simple open loop system that utilized look-up tables dependent upon engine speed and engine
load. The spark timing value was adjusted to use minimum advance best torque (MBT) unless
knock was a factor. As such, the tables created were not modified since barometric conditions
were taken into account during calibration. Since the compression ratio of the engine, as well as
the environment of Cambridge, wasn't changed, no further action was taken from [73].
Previous experiments outlined in [73] utilized a closed loop throttle control system in
order to perform repeatable transient load changes. Though transients were preformed during
this research study for the multiple piston ring pack configurations tested, transient engine
operation was not the focus. Therefore, the throttle control, as well as the feedback loop for a
desired intake manifold pressure (engine load), was controlled by the author. The computer
mainly recorded and displayed the engine load for a given throttle position and engine speed.

2.4 Imaging System
In order to visualize oil transport within the piston ring pack of the power cylinder, the
liner of the single cylinder research engine was outfitted with a sapphire window providing
optical access, as described. A CCD camera was used to record the fluorescent images that were
created from the laser-excited oil.

Figure 2-8 shows an example of an acquired image. Figures
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2-9 and 2-10 show the top-down and side view, respectively, of the camera-laser-window, the
complete optical setup. What follows is a description of this image acquisition system.
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Figure 2-8 - (A) Sample image from 2D LIF system [73]. (B) Another image showing a still
frame from one of the many movies created during this research study.
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Figure 2-9 - Top-down view

of the laser, camera, and
sapphire window, the
complete optical setup, for the
image acquisition system.
Not to scale. Arrangement
has been redrawn from [31].

Sapphire
Window

Figure 2-10 -- Side

Piston

Camera

view of the camera,
sapphire window,
piston, beam splitter,
and the laser beam for
the image acquisition
system. Not to scale.
Arrangement has been
redrawn from [31].

LinerCam

2.4.1 Video Capture - PhotonMAX 512B Camera
The camera used by the author throughout this experiment was a Princeton Instruments
PhotonMAX 512B, which was purchased during Przesmitzki's studies [73]. The details of the
PhotonMAX are shown in Table 2-3 below. The camera was an upgrade over the one first used
in [73], providing high Quantum Efficiency (Qe) and low noise in the output signal.

Q, in Area of Interest

Intensifier Required
CCD Format
Pixel Size
System Read Noise
CCD Cooling
Digitization
FrameReadout
Framesper Second
Video Output

-95
No
512 x 1024, with 512 x 512 imaging
16 microns
< 1 e- rms @ 10M Hz effective
-80 L;
16 bits
10, 5, or 1MHz
> 29
Digital Only

Table 2-3 - Summary of

important features of the
PhotonMAX camera used
during this study [73].

As can be seen from Table 2-3 above, the PhotonMAX camera has a quantum efficiency

of about 95% in the wavelengths of interest (550-650 nm), the highest possible quantum
efficiency available for these wavelengths when the camera was purchased. Figure 2-11, below,
shows how the quantum efficiency varies with wavelength and the corresponding area of interest
in these experiments. Hence, this was the biggest justification for its acquirement about six years
ago. The camera has a back illuminated CCD in order to capture images without the need for an
intensifier. The 512 x 1024 pixel CCD panel is divided into two parts. One part is exposed for
image acquisition and the other is permanently masked and used as a buffer memory. Both parts
are, thus, 512 x 512. Since the camera uses circular buffers to transfer frames from the exposed
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side to the buffer side, it can acquire one image while the previous one is being read, converted,
and downloaded to the computer. The camera can produce images with resolution as high as 16
"'/ixe1with no noise.
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Figure 2-11 Variation of the
Princeton Instruments
PhotonMAX 512B
CCD Camera Quantum
Efficiency with
wavelength. Image has
been taken from [77].
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The camera is equipped with a 16-bit 10, 5, or 1 MHz A/D converter, but was mostly
operated at 10MHz. This allowed an output of up to 29 frames per second, though most of the
videos were taken at 13 frames per second due to the processor limitations of the data acquisition
computer. This is due to the fact that, because the camera's output was digital, the image
acquisition had to be done with the use of software. The software utilized to accomplish real
time video acquisition of oil transport was LabView in conjunction with the Software Imaging
Toolkit (SITK) from RCubed. Both programs are memory and processor intensive.
For video capture, as stated earlier, LabView was used along with the SITK to program
the control and acquisition of the image data. The SITK software provides the camera drivers
that LabView needs to control the camera and read the data from the camera. The image was
read in as a 16-bit array of unsigned integers with each integer representing the intensity of that
pixel. This was converted to be displayed on computer monitors and viewed by the human eye,
two limiting factors on the video data. Since the images are digital when output to the computer
acquisition system, the display on the screen was purely cosmetic and they could be adjusted on
the fly as desired. As an example of this adjustment, Figures 2-12 and 2-13 below show how 12
bits can be mapped to an 8-bit display uniformly or only using the lower bits of the image,
respectively. The same theory has been extended to the 16-bit images captured for this research.
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Fi2ure 2-12 - Schematic

showing how the bits of a 12-bit
image can be uniformly mapped
to an 8-bit image for an AVI
file. Image taken from [73].
Levol

evf

Fi2ure 2-13 - Schematic

showing how the bits of a 12-bit
image can be mapped to an 8-bit
image for an AVI file using only
the lower bits of the original
image. Image taken from [73].

2.4.2 Oil Excitation - Nd-Yag Laser
In order for the camera to record oil transport along the piston ring pack, it was necessary
to mix dye into the oil sump at a specific ratio found by Thirouard [31] and use a laser to excite
the dye in the oil so that it fluoresces. This fluorescence is then captured by the CCD of the
camera. For this project, the second harmonic (532nm) of a Nd-Yag pulsed laser was used as
this excitation source. The laser was a New Wave Research MiniLase 1-20. As was found in
Thirouard [31], and unchanged by Przesmitzki [73] or the author, a suitable combination of
fluorescing dyes worked exceptionally well for the LIF experiments performed in this research.
The dye mixture chosen was Rhodamine 640 and Pyrromethene 567.
emission fluorescence technique was employed.
Thirouard.

Together, the dual

Details of this are described in [31] by

In short, the dual emission technique creates a dye whose fluorescence curves
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overlap in a narrow band that seems as though they were only one type of dye though they are in
fact two. The benefit of this mixture is that they have very different temperature responses and,
thus, reduce the sensitivity to temperature, covering a wide spectrum of fluorescence.
The laser pulse was utilized to create sharp images of the piston ring pack up to
6000RPM. Each pulse was on the order of 15-25mJ, but, during these experiments, it was
maintained at around 20-24mJ.

This energy output was found more than adequate for the

visualization purposes of these experiments. The laser itself is composed of two laser heads,
each able to pulse at a rate of up to 20Hz.

Since there are two heads, there are three

configurations in which it can be used:
1) The two lasers could be used alternately to generate a beam pulsing at rates up to 40Hz.
2) The two lasers could be used to generate two pulses separated by a very short time
interval. This configuration can be used in conjunction with the frame transfer feature of
the PhotonMAX camera described earlier to generate snapshots of the oil distribution
acquired from one to a few milliseconds apart.
3) The lasers could be used simultaneously to double the power output.
As had been done by previous researchers working on this engine, only one laser head was used
for the experiments outlined and discussed in this study. It was found difficult to maintain the
two lasers at comparable output levels, and thus produce reliable and repeatable results.
It was by found previous experimentalists that the total energy delivered by each pulse
varied from pulse to pulse. The beam's intensity varied across the profile as well. These issues
were resolved by allowing the laser to warm up prior to image acquisition, reducing energy
variation, and by using beam divergence to reduce intensity variation. This allowed for reliable
and repeatable results throughout all experiments. While the warm-up period of the laser is selfexplanatory, the beam divergence solution is discussed below.
The beam exits the laser at a diameter of 2.5mm. As the reader would expect, this is too
small for viewing much of the ring pack through the optical access of the window liner. Thus
the beam was expanded by a factor of 10 for the ring pack area experiments conducted for this
study. Once this beam expansion was accomplished, a cube beam splitter was used to reflect the
beam into the sapphire window. A cube beam splitter was chosen due to both the geometrical
limitations of the optical setup as well as the lack of ghost image production (no blurring or
shadows). However, the beam splitter transmits and reflects all wavelengths in the same amount,
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causing 50% of the incoming light being transmitted away from the engine and 50% of the
emitted fluorescence being reflected away from the camera. Normally, this would amount to
75% of the laser's energy being wasted. Though, due to the aid of the polarization of the laser
beam, which takes advantage of the beam splitter's transmittance and reflection dependence on
the incoming light's direction of polarization, only 52% of the laser's energy (and thus intensity)
was wasted.

The aforementioned process for how the laser's pulse is transmitted into the

cylinder liner window is depicted best in Figure2-9 above.

2.4.3 Laser and Camera Table Operation for Video Acquisition
Though the laser beam was expanded in order to induce a wider area of fluorescence in
the ring pack, it was only able to capture a portion of the total optical window's allowable
viewing area. As such, it was deemed necessary to install a table that would be able to raise and
lower the image acquisition system (laser, camera, optics, beam splitter - shown in Figures 2-9
and 2-10, above) in order to be able to produce videos that encompass the complete stroke for the
engine's cycle. The table was first built by Thirouard [31] but was operated by hand. This
required the operator to enter the test cell and move the table up to what they deemed was the
appropriate height, check the video signal from the camera and see if this synched well with the
engine timing, and then possibly go back inside to readjust. In short, this was cumbersome.
Przesmitzki [73] took this one step further and made the system controlled by the
operator via an external motor controller. This allowed adjustments while the engine was online
and offline. The motor controller is variable speed, thus allowing very fine adjustments to get
the viewing height desired. Figure 2-14, below, depicts this table and optic setup with the
research one-cylinder engine. The added benefit of this electronically controlled setup becomes
apparent when the operator desires to take videos at different crank angle positions.

This

allowed external table height change in a matter of seconds, allowing the operator to acquire data
at a new crank position quickly, no test cell entrance required. Additionally, with the benefit of
the GUI automation system created by Przesmitzki, producing videos called "sweeps" were
possible.

Sweeps involve changing the laser pulse's timing such that the acquired image

advances by an operator-designated crank angle degree amount after a set duration. Thus the
piston seems to advance in the stroke as the video progresses and the laser's pulse advances. In
doing so, the operator can move the table to follow the piston's movement and thus show a
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complete video of the piston's motion throughout the cycle on a stroke by stroke basis. Sweeps,
and other videos produced during this study, are discussed in greater detail in Section 2.5 below.
Exhaust Manifold
I

FAy&.-d**

Cylinder Head

Optical Window and
Cylinder (Behind Camera)

Figure 2-14 - Schematic of the table that was automated to raise and lower the image acquisition
system consisting of the camera, laser, and the associated optics so as to capture videos
throughout a given stroke of the engine's operating cycle.
2.4.4 Computer Simulations of Oil Transport
The computer simulations mentioned in Chapter 1 helped provide insight into the type of
mechanisms and the relative amounts of oil consumption that would be present with the different
piston ring pack configurations. Specifically, the use of RINGPACK-OC, a program developed
here at the Sloan Automotive Laboratory at MIT [24][26], proved valuable in helping understand
the patterns viewed through the liner window. This program considers ring dynamics and gas
flows throughout the passages of the piston-ring-liner system. The model requires a number
inputs in order to run properly and effectively. These include the in-cylinder pressure trace, the
viscosity properties of the oil, the geometry of the piston-ring-liner system, and the temperatures
of both the piston and liner at various points for each operating condition analyzed (the
calculations for such were previously done by Thirouard [31]).
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2.5 Experimental Conditions
2.5.1 Engine Operating Conditions
The primary objective of this study was to investigate the mechanisms controlling oil
transport into and out of the Lower Region of the piston ring pack for a wide range of different
engine operating conditions. The intention was to model and understand this significant source
of oil supply to the remainder of the ring pack and how to apply this accrued knowledge to future
production engine design and construction. These operating conditions included engine speed
and engine load (as dictated by intake manifold pressure) for steady state and transient operation
in order to recreate situations that engines would experience in real world application.
Transient operation refers to changes that occur when either of the variables (speed
and/or load) is changed drastically during the engine's operation.

Such transients would

complement the steady-state operation in order to give a more complete picture of the
mechanisms of oil transport within and throughout the Lower Region. As such, the test engine
was operated between 800RPM and 3500RPM with loads varying from low (-300mbar) to high
(-800mbar) during fired operation. For motoring conditions (no combustion), the load varied to
as high as 1.4bar. The engine's motoring dynamometer permitted motored and fired operation at
virtually any speed or load desired. It's important to note that, when coupling operating point
variability with the complexity of the environment through which oil transports, the catalogue of
mechanisms observed during real time video observation becomes quite extensive.
A major, underlying observation taken away from the videos recorded during the
experiments was that, while the operating condition (speed and load) of the engine may be at a
steady state, oil's transport as viewed through the sapphire window may not be steady. The oil
patterns viewed varied due to ring dynamics, pressure trace (and thus blowby gas flow), and ring
rotation (which can change from virtually a stand still to many revolutions per minute about its
access). In short, the oil patterns viewed were functions of the geometry of the passages in
which it travelled (ring dynamics and rotation, piston tilt) as well as the gas flow and inertia
driving the flow (speed, blowby gases, ring rotation for gas flow).

2.5.2 Steady-State Engine Operation
The engine was run at steady-state operating conditions (constant speed and load) in
order to understand the performance of the Lower Region of the piston ring pack with regards to
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oil transport, blowby flow, and ring dynamics in the power cylinder. These operating conditions
are represented below in Figure2-15 as a map of the possible operating areas for the PSA singlecylinder engine and the points analyzed. The three loads chosen at each speed were done to get a
good range in operation as well as for combustion stability reasons. That is, 300mbar was the
minimum intake manifold absolute pressure at which the engine still ran reliably with a high
level of combustion stability. For the high load, 700mbar was chosen as to not exceed peak incylinder pressures above 40bar. This was a precedent set by Przesmitzki and followed by the
author in this research as well. The main concern was the reliability of a cylinder head that has
seen many hours of use and many rebuilds. Similar arguments are for the 400mbar to 800mbar
range at 800RPM, though the raised values are needed to increase combustion stability.
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Figmre 2-15 - Map of the steady-state operating points for both fired and motoring conditions
conducted for this research study.
Motoring of the engine occurred at all engine speeds tested for loads above 700mbar.
This mainly utilized the boosting system discussed earlier in Section 2.2.5, where the
environment present in a turbocharged or supercharged engine is created in order to see the
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resulting oil transport. While firing the motor under this supra-atmospheric condition would be
desirable, fear of destroying this engine as a result of high combustion peak pressures was too
much of a risk for this author to take.
The videos taken for steady-state engine operation encompassed a number of crank angle
positions as well as two types of "sweeps." First, a predominant amount of videos were taken at
00, 300, 500, 700, 90", and 110" from TDC for all four strokes of the engine's cycle (Intake,

Compression, Expansion, Exhaust). Thus, at a given operating condition (speed and load), a
total number of 24 videos would be recorded (six crank angle positions and four strokes per
cycle). For each video, the engine was kept at the operating condition for 2-5 minutes prior to
recording. Each video was on the order of 1-2 minutes long. These videos proved valuable for
side-by-side comparisons for oil transport mechanisms' dependence on speed and load.
Sweep-style videos came in two flavors, both of which utilized the GUI system to
advance the image acquisition such that the piston moved forward within its respective stroke on
the order of one crank angle degree every two seconds (this was changed to one crank angle
degree for every one second that passed at 3500RPM due to the fear of overheating the oil). The
first sweep method, what this author has deemed a "passive" sweep, involved keeping the laser
table at a certain height and allowing the camera to start recording once the piston came into
view then ceased recording once the piston ring pack left the viewing area.

For these

experiments, to capture the entirety of a given stroke, the table was placed at 3 different heights
since the expanded beam's total induced fluorescence area was approximately 1/3 of the total
viewing area's height. Thus, for a particular operating conditions (speed and load), a total of 12
passive sweep videos were produced.
The second type of sweep involved what this author calls an "active" sweep. This
involved moving the table such that the object desired (the ring pack, the skirt, etc) stays in the
same relative position of the image taken by the camera. Thus the piston ring pack and table
move together in the inertial frame of the camera's viewing lens while the cylinder liner moves
relative to the others. This is valuable in determining which patterns are dependent upon the
liner and which follow the movement of the piston ring pack. For a given operating point, 4
videos were taken (one for each of the four strokes of the cycle).
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2.5.3 Engine Transients
In real world operation, the engine doesn't solely run at steady state conditions but,
rather, is usually in a transient state. This is where an engine's true performance is tested and
established. Thus, in order to simulate real driving conditions, numerous videos were taken at
various speeds and loads with the intention of providing additional insight into oil transport
through the ring pack and better identify any mechanisms affected by such transient operation.
The combination of loads and speeds presented in Figure 2-15, above, along with the rate at
which either could change, are the source of infinite possibilities for transients, whether it be a
speed transient at constant load or a load transient at constant speed.

Typical Engine Load Transient At Constant Speed

Figure 2-16 -
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While most transients involve changes to engine speed in a desire to accelerate or
decelerate the vehicle, the throttle change is just as crucial in creating this acceleration and/or
deceleration. As had been done in previous research [31][73][78], all of the transients performed
in this study involved the execution of varying the engine load (IMAP) while holding the engine
speed constant. The benefits of such operation are observed through the optical window. Any
changes in oil transport recorded are solely due to the change in engine load alone, while any
inertia imparted by the engine speed is kept constant. This makes the analysis of transient videos
simpler and more basic. As a result, mechanisms affecting oil's transport into and out of the
Lower Region show their load, and thus gas flow, dependence during this type of transient
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operation.

Figure 2-16 provides a schematic of the transient videos produced during this

research study, with the relevant time scales and operating conditions present. Figure2-17 shows
the range of transients performed.
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Figure 2-17 - (A) Mapping of the various transients performed under fired conditions. (B)
Mapping of the various transients performed under motored conditions.
A predominant number of the transient videos taken were at 500 from TDC for all four of
the strokes. Thus, for a given transient run, four videos would be recorded (one for each stroke).

2.5.4 Piston-Ring-Pack Designs Tested
The steady-state and transient operations were performed on a number of different piston
ring pack combinations. In total, there were about six different engine configurations tested over
the course of this research study. Recall that the videos taken with these engine configurations
had the optical window exclusively on the thrust side of the one-cylinder engine.
The piston-ring-pack designs tested are given below in Figures2-18 through 2-21. All of
the pistons were experimental in that they were made specifically for this PSA single-cylinder
research engine, having thinner ring grooves versus the production version of the pistons from
the engine it was derived from. Figure 2-18, below, gives the dimensions of the piston ring pack
in terms of axial height. All of these dimensions were unchanged for the configurations tested.
-
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If any ring or dimension is not labeled, it is due to the fact that it's the same as what's described
or labeled in Figure 2-18.

Positive Twist BarrelFaced Top Ring

Napier/Scraper
2 nd Ring

U-Flex OCR
Two-Piece OCR ""
(Tension -40N)
No OCR Groove
Drain Holes

Figure 2-18 - Two ring pack configurations used during the research study. Dimensions are in
millimeters. Drawing is not to scale. Both configurations are the same except for the OCR used.
It's important to note that the production piston had 8 holes (4 on each side) within the OCR
Groove, as noted in Figure 2-20 below.
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Holes hilled are versized
With diameters that cut into
the
Land and the slkt
c hamfer

Holes are drilled around the peniphery.
Sone go througi the piston and some
support are
don't(structual rigidity nd
taken into account near the piston pin)

Figure 2-19 - Configuration of what has been called the "Swiss Cheese" piston - a piston with
numerous holes around the periphery of the OCR Groove. As noted in the picture, some are thru
(where the skirt is present) and some are shallow (where is the piston pin, and thus load bearing,
is present). Not to scale. Configuration dimensions and ring names can be found in Figure2-18.

Normalslized OCR Groove Draln Holes (Through Piston)
Fous on ether side, centered about eskirt (Eight total)

*A

Figure 2-20 - "Baseline" configuration,
labeled such that the OCR Groove has
similar-sized holes and amount as would
be found in a production piston. Also
called the "Baseline" because it was
intended to provide a Control from which
design changes would be compared to over
the course of the study. Not to scale. Two
configurations were tested when including
two different OCR ring tensions
analyzed/observed (High Tension = -40N;
Low Tension = 15.1N). Configuration
dimensions and ring names can be found

Two typesf TwOPIece OCR
Tensions Studied:
40N aNMIdS.IN

in Figure2-18.
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Figure 2-21 - Configuration in which
there are no holes in the OCR Groove and
now the 2d ring has been changed to a

Neiv Twist

negative-twist ring, decreasing the volume
in the 3 d Land area.
Configuration

dimensions and ring names can be found
in Figure 2-18.

Two-Piece OCR
(Tension -40N)

No OCR Groove
Drain Holes

The comparison of the U-Flex and 2-Piece OCR shown in Figure 2-18, above, helps in
determining the role of the OCR design in the oil transport into, out of, and within the Lower
Region. Likewise, the comparison between the "Swiss Cheese" configuration of Figure2-19 to
the "No Holes" and "Baseline" configurations of Figures 2-18 and 2-20, respectively, assists in
analyzing oil transport mechanisms dependent upon OCR Groove drain holes, which are present
in some form or another in all production pistons. The two different types of OCR tension help
in viewing the tension's effect on oil transport and ring dynamics. Finally, the use of a NegativeTwist 2d Ring is an asset in decreasing the 3 Land volume and decreasing the oil storage that
the Napier Ring provided. This configuration, found in Figure2-21, minimizes the paths that oil
can go through.
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Chapter 3: Oil Transport Via the
Oil Control Ring Groove
3.1 Introduction
The oil control ring (OCR) is a critical component of the piston ring pack. It is the
regulator of oil for the entire ring pack in two distinct methods. One method entails the oil film
thickness remaining on the liner following ring scraping during ascent and descent. The other
method is comprised of the amount of oil supplied to the upper region of the ring pack for proper
lubrication. Equally important is the OCR groove, a facilitator for oil's supply to and release
from the ring pack. Combined, the interaction of these two components with one another, and
the remaining regions, throughout the engine's operating conditions, is significant.

Of

paramount importance in this interaction is their effect on friction generation and oil
consumption - a balance of constraints for the automotive engineer.
This chapter addresses oil transport into and out of the Lower Region via the OCR
groove. Though the details discussed here are applicable to a wide range of engines, this project
was conducted with, and will focus on, spark ignition engines. The knowledge accrued from this
research will present a comprehensive understanding of the critical parameters that influence oil
transport into and out of the groove.
In general, oil transport is a complicated process that involves many mechanisms. The
methods by which oil is supplied to and released from the OCR groove will be discussed in the
following manner: a brief description of what the overall transport entails; the mechanism with
the largest contribution to the specific type of oil transport (in or out) based upon experimental
observations; and the hypothesis of the events causing this primary mechanism with support
from scaling models that correlate well with experimental findings. It's important to note that,
while the information and estimation will present each mechanism as acting independently of
one another, the reality is that they are interrelated, both in occurrence and performance.

3.2 Importance
Recall in Section 1.2.3 of Chapter 1, that there are three main avenues of oil transport
within the OCR groove. Figure 3-1, below, has been reprinted here from Figure 1-9 in order to
provide an easily accessible reference for the following discussion of oil transport within the
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OCR groove. Together, these three pathways describe an environment whose observation, under
various engine operating conditions, addresses the supply and release of oil from the OCR
groove and the Lower Region of the ring pack.

j

(B)

(A)

(C)

Figure 3-1 - Three avenues of oil transport within the Lower Region: (A) OCR Gap, (B) OCR
Groove Flanks, (C) OCR Groove Drain Holes. Reprinted from Figure 1-9.
As noted in the previous chapters, the design of the oil control ring and groove has been
based upon a trial-and-error approach.

The cost and time associated with such procedures

weighs heavily on a manufacturer's bottom line. Up until the time of this study's execution, a
detailed understanding of oil transport within the OCR groove hadn't been fully. As such, the
following discussion in this chapter attempts to bring some concrete evidence to the role of the
design of the groove and the OCR's gap size and location around the periphery in the supply and
release of oil from the groove and Lower Region. The importance of this analysis, with the
aforementioned design details being the primary focus, is its application to the advancement of
piston ring pack design in production engines.
The OCR has the highest tension of the three rings, and, thus, is a significant contributor
to the overall friction of the ring pack. For comparison, typical tension values of the Top and 2 "d
Ring are on the order of 7-10N, while a typical OCR is on the order of 35-45N. Additionally, the
ring's axial height, coupled with the height of the OCR groove and clearance, are a significant
portion of the total mass of the piston ring pack. Reducing both the ring and groove size have
the added benefit of not only cutting the friction down (decreasing the contact area of the OCR)
but also diminishing the stresses experienced on the connecting rod due to inertial forces. These
add up to substantial weight savings and increase the engine's efficiency. The gap, as has been
discussed in previous studies, plays a pivotal role in the gas patterns viewed on the land, and,
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thus, oil transport. Therefore, the gap's design will have a direct effect on the oil consumption.
In short, when the aforementioned aspects of OCR and groove design are combined, the end
result of this research study is to create a more intelligent method by which to design the OCR
and groove with the idea of controlling friction and oil transport.

3.3 Mass Balance Within Oil Control Ring Groove
26,

OCR Gap
Figure 3-2 -

(A) Side/Cut-Away and
(B) Front/Ring-Face
View of an oil control
ring within the groove.
Ring is depicted as a
solid ring without a

-4140.375

Clec e
-

5Omlcrons

(B)

(A)

spring or slots within the
design. Dimensions are

in millimeters unless
noted. Not to scale.

In order to accomplish a proper analysis of oil transport within the OCR groove, it is
imperative that a control volume be drawn and defined. For the groove, the control volume is
the shaded volume in Figure 3-2, defined as between the back of the OCR and the back of the
groove. Also presented in Figure 3-2 is the side/cut-away view and front/ring-face view of the
OCR, providing the relevant information and dimensions for the analysis of the environment to
be discussed. The reader should take note of the relative sizes of the dimensions and clearances
displayed, though not to scale. The gap and groove clearance are quite small relative to the other
control volume dimensions as well as very small when compared to the diameter/circumference
of the ring and cylinder liner (the bore, recall, is 86.6mm). Note that, though a two-piece OCR
was used extensively throughout this research study, the ring was represented in a generic
manner with a rectangular solid profile for many of the graphics that follow in the subsequent
sections of this chapter.

By representing the OCR in this fashion, numerous design

characteristics that differentiate oil control rings from one another are ignored. Additionally, the
spring and open passages (slots) between the ring's face and the groove are disregarded.
Characterizing the ring this way proved advantageous when discussing the scaling of the relative
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oil transport mechanisms invoked by the interaction between the OCR, groove, and the
surrounding areas.
Thus, with a defined control volume for the groove, the analysis of oil transport will
entail the major contributors to oil supply (in) to the groove, oil release (out) from the groove,
and any oil leakage that occurs.

As will be shown, this oil leakage is at least an order of

magnitude less than the supply and release rate of oil. Thus, the leakage is a second order
function, traditionally a combination of multiple mechanisms. As will be explained soon, this
leakage is directly correlated to the oil transport to the upper region of the piston ring pack and,
thus, the oil consumption of a given ring pack design. Oil transport within the OCR groove can
be modeled succinctly by the following equation:

cycle

=

MN cycle

ZM

OU =

M accumulation Icycle

0

(3.1)

cycle

The above equation states that the change in mass within the control volume in one cycle is equal
to the mass entering the groove minus the mass exiting the groove over the course of the cycle.
This is equivalent to the accumulation of mass within the groove in one cycle. At steady-state
engine operation, there is no accumulation of oil within the groove. Figure 3-3, below, depicts
Equation 3.1 in terms of its components and the transport directions.

SqPLakge

Figure 3-3 - The various forms of oil transport, and their relative sizes, that occur over the
progression of a single cycle during the motor's operation, repeating at the same point in the
cycle, every cycle. These flow patterns are of the form of a release, supply, and/or leakage of oil
from the OCR groove, shaded red. Not to scale.
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Figure 3-4 - Defining oil transport into/out of OCR Groove. The control volume, shaded in pale
red/pink, encompasses the clearance between the back of the OCR and the groove. (A) Shows
oil is supplied to the control volume via the lower flank. (B) Shows the oil release from the
groove via the drain holes. (C) Shows the leakage outflow via the OCR gap. The processes
repeat themselves as the mass in the control volume returns to its initial value, minir, at the start
of a given cycle. This cyclic nature is shown in Figure3-5.
Figure 3-4 shows the steps in which oil is supplied to and released from the groove,
hinting at the discussion of oil transport in the following sections. These images are meant to
provide a broad sense of the way the control volume's mass changes as the engine's cycle
progresses. Figure 3-4A depicts oil coming into the groove from the liner and the skirt chamfer
via the bottom flank clearance. This adds to the initial mass inside the groove, represented as
minit in Figure 3-4A. Figure 3-4B displays how this oil supply reaches a peak at some point in
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the cycle followed by a releasing period via the drain holes down to the crankcase. Figure3-4C
depicts that an additional outflow/leakage of oil occurs via the OCR gap. As the engine's cycle
progresses, the mass within the control volume returns to its initial value, repeating the transport
sequence once more. This cyclic pattern is represented in Figure 3-5, below. The previous
discussion and figures show that, although the engine is operating at a steady-state condition of
constant speed and constant load, the amount of mass within the control volume of the groove is
anything but steady. The groove experiences a periodic increase and decrease of mass every
cycle. The mechanisms controlling this mass fluctuation are the topic of the ensuing sections.

Figure 3-5 - When the
I

I

cycle n-1

engine operates at a steadystate condition (constant
speed and load), the amount
of mass within the groove
control volume experiences
a periodic trend, returning
back to its initial mass at
the start of each new cycle.

I

IEngine
Cycle n
I

Cycle n+1

-

Cycles

swamam
aaor.

Sammumma a

3.3.1 Visualizing Oil Within OCR Groove Utilizing Design
Unfortunately, due to the nature of the ring's design and the optical access of the engine,
the exact amount of oil within the groove isn't easily visible. The factors restricting view of the
groove's oil content are the relatively small clearance between the groove and the ring (500cm in
axial height is virtually unregistered via the camera and LIF setup) and the expander spring of
the ring blocking the view through the slots. All that is readily visible is the ring's face.
However, the amount of oil within the groove can be approximated by the amount of oil between
the rails of the OCR. That is, the amount of oil between the two rails (the parts of the OCR that
make contact with the liner) is indicative of the amount of oil within the groove due to the direct
connection between the groove and the front face of the ring via the numerous slots that expose
the spring in the window's view. For the two-piece OCR used in this study, there were ten slots
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total. Figure 3-6 gives an illustrated and detailed explanation of how the relative oil amount
visualization and approximation is accomplished.

Thus, for the following analysis and

succeeding chapters, when the amount of oil within the groove and its interaction between the
blowby gases are discussed, the experimental evidence come from images depicting oil patterns
between the rails of the OCR, assisting in theorizing what's actually occurring within the groove.

(C)
Figure 3-6 - (A) A top-down view of the piston, OCR, groove, and liner. The dashed and
highlighted box calls attention to a section of the periphery. (B) Profile display of the OCR and
groove emphasizing the connection between the oil content within the groove and the amount
viewed between the lands of the OCR. A two-piece OCR is shown. (C) A three-dimensional
view of the section highlighted in (A), with arrows indicating the connection between the volume
in front of the ring's face to the volume of the groove. For this image, the two-piece was chosen
since it was used extensively in the research study as well as the presence of numerous slots
(shown in (C)) around the periphery. (A) and (B) are not to scale. (C) is drawn to scale.
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3.4 Oil Transport Into the Oil Control Ring Groove
Oil transport into the oil control ring groove occurs in a number of fashions. Of these,
the largest areas of passage occur when the clearance between the OCR and groove is at a
maximum. Thus, oil enters through the flanks of the OCR groove during the upscraping and
downscraping of the OCR. The ring's high tension and inertia causes it to be in the upper part of
the groove, 3rd Land gas pressure permitting, during the piston's descent and in the lower part of
the groove during the piston's ascent. Figure 3-7, below, represents the OCR's rails and the
groove's flanks, combined, as valves. The "upper valve" refers to the upper groove flank and
OCR rail, connecting the 3 rd Land to the groove. This valve is traditionally open during the
compression and exhaust strokes of the cycle. Similarly, the "lower valve," referring to the
lower groove flank and OCR rail that connect the skirt chamfer to the groove, is open during the
intake and expansion strokes (though during expansion, the ring dynamics of the OCR involve
more than just the motion associated with friction from the ring's tension - 3 rd Land pressure
begins to play a larger role, struggling with the ring's friction and inertia).

Figure 3-7 - (A) The connection between the control volume of
ithe OCR groove (designated as CVGroove) to the 3rd Land and skirt

CV~rc

(represented by CV3rd and CVsrn, respectively) via the upper and

Flank

Vj

lower flanks of the groove is shown in a block diagram format.
The flanks and ring are, together, represented as valves, whose
"open" and "closed" state (B) are dependent upon ring position
within the groove, defining the clearance available for mass
transfer between the control volumes. (B) is not drawn to scale.
(A) Redrawn and modified from Figure 1-12 in Chapter1.
Upper Valve ,Clos'ed.

UpperValv
f:Open

Lower valve Open

LoweMr.Valve Closed

Lower Flank
tB

I

(B)

(A)
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3.4.1 Sequence of Events for Oil Transport Into OCR Groove
Given that the largest areas through which oil transport into the groove can occur are the
groove flanks, it serves prudent to give a very brief and general overview of some of the many
mechanisms observed from the videos acquired during the experiments run. The intent will be to
show the complexity of oil transport into the groove and, from that, highlight the most significant
contributor to this oil migration.

0
O
CA

Inertia Force

TDC

(A)

i

(B)

d

1800CA

BDC

(C)

Figure 3-8 - Progression of oil transport into the OCR groove occurs throughout the intake
stroke of the cycle. Images show the complex nature of the mechanisms acting on the oil both in
the (A) early, (B) middle, and (C) later portions of the stroke - a combination of inertia, surface
tension, and viscous effects. Figures are not drawn to scale. Blue arrows signify general
direction and intensity of oil flow. Drain Holes have been neglected.
Observed from the videos, the bottom rail of the OCR scrapes oil off the liner as the
piston descends during the intake stroke. The combination of ring friction and high inertia at
TDC means that the OCR is at the upper portion of the groove. This exposes the lower flank to
the skirt chamfer and allows mass transfer between the two control volumes as shown in Figure
3-7. As the stroke progresses, an increasing amount of oil accumulates under the ring rail and
liner interface as the ring proceeds to scrape more oil off the liner. This oil travels along the
OCR rail as well as builds outward from the ring-liner corner, forcing some oil to go to the skirt
chamfer and some to enter the groove. The pressure that builds as a result of this oil collection
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forces the oil through the groove clearance. However, this inertial flow is met with the viscous
drag associated with the exceptionally small clearance height, as well as the pressure differential
caused by surface tension around the periphery between the oil and the air in the clearance
volume. Figure 3-8A and B display the sequence of events just described during the first half of
the intake stroke.
This trend continues until the piston passes mid-stroke, where the inertia reverses
direction and increases downward, changing the oil patterns and movement during the latter
portion of the intake stroke. Thus, though the "lower valve" is still open, the transport itself is a
complex combination of continued downscraping oil accumulation and the reversal of inertial
forces that may cause some oil to come out of the groove, especially if there's already an
appreciably amount of oil within the groove to increase the stagnation pressure at the entrance to
the clearance volume. Figure 3-8B and C display the previous description of the second half of
the intake stroke.
In sum, oil transport into the groove during the intake stroke at first fills the groove until
the presence of inertia is great enough resist oil flowing in, forcing additional oil scraped off the
liner to either be forced into the groove or be forced down along the skirt. Figure 3-8 presents
the previous discussion as cut-away cartoons that take place throughout the entire intake stroke
of the cycle. The purpose of the figure, as well as the previous discussion, is to convey the
nature of the OCR groove during the intake stroke and drive home the point that this is a very
complex interaction between ring, groove, liner, and oil.
While oil comes into the groove during the intake stroke due to the opened "lower valve,"
the "upper valve" (upper groove flank clearance) is open during the compression and exhaust
strokes. During these two strokes, the high tension of the ring coupled with the initial downward
inertia at the start of the stroke, forces the OCR to the bottom of the groove, hence the opening of
the "upper valve," exposing the upper flank to the 3rd Land. Thus, any oil that is on the 3P Land
can travel into the groove by the increasing inertia occurring during the piston's upstroke as well
as any upscraping that occurs from the OCR. Note that the oil on the 3P Land at the start of each
of these two strokes rests on the upper rail of the OCR (See Figure3-9A). Similar to the inertial,
viscous, and surface tension effects that occurred with the lower flank of the groove, the oil
movement into and within the upper flank of the groove is complex and can, at times, be erratic.

-
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The "erratic" behavior observed at the end of the compression stroke is due to the build
up of 3 Land gas pressure just prior to the start of the expansion stroke. This pressure rise,
caused by the start of combustion, facilitates some oil from the 3 rd Land to enter the groove
through the groove's upper flank (See Figure 3-9C. This gas driven flow does not occur at the
end of the exhaust stroke. Figure 3-9 outlines the oil patterns viewed during the compression
stroke and depicts what has previously been discussed. It's important to note that these
depictions differ from the patterns seen during the exhaust stroke mainly by the amount of oil
present in the Lower Region of the ring pack. As will be explained later, this is due to the
blowby gases that drive oil out of the ring pack during the expansion stroke.

180CAInertia

Force

3600CA

L

BDC

(A)

f

~

(B)

3600CA

ton
ed72OPCA

TDC

(C)

Figure 3-9 - Progression of oil transport into the OCR groove that can occur during the
compression and exhaust strokes of the cycle. Images show the complex nature of the
mechanisms acting on the oil in the (A) early, (B) middle, and (C) later portions of the strokes a combination of inertial, surface tension, and viscous effects. Note, the increased gas flow that
occurs due to the start of combustion at the end of the compression stroke is represented by the
green block arrow in (C). Such gas driven flow does not occur during the end of the exhaust
stroke. Figures are not drawn to scale. Blue arrows signify general direction and intensity of oil
flow. Drain Holes have been neglected.
What has been left out of this overview of transport into the groove is the OCR gap. It is
assumed from the videos, that the gap, as a percent of the total periphery flow area, is too small
and localized to have a significant contribution, if any contribution at all. Oil passing through
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the gap has not been viewed entering the groove from the videos recorded. In fact, any oil that
passes by the gap either transfers from the skirt to the 3 rd Land or vice versa. What will be
discussed in the latter part of this chapter is the gap's importance in the leakage of oil out of the
OCR groove, as well as its creation of gas flow on the 3 dLand during the expansion stroke.
Another avenue neglected as a possible pathway for oil transport into the groove was the
drain holes. These have assumed to be only a method for oil's exit from the groove. This is
upheld by the fact that the oil jet on the conrod typically hits the liner rather than the underside of
the piston, thereby negating any possible instance of oil travelling from the inside of the piston,
through the drain holes, and into the groove.

3.4.2 Sequence of Events for OCR Downscraping
Though some oil may come in through the upper flank of the groove, it pales in
comparison to the amount that enters through the lower flank. The main reason for this disparity
is due to the fact that any oil present on the liner after the OCR passes during downscraping is
miniscule - the high unit pressure of the OCR assures effective scraping capabilities.
Additionally, as will be explained later in this chapter, any oil that leaks through the gap of the
OCR to the 3r Land is far less than the amount that enters through the lower flank. Only a
percentage of the oil on the 3r" Land will enter the groove from the upper flank. Thus, a percent
of an already small amount means that hardly any oil will pass through the upper flank of the
groove. In short, the largest contributor of oil transport into the OCR Groove is via the lower
flank of the groove due to OCR downscraping.
Figure 3-10 displays still images acquired from one of the videos recorded during the
experiments as well as close-up views of the OCR and groove at each of the crank positions
displayed. These magnifications serve to illustrate that the main contributor of oil transport into
the OCR groove is oil entering from the skirt and liner through the bottom flank of the groove
due to OCR downscraping during the intake stroke. Note how the amount of oil present on the
skirt chamfer of the piston increases immensely as the stroke progresses.

Additionally, the

amount of oil within the groove, as shown by the increase in the oil between the OCR rails,
increases as the piston progresses past mid-intake stroke. Figure 3-8B and 3-11 emphasize the
entrance of oil into the grove via the lower flank during OCR downscraping.
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Figure 3-10 - (A) Images taken at

various points during the intake stroke
0 CA is top
of the cycle, where O
dead
center (TDC) and the start of the
intake stroke. The operating
conditions were: 1500RPM, low load
(300mbar), Baseline piston
configuration, steady-state operation.
Shown is the increase of oil on the
skirt. (B) Shows a zoomed in view of
the OCR groove, clearly displaying the
increase in the amount of oil between
the OCR lands, and, thus, the groove.

3.4.3 Modeling of Oil Transport Into OCR Groove
As noted earlier, the limited visibility of oil transport into the groove and the complex
nature of the mechanisms that govern oil's movement make modeling challenging. Figure 311A details how oil accumulates under the OCR during the piston's descent due to a combination
of oil being scraped off the liner as well as oil being driven up the skirt due to inertia - much like
what has been seen in experiments as well as the images shown in Figure 3-10. Figure 3-11B
emphasizes the complexity of this oil supply by detailing the many pressures and forces acting
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on the flow in the flank clearance volume. Of these, there are viscous forces; inertial forces
driving the flow (P1 , the stagnation pressure, is dependent upon the inertia of the OCR); surface
tension effects (creating a pressure differential at the oil air interface, where P 2 is less than

Mid-Stroke

TDC
Inertia
Force

PG)-

*P'fo
Spe edSedq

Inerti6
Forc

(A)

BisOR.

Figure 3-11 - (A) Oil accumulation
occurs under the OCR during the
intake stroke. This accumulation
region is (B) complex and described
by various pressures that act upon it
- Ps= pressure on piston skirt arm (atmospheric pressure); PG =

pressure within the OCR groove

-

Ps

iI= viscous
Pam; irng and
shear stress acting on the oil from the

OCR and skirt/groove flank,
respectively; cr= surface tension at
oil/air interface; P, =local pressure
at corner where OCR and liner meet

P.

P 2 = local pressure just inside the oil
near the oil air interface.
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Given that the exact amount entering or exiting the clearance isn't readily viewable from
the videos (the clearance is smaller than what can be visibly discernable from the images as well
as general trends compromised by oil movement along the skirt), a scaling model, a rudimentary
approximation, of the amount of oil that can enter the OCR groove via the lower flank in one
cycle is the method that is currently the most viable. This estimation will assist in getting a sense
of the numbers being dealt with in this oil transport phenomena. The end result is an answer,
albeit a "ball park" number, to the question: How much oil enters the groove?
Figure 3-12 - (A) The complicated process of
oil entering the groove via the lower flank
during downscraping (as seen in Figure 3-11)
can be represented and scaled by (B),
assuming the flank clearance volume between
the OCR and groove is filled (MFLINK)- (C)
Once the OCR moves to the bottom of the
groove at the start of the compression stroke, a
percentage of this oil volume (a) will go into
the groove and the remainder will go onto the
skirt chamfer. Figures are not drawn to scale.

OCR Moves to the
bottom of the groove
at the start of the
Compression Stroke

(C)

(B)

The method best suited for this approximation is shown in Figure 3-12. No matter how
much oil actually enters the groove, what is certain is that it will scale with the flank clearance
volume between the OCR and groove. In the following analysis, the assumption is that this
volume is completely filled with oil at the end of the intake stroke. This generalization attempts
to take into account viscous forces that will resist flow in or out of the groove, surface tension
effects, and the inertial change associated with going from TDC to BDC. In essence, all the
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mechanisms in play over the course of the intake stroke result in filling up this volume with oil.
As explained in Figure 3-12, the ring switches positions at the start of the compression stroke
(BDC), causing a squeezing of oil from this volume. A percentage of this, denoted as a, is
pumped into the OCR groove, while the remaining oil is driven onto the skirt chamfer and the
clearance volume between the skirt and liner.
Centerline of Piaton

Figure 3-13 - Shown here are

i

the dimensions pertinent to the
scaling model to be created in
the study. Definitions of the
variables are as follows: B =
Cylinder Diameter (Bore); Ds

-OCR

-HbR

= Diameter of Lower OCR
Groove Flank; HOCR = Height
of OCR Groove; TOCR = OCR
Thickness; LoCR = Length of
OCR Flanks; WOCR = Radial

Width of OCR Groove. Figure
not drawn to scale.

B

To calculate this volume, Figure 3-13 presents the significant dimensions of the
environment during the intake stroke, when the ring is in the upper part of the groove. It is
assumed that the ring is solid around the periphery: no slots, no gap, and no expander ring as
stated and shown earlier in Figure3-2 and 3-4. From this diagram, it is apparent that the volume
occupied by MFINK, the oil in the clearance volume between the groove and OCR, is given by:
VFLK =

4

H

OCR-).

[D

-

(B

-

2LOCR )2

Where B = Cylinder Diameter (Bore); Ds = Diameter of Lower OCR Groove Flank; HOCR =
Height of OCR Groove; TOCR = OCR Thickness; LOCR = Length of OCR Flanks. Thus, given a
density of oil, pi, and a percent of this clearance volume entering the groove, a, the amount of
oil supplied to the OCR groove during the intake stroke, and, thus, the whole cycle, is:
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While the amount of oil supplied to the groove on a time basis (for a given engine speed, N) is:

5,sp,

1

1

=-N

2

supply 1 -aNM

2

cycle

FLANK

(3.4)

Where all the variables in Equations 3.3 and 3.4 have been previously defined. What Equation
3.3 states is that, given the geometric construction of the OCR, the groove/piston, and the
cylinder diameter, it is possible to estimate the amount of oil entering the groove in one cycle.
For this research, the dimensions of the baseline piston's groove, two-piece OCR, and oil density
are all shown in Table 3-1. These values were used in conjunction with Equations 3.3 and 3.4
for three different a quantities, at the four engine speeds run, to create the graph seen in Figure
3-14. The a values chosen were 10%, 50%, and 90%, providing an adequate range from which
to properly characterize the oil supply to the groove. These values were chosen in order to get an
encompassing spread of possible supply rates.
The y-axis of Figure 3-14 is in

S/mia

in order to make better comparisons between the

supply, release, and leakage of oil to and from the groove. Additionally, using this unit of
measurement will prove an adequate choice when comparing the various mechanisms' oil
transport capabilities to the typical oil consumption values obtained from real-world
experiments.
Looking at the graph displayed in Figure 3-14, a number of points should be discussed.
First, at low speed (800RPM) the supply can vary from as low as about 1 9/mi. to as high as about
5 /,i based upon the percent of oil assumed going from the flank clearance into the OCR
groove. Thus, if 10% of the oil mass,

MFLANK,

enters the groove, one should expect about 1 /mia

of oil to be supplied to the groove. Similarly, if 90% of the oil mass, MFLANK, enters the groove,
one should expect about 5 9/mia of oil to be supplied to the groove. In short, at 800RPM -> 1 g/mfi
SM.,,py : 5 9/mi.

At higher speeds, the range of oil supply rates is larger. At 3500RPM, the

supply can vary from 3

g/mi,,

(10% pumped in) to 22

i/mia

(90% pumped in). The range disparity

between the high and low speeds, as evidenced by the diverging lines in Figure 3-14, is due to
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the fact that as the engine's speed increases, more cycles are completed per unit of time than at
lower speeds. If the y-axis of the graph were in 1/cycj, Figure 3-14 would be comprised of three
horizontal lines since the supply, as defined by Equation 3.3, is independent of engine speed and
strictly a function of geometry and pumping percent. However, for the subsequent sections, as a
reference, it would be prudent to point out that at 2500RPM, the supply rate to the groove is on
the order of 10 9/m., which is 100 times greater than typical oil consumption values at this speed.

o, (kg/m)

Table 3-1 - Values for the variables referenced in
Equations 3.3 and 3.4, with definitions in the text.
Variables correspond to the dimensions of the Two-Piece
OCR and groove used in these experiments and for the
scaling analysis of oil transport into the groove.
Additionally, the density of the oil used in these
experiments, at a temperature of 100"C, is given.

852.34
8.660E-02
8.515E-02

B(m)
Ds (m)
H ocR ()
TOCR (M)

2.530E-03
2.480E-03

L OcR (m)

2.OOOE-03

Percent (a) of Flank
Volume Into OCR Groove

25-

, 90%
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,
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-10%
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Figure 3-14 - Utilizing Equations 3.3 and 3.4, as well as the data from Table 3-1, the above

lines were generated for three different volume fractions of oil (denoted as MFLANK) to be
pumped into the OCR groove. The range of 10% to 90% was chosen to get a realistic spread of
the possible oil transport into the groove. The spread is due to an increasing number of cycles
that occur per minute as speed increases.
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A number of issues with this scaling model should be addressed. First, an important fact
that has been glossed over is that this model assumes that there is enough oil present on the liner
in order to fill up the volume defined by MFIANK. Depending upon operating conditions, engine
design (dry sump, additional oil cooling jets, etc), and ring tension, this amount may vary
drastically between different engines. Along with this line of thinking, the value of a can be
much greater than 90%, many times greater than MFLANK. Again, this would be dependent upon
the oil film thickness of the liner at an operating condition at steady state, the amount of oil
present on the skirt at the start of the intake stroke, as well as the operating condition that the
engine is being run at, which would also affect the oil occupancy percentage of the groove.
However, the previous analysis does provide a firm understanding that oil is supplied to the OCR
groove via the lower flank due to OCR downscraping during the intake stroke. The scenarios
presented that this scaling relationship neglected should be handled by future researchers. The
next concept that needs to be discussed is how this oil comes out of the groove. That is, what are
the mechanisms governing oil release from the groove?

3.5 Oil Transport Out of the Oil Control Ring Groove

OCRwIslots visible

(A)

3rd Land

(B)

(C)

Figure 3-15 - Images are cropped from video stills taken at 1500RPM and 300mbar (low load).
All images are taken from the expansion stroke. (A) and (B) are taken at 4370 CA in the stroke,
where (B) is exactly one cycle after (A). The image in (C) is taken at 438*CA, exactly ten cycles
after (A). Notice that the skirt chamfer is rather steady/stable while the 3 Land and OCR
groove are erratic, showing the interaction between blowby gasses and the relatively large
quantity of oil present.
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Oil transport out of the OCR groove is governed by a number of mechanisms. Of these,
the groove's flanks and clearance volume were discussed earlier as a possible source of oil's exit
from the groove. Additionally, the ring's gap can play a role in oil's transport out of the groove.
However, as will be outlined later in this chapter, these two avenues are minor and are classified
strictly as sources of leakage from the OCR groove to either the

3 d

Land or the skirt, or both.

The largest, and, thus, the main contributor to oil's release from the groove is blowby gas flow.

360 AIneria

Piston.Speed

Forcie

5400 CA
BDC

2".
'I
Figure 3-16 - Progression through the expansion stroke of the cycle. Shown is the release of oil

from the OCR groove via the drain holes present at the back of the groove. Oil's transport out of
the groove is due to the increasing blowby gas flow directed downward to the crank case, as
shown in the middle graphic. The exiting of oil predominantly occurs during the first half of the
expansion stroke, since in-cylinder pressure and blowby flow drop off dramatically as the stroke
progresses past mid-stroke.
At the start of the expansion stroke, combustion causes an increasing amount of gas to
flow down the ring pack towards the crank case. In its travel, the gas interacts with the relatively
large amount of oil in the Lower Region, as evidenced by the "turbulent" behavior of the oil
viewed on the 3 rd Land and between the OCR rails (and, thus, the OCR groove) from the videos
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recorded during the experiments. This blowby gas pushes (and drags via viscous shearing) the
oil that has accumulated in the groove from the previous strokes. The oil is drawn by the gas
flow towards the final destination of the drain holes, present at the back of the groove, down en
route to the crank case. Figure3-15 displays the turbulent behavior of the 3 rd Land and the OCR
groove while Figure 3-16 shows the progression of blowby gas flow and oil transport out of the
groove that occurs during the expansion stroke.
Compression

Stroke250*CA

Exhaust

Stroke 610*CA

Compression
[ 29CA

Exhaust

Compression

Strok

Exhaust

S

9C

(A)
Compression Stroke

Exhaust Stroke

330*CA

6900CA

2900CA

650*CA

2500CA

610*CA

(B)
Figure 3-17 - (A) The collection of images are taken from videos of the engine operating at
steady-state for 1500RPM, low load (300mbar), for the baseline piston configuration. As noted,
the images are either of the compression stroke or exhaust stroke. 360*CA and 720*CA
correspond to TDC of compression and exhaust, respectively. Enlarged views of the OCR
groove (B) for the compression and exhaust strokes at the three different crank positions chosen.
Show the effectiveness of the expansion stroke in cleaning out the groove.
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Figure 3-17 displays images of the compression and exhaust strokes from the accrued
experiment videos. The purpose of these images is to provide a comparison of the amount of oil
in the groove between the two strokes (by way of the amount visible between the OCR's rails as
well as through the slots). The images are taken at similar crank positions, relative to TDC.
Therefore, the piston speed and inertial forces that would be present during the cycle are the
same for both strokes. The result, as vividly shown in Figure 3-17B, is that the exhaust stroke
has less oil in the OCR groove versus the amount present during the compression stroke. This
means that, during the expansion stroke, oil exited the groove, reinforcing the statement: the
largest contributor to oil's transport out of the OCR groove is caused by blowby gas flow
through the drain holes. This method is the most effective way to release oil from the groove,
which is necessary to restore the groove's control volume mass to its pre-supply amount (See
Figure3-4). The steps that comprise this release mechanism are to be discussed below.

3.5.1 Sequence of Events

2' Ring

3rd

Land

(B)

(A)

Figure 3-18 - (A) Details of the different parts of the ring pack defining the environment
through which the gas and oil flow during the expansion stroke. This figure addresses the region
of the ring pack to be used in the sequence of events involving oil transport from blowby gas
flow. (B) The first step involves gas entering the 3rd Land predominantly through the 2 Ring
gap and spreading around the periphery as shown in Figure 3-19 and 3-21. Figures are not
drawn to scale.
The method by which oil is released from the OCR groove is complex. Figures 3-18 to
3-21 depict the steps of how blowby gases interact with the oil in the Lower Region and drive it
through the drain holes located at the back of the groove. The progression shown is for the
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baseline configuration, thereby detailing what would happen inside a production engine. Figure
3-18A illustrates the 3-D view of the portion of the piston ring pack, with specifically labeled
components, that comprise the environment in the sequence of events to be discussed.
As shown in Figure 3-18B, the blowby gases enter the 3 rd Land, and, thus, the Lower
Region, predominantly through the 2 "dRing gap. This gas flow comes out like a jet hitting a
plate, travelling on both sides of the 2 "dRing gap, around the periphery, towards the OCR gap.
This large amount of gas flow occurs during the first half of the expansion stroke. At the start of
the stroke, the OCR is at the upper part of the groove due to inertia and friction. Because the
"upper valve" is closed, the OCR gap is the only point of release for the blowby gases. As the
flow goes toward the gap, Figure3-19A, the 3 'dLand pressure builds while the cycle progresses.

(A)

(B)

Figure 3-19 - (A) Once blowby gases enter the 3 Land, they travel around the periphery of the
land towards the OCR gap. Pressure builds on the 3 Land due to the flow restriction created by
the OCR gap and the OCR's sealing of the upper flank. (B) The 3d Land pressure rises till it is
high enough to force the OCR down in the groove, allowing the gases to enter the groove around
the entire periphery. The large volume exposure drops the 3rd Land pressure, causing the OCR to
flutter within the groove. Figures are not drawn to scale.
There are two main reasons for the rise in pressure of the

3

d Land.

First, as the cycle

progresses, the in-cylinder pressure during combustion increases, increasing blowby gas flow
rate and the pressure differential between the upper region and the lower region of the piston ring
pack. Note, at the start of expansion, the pressure of the Lower Region is roughly the pressure of
the crankcase (atmospheric). Second, the amount of mass in the 3rd Land increases due to the
flow restrictions caused by the OCR gap's small width and its locale around the circumference of
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the flow.

These two primary reasons cause an increase in mass, and thus pressure, of

combustion gases in the 3rd Land. Note that the presence of oil on the 3

Land assists in the

resistance of flow, though it is not a main contributor under normal operating conditions. The
gas and oil interaction that occurs on the 3rd Land will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter4.
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-
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Figure 3-20 - (A) Schematic of oil within the OCR groove and how the pressurization of the 3 rd

Land occurs. The OCR seals the groove's upper flank, preventing blowby gases from entering.
This seal causes the 3rd Land pressure to rise. Additionally the oil accumulates at the upper
portion of the groove due to inertial forces. When the pressure reaches a critical point (B), the
ring is forced down in the groove, exposing the 3 rd Land to the groove's large volume, dropping
the 3 Land pressure until the ring moves back up in the groove when the force balance is
restored upwards. During groove exposure, the blowby gas interacts with the accumulated oil in
a complex and unpredictable manner.
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This pressurization, as shown in Figures 3-19B and 3-20, causes the OCR to flutter
within the groove. The pressure rises to a point, given by the mock 3r Land pressure trace
(signified by P3 ) in Figure 3-20A and 3-20B, that, when multiplied by the OCR exposed area, is
a greater force than the combination of inertia and friction acting on the ring. This force
imbalance causes the ring to slam down to the bottom of the groove, exposing the 3 'dLand to the
groove's massive volume and lower pressure, denoted as PG- PG is approximately atmospheric
since it is exposed to the large crankcase, which is traditionally at atmospheric pressure. The
opening of the "upper valve" allows gas to flow into the groove around the whole periphery (as
shown in Figure 3-19B), mixing in a complex pattern with the oil present in the groove. This
complexity, as shown in Figure 3-20B, is largely due to the oil residing at the upper portion of
the groove during first half of the stroke owing to the high inertia upwards. Once the ring moves
down, the gases push against this oil reservoir, creating the intricate mixing of the two media.

OCR Gap

(A)

(B)

Figure 3-21 - (A) Eventually, the gases find the OCR gap as they travel around the periphery.
Part of the flow travels within the groove towards the drain holes once they enter through the
upper flank during OCR flutter, as shown in Figures 3-19 and 3-20. (B) The remaining gases
flow through the OCR gap into the groove towards the drain holes out to the crank case. Figures
are not drawn to scale.
Once the pressure between the 3P Land and groove starts to equalize, the force imbalance
present on the ring reverses, moving the OCR to the upper portion of the groove. The cycle
repeats, causing the ring to flutter (move up and down) within the groove. When the ring is in
the upper portion, the gases flow till the OCR gap is found, allowing access to the groove, drain
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holes, and skirt, and thus, the crankcase (Figure 3-21). This flutter continues until the blowby
gas flow is low enough that any pressurization of the 3rd Land will not be able to overcome the
other forces present on the OCR keeping it in the upper portion of the groove. At this point in
the cycle, gases flow normally towards the OCR gap as before - Shown in Figure 3-21B.
It's important to note that the relative amount of gas flow that enters through the groove's
upper flank versus through the OCR gap varies with speed and load. Using ring dynamic models
created by Tian [24][26], it has been shown that inertia and 3 rd Land gas pressure do indeed play
a large role in the method by which gases on the land enter the groove. Figure 3-22 was
generated from these models using the in-cylinder pressure trace of the research engine and the
piston ring pack geometric dimensions for the Baseline piston configuration. These traces
present the mass flow rate in the Lower Region of the ring pack, specifically gas flow traveling
through the OCR gap and through the OCR groove's upper flank. Figure 3-22 complements the
discussions above.

1

Through OCR
Upper Flank

- Mass

FlowI
Rate (g/,)

0.5 -

Through
OCR Gap
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90

0

(A)

3500RPM, 700mbar

1500RPM, 700mbar

1500RPM, 300mbar
180

9

0

(B)

180

0
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Figure 3-22 - Images shown here are of the mass flow rate in the Lower Region of the ring pack
during the expansion stroke at (A) 1500RPM, 300mbar, (B) 1500RPM, 700mbar, and (C)
3500RPM, 700mbar. Graphs were generated from the output of the ring dynamics models
developed by Tian [24][26] for pressure traces from the engine operating at the given conditions.
Figure 3-22A and 3-22B provide a comparison of gas flow rate with increased engine
load. Increasing the load increases the 3rd Land pressure, which in turn increases OCR flutter.
Thus, at a operating condition of low load and load speed, like 1500RPM, 300mbar in Figure322A, the 3P Land pressure doesn't build high enough to overcome the combination of inertia and
friction acting on the OCR. Thus, all of the gas courses through the OCR gap. However,
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increasing the load to 700mbar at the same speed, as shown in Figure 3-22B, causes the 3" Land
pressure to build high enough to cause the OCR flutter described above. Now, if the load is kept
constant and the speed is increased, such as in Figure 3-22C at 3500RPM, 700mbar, it's shown
that flutter decreases in frequency due to the increased inertia imparted to the ring that the 3P(
Land gas has to overcome. Additionally, note that the flutter at this higher speed occurs later in
the stroke when compared to 1500RPM, signaling the difference inertia makes in the OCR's
position within the groove during expansion.
In short, the percentage of the total mass flow rate of gas passing out through the drain
holes via the OCR groove's upper flank can vary from 0% to as high as 80% depending upon
engine load and speed. Thus, the entrance effects shown in Figure 3-20B may not always occur
throughout the entire operating cycle, however, there will be some entrance effects associated
with gas entering the groove, whether it is via the gap or the upper flank. Load and speed effects
on oil's release will be discussed in greater detail and with video evidence in Section 3.5.3 and
3.5.4, respectively.
Noted earlier, this gas-oil flow interaction is complex and, due to the limited visibility
within the groove, not fully understood. However, what is certain is that the amount of oil
released from the groove through the drain holes will scale with blowby gas flow. The following
scaling model to be outlined below will make use of scenario illustrated in Figure 3-20A - twophase flow of oil and gas within the OCR groove.

3.5.2 Modeling of Oil Transport Out of OCR Groove
Ignoring the complex interaction between the blowby gases and the accumulated oil upon
entering the groove (See Figure3-20B), the flow within the OCR groove can be best modeled by
two-phase flow if one assumes that enough time has passed to create this two-phase region as
well as ignoring entrance effects. This assumption is reasonably valid when considering the high
acceleration associated with the first half of the expansion stroke. The inertial force acting on
the oil during this part of the cycle separates the oil and blowby gases very quickly within the
groove. Equation 3.5 shows the ratio between the duration of the high blowby gas flow during
the expansion stroke and the time for a molecule of oil to travel the axial height of the groove at
max acceleration:
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Where tduration is the time associated with high blowby gas flow during the expansion stroke,
taken to be from TDC till roughly mid-stroke (*/2 is a little past mid-stroke but makes the
numbers easier to work with). tseparation refers to the amount of time needed for a particle of oil
to travel a distance equivalent to the axial height of the groove, HOCR, at the max acceleration,
a,nax, possible at a given angular speed, 0a. In Equation 3.5, c refers to the crank pin arm
length/offset, and R refers to the connecting rod length. For this research study, c = 44mm, R =
160mm, and HOCR = 2.53mm (as given in Table 3-1), the ratio is approximately 7:1. What this
value means is that the oil separates at a much faster rate than the rate at which the expansion
stroke of the cycle occurs. This validates the assumption made previously that the flow within
the groove is most nearly two-phase.
Figure 3-23 depicts how the blowby gases, once they are within the OCR groove, flow
circumferentially towards the drain holes. The dashed box is intended to focus the scaling model
on a generic portion of the groove. The assumptions associated with this selection, and the
scaling model, are to follow.
For this relationship, the assumption is that any and all release within the groove comes
via the groove drain holes due to blowby gas flow during the expansion stroke. Surface tension
and ring rotation are ignored. The assumption of ignoring ring rotation is crucial so that there is
no interruption to the locale of our analysis with additional gas flow. In order to ignore the
effects associated with the blowby gas flow leaving the groove, the model will look at a location
around the periphery that is far from the drain holes as highlighted in Figure3-23B. The initial
entrance of gas into the groove from the gap, along with the additional gas flow associated with
OCR flutter, will be ignored in order to create a quasi-steady system.

Further, the model

assumes that two-phase flow is present, thereby ignoring any mixing that could possibly take
place and complicate the analysis. Assuming two-phase flow also diminishes the importance of
surface tension in this approximation. Normally, viscous forces would slow down the gas flow,
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causing a collection of oil and possibly a situation such as slug flow [79][80]. However, since
gases continuously enter around the periphery, the gas flow is continuously replenished,
decreasing the likelihood of it slowing down. Thus, the hypothesis of the flow being best
modeled as two-phase is bolstered by this addition of gas flow and the high inertia associated
with the first half of the expansion stroke, keeping the two phases separated.

Drain Holes
OCR

Blowby Gas
Circumferential Flow

Liner

(A)

(B)

Figure 3-23 - (A) The Top-Down View of the piston, liner, OCR, OCR groove, and the drain
holes. (B) Blowby gas flows circumferentially once in the groove, coursing its way towards the
drain holes to the crankcase. The dashed box highlights a region of the groove to be analyzed
with the aid of the scaling model described in the text. Figures are not drawn to scale.
Given the above assumptions, the scaling model is very much represented by Figure 324. This figure outlines a number of variables to be defined momentarily. Further, it is assumed
that the environment within the groove entails two-phase flow between parallel plates (the upper
and lower flanks of the groove) and neglects the viscous effects associated with the back of the
ring (and the spring) as well as the back of the groove. Zooming in, as outlined in Figure 3-23B
and shown in 3-24, the flow region is locally flat (no curvature of ring or groove to contend
with), and best modeled by Poiseuille and Couette Flow. Thus, the Navier-Stokes equation, in
both media, reduces to:
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Where p/d, refers to the pressure differential between the OCR groove and the crank case,
which is the same for both fluids. Note that the crank case is at atmospheric pressure while the
OCR groove is pressurized by the gas flow from the 3 rd Land, causing Poiseuille flow for both
phases. The dynamic viscosity of the fluid is represented by c, while the velocity of the fluid in
the x-direction, at a height y from the bottom of the groove, is represented by U. In Figure 324, the flow velocity of the oil and the blowby gases within the groove are represented by U, 1
and UBB_gas, respectively. The x-direction references circumferential flow while the y-direction
references the axial height within the groove, with the top flank as the origin.

(A)

Figure 3-24 - (A) Side/Cut-Away view of the OCR
and groove. Shown are the piston speed and
direction, as well as inertia's direction, during the
first half of the expansion stroke. The inertia
imparts an acceleration, denoted as a, to the oil,
creating the two-phase region shown. (B) Section
D-D is displayed as a head on cut-through of the
flow region with the
Section D-D
aA
relevant variables
labeled. These
variables are defined
and referenced in the
text. Figures are not
drawn to scale.
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Integrating Equation 3.6 twice, and applying the No-Slip boundary condition at the
groove's surfaces (namely Uo
01 = 0 at y = 0; UBB-gas = 0 at y = HOCR), the flow velocity in each
media is represented by:
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Where C1 ,0 and C,BB are the constants of integration for the oil and blowby gas velocity,
respectively, oc;j is the dynamic viscosity of the oil at 100*C, ocB is the dynamic viscosity of the
blowby gas flow, which will be approximated by the dynamic viscosity of air at 1000C.
Applying the No-Slip condition to the interface between the two media (located at the oil's
depth, y = h,), as well as ignoring surface tension and assuming no flux (no mixing either), the
following relations are formed:
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Inserting the equalities from Equations 3.9 and 3.10 into Equations 3.7 and 3.8 above, produces
Equation 3.11 and 3.12:
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Where fl is the ratio of the oil's depth (axial height) to the axial height of the groove h!/HOCR. The volume flow rate in the circumferential direction,

Q, of each phase

by multiplying the average flow velocity, Uavg, by the flow area, A, of each phase:

-
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U(y)WCR dy

Where WOCR is the radial distance from the back of the groove to the back of the OCR (See
Figure3-13). The lower and upper limit for the volume flow rate integral of the blowby gas and
oil are given in Equations 3.14 and 3.15 below, respectively. The ratio of the volume flow rate
of the oil to that of the air is then provided as a proportionality in Equation 3.16 using Equations
3.7, 3.8, 3.11, 3.12, 3.14, and 3.15:
Y=HOCR

(3.14)
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Where ocair has been substituted for o BB_gas for reasons noted earlier.

Notice that the

proportionality is used to disregard any constants or multiplying factors that may arise from
integration since this equation is a simplified version of the actual duct flow occurring within the
OCR groove. Now, given that Equation 3.16 is merely for scaling purposes, one can then derive
an equation for the mass flow rate of oil exiting the Lower Region via the drain holes:
2
'oil
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Where BBmeasured is the measured blowby from the experiments, Vair and Voil are the kinematic
viscosity for air and oil, respectively, pair is the density of air at a given temperature (taken as
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is the mass flow rate of oil out of the OCR groove.
100"C for these experiments), and mll
0 ,
Notice that, as blowby flow increases, so does the mass flow rate of oil out of the groove and
into the crankcase via the drain holes. This relationship will be highlighted in Section 3.5.3.
Recalling the control volume mass balance of Equation 3.1 and the supply rate of oil to
the OCR groove, Equation 3.4, one can neglect any leakage terms since they're an order of
magnitude, or more, less than the supply and release rates. In doing so, Equation 3.18 relates,
and equates, the supply rate to the release rate:
2

Supply

release '-oil (Pair BBmeasured *Vir
vil

(3.18)
1-$f

The importance of Equation 3.18 is that the amount (or height) of oil within the groove
can be estimated using the result from Section 3.4. As such, Equation 3.19 relates the height of
the oil in the groove to the supply rate of oil to the groove:

1 supply
h,
H OCR
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oil
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Note a number of trends that arise out of this equation. First, given a constant engine operating
speed, as the measured blowby gets very large (corresponding to increasing engine load), the
height of oil within the OCR groove goes to zero, in correspondence with Equation 3.17, from
which 3.19 is derived. As will be explained below in Section 3.5.3, this corresponds very well
with experiments. Increasing the engine load corresponds to a "cleaner" (less oil) OCR groove.
An additional trend to observe is that, as the supply rate of oil to the OCR groove increases, the
height of oil increases to the point of filling the groove completely. Section 3.5.4, as well as
Section 3.7.2, will discuss this important observation.

From these equations and scaling

relationship, the Reynolds number for blowby gas ranges from -400 to -1500, therefore always
remaining in the laminar flow region. Likewise, the Reynolds number for the oil within the OCR
groove ranges from -2 to -20, also remaining in the laminar region of flow.
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Thus, given the possible range of oil supply rates shown in Figure 3-16 (generated from
Equation 3.4) and the blowby gas flow rate measured from the experiments at the corresponding
engine operating conditions, Figure 3-25, 3-26, and 3-27 were generated. In the interest of
brevity, only these three graphs were given in this chapter. The data presented in Figures 3-25
and 3-26 correspond to an a value of 50% for the supply rate defined by Equation 3.4. Recall
that a is the fraction of the oil in the ring-groove flank clearance volume that goes into the OCR
groove at the end of the intake stroke, start of the compression stroke (when the ring moves to
the bottom of the OCR groove). Additional graphs for the a values of 10% and 90% are in the
Appendix for the reader to peruse. The trends discussed here are valid for those as well.
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
45%40% 35%
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Figure 3-25 - Percentage of the OCR groove occupied by oil. The data presented corresponds
to an a value of 50% for the supply rate given in Equation 3.4 at the engine speeds and loads
executed during the experiments. This data is reprinted below in Figure 3-26 in terms of the
axial height of oil inside the OCR groove.
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Figure 3-25, above, displays the percentage of the OCR groove occupied by oil (/1) for
various engine speeds and loads. Two trends are apparent. First, as the engine load increases,
the amount of oil within the groove, at steady-state operation, decreases. This corresponds to the
increase in blowby gas flow - the oil release rate, as given by Equation 3.17 is directly
proportional to the blowby flow rate.

This trend also agrees with what has been viewed in

experiments (See Section 3.5.3). The second trend is that the amount of oil within the groove, in
general, increases with increasing speed. As will be noted in Section 3.5.4, this corresponds to
the relatively small amount of time associated for the expansion stroke to occur, thereby
shortening the clearing time for blowby gas flow. It's also due to the increasing supply rate, with
respect to time, as the speed increases. Additionally, the increase tapers off past 2500RPM,
beginning to converge at 3500RPM, further bolstering this time allowance. What isn't apparent
from this analysis is the role of other mechanisms associated with the increased inertia at higher
speeds, such as top ring flutter, which can have varying effects on the blowby values recorded at
each operating condition as well as the oil transport into and out of the groove.
2.5 HOR
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Figure 3-26 - The axial height of oil within the OCR groove, assuming an even distribution
around the periphery within the groove. The data presented corresponds to an a value of 50% at
the supply rate given in Equation 3.4 for the engine speeds and loads executed during the
experiments. Also shown in red is the axial height of the OCR groove as a comparison.
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Figure 3-26 uses the same data found in 3-25, but presents it in terms of the axial height
of oil inside the OCR groove. That is, Figure 3-26 displays the variation of the oil height in the
groove for different speeds and loads. Also shown is the height of the OCR groove, as a dashed
red line, for comparison purposes. The trends discussed for Figure 3-25 apply for 3-26.
Figure 3-27 displays the variation of the oil's axial height within the OCR groove (ho)
versus the variation in engine operating speed.

The lines drawn correspond to the engine

operating at mid-load. There are three different oil height traces, referencing three different
values for a, the OCR groove clearance volume supply fraction. Like Figures 3-25 and 3-26,
there are two trends associated with Figure 3-27. Namely, as the supply rate increases, the
amount of oil within the OCR groove increases proportionally for a given load. This will be
discussed shortly. Additionally, the height of oil within the groove increases with increasing
speed, though this doesn't take into account the factors enumerated earlier.

Increasing
Supply Rate
1.6-

0

0

0.8
0.6-

0.4
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2500

1500
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Figure 3-27 - Displayed is the variation of oil's axial height within the OCR groove versus
engine operating speed at mid-load. Shown are oil height traces for three different supply rates,
that is, the three different values for a, the OCR groove clearance volume supply fraction.
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As noted above, the engine load and speed have varying effects on the releasing of oil
from the OCR groove as well as the steady state axial height of oil within the groove. Some
trends mentioned earlier are examined more closely below with experimental findings to bolster
some conclusions made.

3.5.3 Engine Operating Load Effects

(A)

Difference in Oil Amounts

Figure 3-28 - (A) Images taken at 1500RPM
during the exhaust stroke at 610"CA. The
images show a comparison between two
different loads. The conclusion is that there's
more oil in the groove during the lower load
operation. (B) A close-up view of the oil
between the lands of the OCR demonstrates
this disparity with clarity.

(B)
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As noted in the scaling relationship above, the releasing ability of the groove is directly
correlated to the blowby gas flow rate. The blowby gas flow rate is measured during engine
operation and present in the videos recorded (as well as the still images presented in this thesis).
The flow rate is a function of the engine load, also known as the engine's intake manifold
absolute pressure (IMAP). As the IMAP increases, typically, so does the blowby gas flow rate.
As shown in Figure 3-28, the load effects on oil's transport out of the groove are crystal clear.
The images are taken at 1500RPM at the same crank position during the exhaust stroke for two
different loading conditions - low (300mbar) and high (700mbar). Recall that exhaust stroke
images are used as a comparison measure to see the effects the expansion stroke had on clearing
oil out of the groove (See Figure3-17).
Two things are highlighted in Figure3-28. First, the blowby values differ by a factor of
about 3.5, where the lower load has the lower blowby value. Second, the resulting blowby
disparity correlates to the visible difference in the amount of oil in the OCR groove region (See
Figure 3-28B). The conclusion from the experiments and the figure shown is that the scaling
model is supported by the correlation between oil release from the OCR groove and engine
operating load. Increasing the load increases blowby gas flow and the pressure differential
experienced between the 3P Land and the groove.
Thus, the main mechanism behind this trend comes from the shearing aspect of the
scaling model. Increasing load increases blowby flow rate, thereby increasing the viscous shear
and oil releasing rate. Therefore, at a given speed (typically, a lower speed, as will be discussed
momentarily), the cleaning process that occurs during the expansion stroke increases with
increasing load, causing a smaller amount of oil to be present in the groove during steady state
operation. This supports the trend prominent in Figures 3-25 and 3-26.
3.5.4 Engine Operating Speed Effects
While the releasing of oil from the OCR groove is directly correlated to the engine
IMAP, this correlation weakens with increasing speed.

Figure 3-29, below, displays the

similarity between images acquired at low load and high load operation. Though there is a
blowby disparity between the two, the larger blowby being associated with the higher load, the
oil film thickness and the visible oil patterns in the Lower Region are virtually identical for both.
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(A)
Figure 3-29

-

(A)

Images

taken at

3500RPM during the exhaust stroke at
610*CA. The images show that, at higher
speeds, the effects of increasing load are
diminished.
Blowby values increase
corresponding to the increase in load,
though the oil film thickness is the same for
both conditions. (B) A close-up view of the
amount of oil between the rails of the OCR
demonstrates this equivalence.

No Difference in OilAmou

(B)

What this amounts to is that there is a timing requirement for effectively clearing the oil
from the OCR groove during the expansion stroke.

Increasing the engine's speed decreases

cycle time, thereby decreasing the amount of time that the blowby gas flow rate is effective.
Additionally, inertia's importance increases with increasing speed. Recall that OCR flutter is
caused by the struggle between the pressurization of the 3' Land during the expansion stroke
and the combination of friction and inertial forces that the OCR experiences during the first half
of the stroke. Increasing inertia means a decrease in the amount of OCR flutter. This may have
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an adverse effect on the cleaning ability in terms of gas travel within the groove. At the time of
this thesis, the exact reason is not known.

Succinctly, oil release from the OCR groove is

pressure and time dependent, represented by Equation 3.20, below, on a per cycle basis.

M released oc flowrate - time

(3.20)

The flow rate required for oil release from the groove is a function of pressure, mandating
an adequate pressure differential between the 3rd Land and the OCR groove to cause OCR flutter
as well as flow impedance caused by the restricting nature of the OCR gap. The pressure
differential is directly correlated to the engine's load. The flow impedance is necessary in order
for the

3

Land to pressurize and cause the phenomena recorded and discussed in Section 3.5.1

as well as avoid adverse situations as discussed in Section 3.7. The timing portion of Equation
3.20 is a function of speed, where increasing the speed decreases the effects of increasing load
for the reasons outlined above. This timing factor correlates well with the trends observed in
Figures3-25 through 3-27, where the rate of increase in oil release rate decreases with increasing
speed (the trace is roughly parabolic). However, as mentioned in Section 3.5.2, the dependence
of the release rate on other mechanisms associated with the increased inertia at higher speeds,
such as top ring flutter, is not well understood at this time, though they should be studied by
future researchers. The major focus of such a study would focus on these mechanisms' effect on
blowby gas flow rate and oil supply to the groove, both of which will have marked effects on the
oil release from the groove as well as the steady state amount of oil within the OCR groove.
However, one important point to drive home is a sense of the percent of the groove that is
occupied by oil at steady state operation.
2500RPM, the groove occupancy,

For the given supply rate of around 10 /,

at

, can vary from 50% to 70%. Further, the importance of

groove's releasing ability will become clearer when analyzing the effects oil within the groove
have on leakage, and how that amount is going to affect how much oil leaves the groove and
enters the 3 rd Land.

3.6 Oil Leakage from the Oil Control Ring Groove
While the OCR groove's lower flank and drains holes were shown as major contributors
of oil's supply to and release from the groove, respectively, the OCR gap serves as a leakage
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facilitator.

Of all the videos observed, for the various operating conditions executed at the

numerous parts of the cycle recorded, the largest visible source of oil leakage from the OCR
groove occurs via the OCR gap. Unfortunately, due to the erratic nature of the ring's rotation
within the groove, the visual recording of the OCR gap proved difficult under normal operation.
However, even with the limited number of images containing the gap in the window's view,
many phenomena were able to be observed as well as characterized. Additionally, from these
videos, it's apparent that the gap's main role in oil leakage is in oil transport out of the OCR
groove. Any oil that leaks into the groove, whether it be through the upper flanks of the groove
or through the gap, either aren't visible (as is the case with upper flank oil transport) or miniscule
(thereby not being recordable, as is the case for gap leakage into the groove).
The following sections will outline and characterize the phenomena observed that are the
major contributors to oil leakage out of the OCR groove.
mechanisms, if applicable, will be discussed as well.

Operating effects on these

Following this discussion, unlike the

previous sections on oil transport into and out of the OCR groove, the mechanisms will be
qualified but not quantified. A general overview of what's occurring inside the groove and the
physics behind what was recorded will be presented, but a focus on a scaling model that
represents an approximate amount of leakage exiting the groove will not be provided. Finally,
the effects of this oil leakage on the surrounding areas, namely the 3P Land and the piston skirt,
will be considered.

3.6.1 Inertial Fountain
300CA

60*CA

900CA

Figure 3-30 - These images focus on the OCR portion of the ring pack for the Baseline piston
configuration at a motoring (no-combustion) operation of 2500RPM and WOT. The degrees
shown correspond to crank-angle degrees from TDC during the intake stroke. When combined
with Figure3-31, the formation of an inertial fountain becomes clear.
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Intake Stroke
Inertial Fountain
Progressi on

Legend

rAr, -I Piston
:Speed

L

90oCA
Mid-Stroke
Figure 3-31 - A graphic depiction of the inertial fountain's progression during the intake stroke.
Shown is the first half of the stroke and how, due to the high inertia that forces oil to the upper
part of the groove, an oil "fountain" forms, flowing out of the OCR gap up towards the 2 "dRing.
Blue arrows indicate oil flow direction while the red and black arrows are defined in the legend.
One primary oil leakage phenomenon observed has been defined as an inertial fountain.
The inertial fountain occurs during the first half of the intake stroke, where the inertial force is
greatest and in the direction of the combustion chamber. Oil in the groove resides in the upper
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portion and, due to the sealing of the upper flank provided by the OCR, this oil reservoir flows
out of the gap, up the 3 dLand, and towards the

2nd

Ring. This process is captured best in Figure

3-30. The fountain continues till mid-stroke, evacuating oil from the groove into the 3w Land,
where, as will be discussed later in this chapter and in Chapter 5, it gets redistributed. While
Figure 3-30 displays zoomed in images of this fountain formation, Figure 3-31 provides a
cartoon representation of the fountain's progression.
3.6.1.1 Load Effects

(A)

(B)

Figure 3-32 - Both images taken during motored operation at 2500RPM for the Baseline
configuration. (A) At 33*CA during the intake stroke, the inertial fountain discussed earlier is
present for an IMAP - Ibar (WOT). However, (B) for a boosted MAP of 1.36 bar and a similar
crank position (400CA), the fountain is nonexistent.
Though inertia is the primary driver for the fountain's formation, the flow's creation is
limited by 3rd Land pressure. Figure 3-32 displays the fountain's dependence on the intake
manifold absolute pressure.

The images shown, cropped from videos accrued during the

Baseline configuration operation, present a range of engine operating conditions in which this
fountain is valid. That is, for an IMAP less than or equal to lbar (sub-atmospheric or throttled
operation), the fountain is able to form. For an IMAP greater than 1bar (supra-atmospheric or
boosted operation), the fountain does not form. It's important to note that, because of the limited
amount of images of the OCR gap, this scenario may be the exception and not the rule.
However, since the intake stroke is virtually the same under fired or motored conditions, this
situation is thought to be valid. In fact, numerous videos do uphold the samples displayed in
Figure 3-32, though the exact relationship between the IAP and the oil fountain is uncertain.
It'd be advantageous to have a more concrete connection between the two rather than the
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inequality currently formulated. Factors that arise during combustion, such as the amount of oil
within the groove at the start of the intake stroke (which differs between fired and motored
conditions due to the release of oil during expansion), will also play a factor on this formation.
Thus, due to these uncertainties, the effect of engine load on the inertial oil fountain development
will be limited to the aforementioned inequality:
IMAP < lbar; Fountain Formation = YES
IMAP > lbar; Fountain Formation = NO
As will be described shortly in Section 3.6.1.4, the relation between load and speed on the
fountain's formation will be speculated with a simple scaling relationship, though concrete
values will still not be the focus of such analysis.
3.6.1.2 Speed Effects

(B)

(A)

0 CA) at the start of the intake stroke for the Baseline
Figure 3-33 - Both images taken at TDC (O
configuration. (A) At 2500RPM, WOT, motored conditions, the inertial fountain has just started
to form. However, (B) when operating at 3500RPM, 500mbar IMAP, and firing the engine,
there's a shift in the start of fountain formation. The higher speed is associated with the oil
fountain occurring earlier in the cycle. The problem with this comparison is that (A) is at WOT
while (B) is throttled, which, as shown in Section 3.6.1.1 has an effect on fountain formation

While the engine's load plays a role in the oil fountain's formation, the engine's speed
plays an equally, if not more, important role. Recall that the flow is primarily inertia driven.
Therefore, it is no surprise that increasing the engine speed has two effects on the fountain's
generation. The following concluding effects on the fountain are speculative due to the lack of
supporting videos capturing the gap in the window's view at all operating conditions. As shown
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in Figure 3-33 one major effect of increasing the engine's speed is to advance the formation of
the fountain with regards to its cycle timing. That is, the fountain forms earlier in the engine's
cycle. Additionally, the increased inertial force acting upon the oil residing within the groove
increases the exit velocity of the oil from the groove at the OCR gap, as well as increasing the
total amount that exits the groove on a per cycle basis.
The largest conclusion to draw from Sections 3.6.1.1 and 3.6.1.2 is that the oil fountain
that originates from the OCR gap during the first half of the intake stroke is a function of speed
(inertia) and pressure (IMAP or 3rd Land, they're correlated). Unfortunately, the limitation of
the analysis is due to the lack of videos recording the OCR gap at various engine operating
conditions. This may soon be remedied in future experiments by pinning the OCR, as has been
done with the top two rings by previous researchers. The discussion to follow will shed more
light as to the reasoning behind the conclusions explained previously.
3.6.1.3 Sequence of Events

200
100
0
-100
-200
-300 4-360

-270

.180

.90

0

90

180

270

360

Crank Angle (eCA)

Figure 3-34 - Acceleration experienced by the oil relative to the piston at 2500RPM in terms of
gravity. Highlighted is point in the cycle when the inertial fountain and inertial cascade occur.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
Figure 3-35 - Progression of the early part
of the inertial fountain formation. Shown is
how the oil within the groove starts at (A)
the bottom portion of the groove at the midstroke of exhaust and, due to inertia, (B)(D) advances to the upper portion of the
groove at TDC of the exhaust stroke. This
increase of inertia on the mass of oil within
the groove forces some to leak through the
gap at the start of the intake stroke as shown
in (E).

(E)
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From the videos, it's apparent that, though the oil comes out of the gap at a relatively
high velocity (this will be discussed shortly), it's not large enough for the fountain to shoot out of
the groove and touch the liner. This is concluded from the oil fountain's movement up the 3 rd
Land, where its advancement is representative of flow along the piston and not the liner. That is,
in the span of 90 0CA, the piston has moved over 44mm while the fountain has only travelled
2.5mm (the height of the 3 rd Land). If the leakage from the gap hit the liner, it would have been
scraped by the 2 "dRing as the piston descended well before the 90"CA mark. What follows are
some estimations as to the driving mechanisms in the fountain's flow out of the groove and up
the 3rd Land as well as correlating the visual patterns of the fountain's shape to the forces
present. In these discussions, it is assumed that ring rotation is slow enough to allow leakage
through the gap. A fast spinning OCR gap will prevent any oil from escaping. Additionally, the
pressure gradient between the OCR groove and the 3' Land will be ignored for now, thereby
ignoring any of the load effects discussed in Section 3.6.1.1.
As the name given by the author implies, the primary driver for the "inertial" fountain's
formation is the inertia force imparted to the oil by the piston's deceleration during the exhaust
stroke and acceleration during the intake stroke. Figure 3-34 provides an example of the inertia
experienced by the oil relative to the piston at an engine speed of 2500RPM. The acceleration
displayed in this figure is in terms of the amount of g's (gravity) that the oil experiences in one
cycle. Highlighted are the portions of the cycle when the inertial fountain and inertial cascade
occurs, though, for the following discussion, the focus will be on the progression of the inertial
fountain.
Figure 3-35 details the transition from the exhaust stroke to the start of the intake stroke,
where 3-35A starts with the oil mass residing in the bottom portion of the groove, and then
progressing its way upwards due to the increase in inertia (3-35B and 3-35C). At the end of the
exhaust stroke, it's assumed that most if not all of the oil within the groove is on the upper flank.
At this point, the oil is starting to flow out of the gap (Figure3-35D). As shown in Figure 335E, the front of the oil leaking through the gap progresses radially outward along the upper
flank of the groove. To be explained in detail later, this is caused by inertia-generated pressuredriven flow.
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(A)

(B

(C)

(D)

(B)

Figure 3-36 - Progression of the inertial fountain through the first half of the intake stroke.
Shown is how the oil, due to inertial forces, drives oil radially outward through the gap (A) along
the upper flank of the groove. As the oil moves along the surface, it eventually makes it to the
flank's edge and (B) moves up the 3rd Land, towards the 2 nd Ring (C) at mid-stroke. Past midstroke, (D) the inertia halts fountain flow as the oil within the groove moves downward.
Figure 3-36 continues this progression through the intake stroke, where Figure 3-36A is
the same as Figure 3-35E. The radial progression continues, though the flow velocity decreases
drastically as the oil travels due to the shear stress acting on the oil by the upper flank of the
groove and the resulting diffusion of momentum. The average velocity becomes slow enough to
allow the oil to turn up along the

3

Land as shown in Figure 3-36B. The large amount of oil
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within the groove continues to supply the fountain that progresses along the 3 rd Land (Figure 336C) until after mid-stroke. When the inertial force reverses direction, the mechanism driving
the supply of oil to the fountain comes to a halt. The mass of oil within the groove begins to
move down (Figure3-36D) to create what will be called an inertial cascade in Section 3.6.2.

3.6.1.4 Characterizing the Fountain
Though the previous discussion of the fountain's formation is straight forward, the flow
coming out of the OCR groove via the gap is very complex. Viscous forces play a large role in
the outflow from the groove at the gap, decreasing the velocity of the oil to a point where surface
tension is able to hold its radial trajectory and cause it to turn up the 3 rd Land. Inertia is indeed
the primary driver of the oil's flow. The hydrostatic pressure associated with the acceleration of
the piston in the first half of the intake stroke, and the height of the oil within the OCR groove,
impart a velocity to the oil leakage at the gap. However, the two previous mechanisms, viscosity
and surface tension, will govern the general shape and progression of the flow. What follows is
a description of the complex nature of the flow shown in Figure 3-37 and the mechanisms that
qualitatively characterize the fountain.
As described in Section 3.6.1.3, high inertia is imparted to the oil reservoir inside the
groove, creating a large hydrostatic pressure, plahi,at the base of the pool (the upper flank of
the OCR groove). This pressure forces oil out through the OCR gap in an initially inviscid
fashion. This momentarily viscous free region is shown by the first velocity profile of the flow
at the back of the OCR in Figure 3-37A. Figure3-38 also shows this inertia driven flow without
the outline of the OCR present and without any velocity profiles shown. This image is similar to
Figure 3-36A, except for the variables given (here, Vy and VGG are assumed similar and solely
inertia driven). Additionally, Figure 3-39 shows how this inertia-generated hydrostatic pressure
varies with peak piston acceleration for a filled groove. Prior to describing the schematic of
Figure 3-37, it should be pointed out that the peak hydrostatic pressure that drives the inertial
fountain is quite small, and, thus, any load differential between the

3'd

Land and the groove will

prevent the fountain's formation. This agrees well with experiments, as shown in Figure 3-32.
Further, it is shown that since the pressure varies with the square of engine speed, the claim
made earlier that an increase in speed advances the fountain's formation in the cycle since the
pressure generated increases is bolstered by the experimental evidence given in Figure3-33.
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(B)
Figure 3-37 - (A) Dark blue arrows refer to the oil's general velocity profile. S, is the boundary
layer thickness a distance x from the back of the OCR that grows due to the shear stress from the
groove,
acting on the flow. The average velocity of the flow on the 3P Land is given by
V. The hydrostatic pressure, po,1ahi, causes pressure driven flow which translates into (B) an
average velocity along the groove's upper flank, VGG- Stream lines are drawn in light blue. The
surface tension, o-, is shown as holding the flow to a curved radius, R, causing the fountain's
entrance thickness, ti. Similar viscous effects occur on the 3P Land due to z3rdLand, causing 8Y.
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Fi2ure 3-38 - At the start of intake stroke
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(TDC), the flow can be represented
simplistically by this graphic with variables
defined in the text. Here, the image has
been taken from Figure3-36A and the flow
is assumed inviscid.
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Figure 3-39 - Shown is the variation in peak hydrostatic pressure experienced by the fountain
for a full groove at max acceleration for a given engine speed. Highlighted is the pressure and
peak acceleration's variation with the square of the engine speed.
Note that the No-Slip boundary condition is present at the upper flank of the groove.
Therefore, only the thinnest layer of oil that's in contact with the groove has a zero velocity from
the back of the groove to the back of the ring. However, though the flow accelerates due to the
inertia-created pressure, the No-Slip boundary condition and the associated momentum
dissipation due to viscosity (the shear stress being

o,,,,,)

causes a hydraulic jump to occur. The

jump corresponds to a boundary layer that grows in thickness in the axial direction, represented
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as (5, as the oil continues to flow radially outward. Eventually, the decreasing inertial force and
the rising viscosity and boundary layer growth will cause the inviscid region to disappear, and
the reservoir-to-gap flow will take on a teardrop shape.
At the edge of the upper flank, the lack of the support from the groove causes the oil to
"free fall," creating the formation of a fountain along the

3rd

Land. This fountain initially has

zero velocity in the axial direction with respect to the piston. As shown in Figure 3-37B, the
radial thickness of the flow, represented by tfy at the start of the fountain (as the oil enters the 3 rd
Land) is roughly equivalent to the radius of fluid that can be held by surface tension, represented
by R. This thickness/radius is dependent upon the average radial velocity of oil, VGG, across the
boundary layer's thickness. Similar to the explanation above for Figure 3-37A, the fountain's
journey up the 3rd Land will initially be inviscid at the bottom edge of the land, but, due to the
shear stress, 3rd,'j, acting on the oil, a boundary layer will form with a radial thickness 8y.
Viscous dissipation will affect the velocity of the fountain up the 3 Land, represented by Viy.
What follows are some calculations in order to get a feel for the environment and how the
mechanisms affect the fountain flow. Recall that the videos capturing the OCR gap in view are
limited and thus no scaling model can be created, though a framework for future researchers to
base their experiments on can be formed.
From the videos, and the still images provided in Figure 3-30 above, a rough estimate of
the flow's velocity along the 3 rd Land can be calculated. Given that the flow, in general, travels
2.5mm in the span of 30*CA at 2500RPM, the velocity of the fountain on the 3rd Land
approximates to 1 '/, (the value is 1.25"/., but in the interest of having simpler numbers to work
with for calculations, l'/, will suffice).

For reference in subsequent equations, this also

corresponds to 2 milliseconds required to travel the 3 rd Land. As a comparison, for the scenario
and equation shown in Figure 3-38, the velocity of the oil leaving the pool of oil due to the peak
hydrostatic pressure at 2500RPM is on the order of 4"/. Note that these two values are roughly
the same order of magnitude, though, for the following analysis, l'/, will be used since it's
calculated from experiments as well as taking into account the momentum dissipation that occurs
throughout the fountain's progression.
With this general speed, the boundary layer thickness along the groove's upper flank, as
shown in Figure 3-37A, can be calculated using Equation 3.20:
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vax
(3.20)

,"GG

S

Where all of the variables have been previously defined. Note that the value of VGG will be used
since it will provide a characteristic velocity for the flow. It is approximately similar to Viy (as
calculated above from the videos and discussed earlier with regards to Figure 3-38) which, due
to mass conservation, is a reasonable estimation of the oil's average radial velocity within the
groove.

Thus, the boundary layer thickness at the end of the groove's upper flank can be

calculated to a reasonable order of magnitude using the average speed found from experiments:

(1.275x10-3m)

7.48x104 m
Smax @

V

S

1m

=

9.8x10 5 m

@ 0.1mm

This corresponds very well to the value found from the images shown in Figure3-30 as
well as other videos. This thickness was approximated to be 0.5 to 0.7 mm from the images.
The disparity between the measured thickness and the calculated one can be due to a number of
thinks. First, there may be a multiplying constant associated with the radial outward flow that
closely correlates to the experiments. Such experimental constants are used for the Blasius
Solution of uniform flow over a flat plate, amongst others. Second, the edges of the gap, that is
the sides of the gap channel defined by the ring, can cause additional viscous drag on the flow,
and thus create an average radial velocity much less than the characteristic one used. Further,
though the LIF technique is useful for measuring oil film thickness, it is still two-dimensional.
Thus it's hard to discern between what is seen closer to the liner (the outer portion of the OCR
and groove) and what is present in the groove (as given by the reservoir). In short, the variation
in the thickness of this boundary layer can be due to the experimental constant that has yet to be
found, or due to the limitations of measuring radial depth in the power cylinder using 2D LIF, or
a combination of both situations.
What this concludes is that the flow within the groove itself is dominated by viscous
flow. Further, as an example of viscosity's role, the Reynolds number can be calculated along
the OCR groove flank. To do so, the choices made for the velocity and flow thickness will
represent a maximum value that the system will see. The maximum velocity is chosen from the
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scenario of Figure 3-38, where strictly inertial (inviscid) flow is assumed. Applying Bernoulli
along a streamline from the reservoir's surface to the exit of the groove, it is found that, since
both points would be along a free surface, the pressure would be the same. Thus, the flow goes
from potential to kinetic, from the hydrostatic pressure shown in Figure 3-37A and Figure 3-38
to the velocity of the fountain:

P G p,, ah

(3.21)

V, @j2ahi

(3.22)

Where the variables have been previously defined. To create a "worst-case" scenario for the
Reynolds number, the peak acceleration taken at 3500RPM can be used in Equation 3.22, giving
the max velocity possible during the experiments (at 3500RPM, peak velocity is - 7500 m/s 2).
Additionally, if the groove is assumed to be about 100% occupied by oil at the start of intake,
then the height of oil within the reservoir would be h; = 2.53mm. Finally, using the results from
the videos as a flow thickness approximation, the largest the Reynolds number near the edge of
the OCR groove flank can be is:

0.0007m 2(7536m

V

(
Re.

2 )(0.00253m)

''max
,.

x,.Ix

E578

voin

7.48x10-6 m2

Thus, viscous forces are dominant in the gap region. The value used for the oil reservoir height
is the largest possible OCR groove occupation since it corresponds to a filled groove.
Thus, with the knowledge that viscosity is dominant within the groove, the next question
is surface tension's role in the fountain flow. Figure3-37B depicts how surface tension may be a
factor in the curving of the oil up the

3r

Land and thus influence its thickness. Using Equations

3.23 and 3.24 for pressure changes corresponding to streamline curvature and surface tension,
respectively, a relation can be generated for the shape of the flow as it leaves the groove:

d

dr

r

(323)

R
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(3.24)

Taking the derivative of Equation 3.24 and equating the result to Equation 3.23, then, ignoring
any resulting negative sign and evaluating for r = R (the radius of curvature at the fountain's
bend showing in Figure 3-37B) the result is Equation 3.25:

(3.25)

R - 4

pV 2

Evaluating Equation 3.25 for a = 0.02

N/.,

V~ 1 "'/s, and p

3

- 8 5 0 k,/M

(oil density at 100"C),

the radius is approximately 20 microns. This is quite a small value and may be valid only for the
start of the fountain's formation. Essentially, what has been calculated is the Weber number,
where the radius of curvature must be small in order for the surface tension effect to be on the
same order as the inertial effect. These inertial effects are attributed to the outward velocity flow
of oil. In short, this thickness is too small for what has been observed in experiments. Indeed, if
the thickness of the oil film exceeds this critical radius, surface tension would be unable to hold
the oil as it jets out of the gap at a speed of 1"I/,.
This means that there are two important aspects of the flow at the end of the flank that
need to be understood. First, the flow coming out of the gap must be slowed down enough by
viscosity in order for surface tension to hold the oil from hitting the liner.

Second, the

acceleration profile of the piston during the intake stroke will cause the oil leaving the gap to
accelerate relative to the piston land.
Tackling the first issue of viscosity slowing the oil exiting the gap, the thickness of the oil
fountain on the 3r Land has been calculated to be on the order of 100 microns from the videos
recorded - which corresponds to the intensity limitations of the current LIF optical system. That
is, the exact value may be larger than 100 microns, and smaller than the 500 micron clearance
between the 3" Land and the liner, but any film thickness above 100 microns isn't differentiated
by the intensity displayed. Note that this is 3 rd Land fountain thickness is on the same order as
the maximum thickness of the boundary layer calculated from Equation 3.20 (- 100microns).
Using 100 microns as the value of R for Equation 3.25, the average velocity of the flow
exiting the gap within the groove is approximately 0.5 '/. As a check, if this velocity value is
used in Equation 3.20 to find the maximum boundary layer thickness, the value of d.m is
approximately 140 microns. This is a similar order of magnitude as the oil film thickness
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calculated from the videos and thus asserts the parity of surface tension and viscosity
mechanisms in the flow's evolution. What this means is that, once the oil leaves the groove's
upper flank through the gap, it accelerates along the piston land, causing the disparity between
the measured average fountain velocity, 1 '/,, and the maximum average velocity of VYGG that
surface tension can hold, 0.5 '/,.
In order to understand how the oil leaving the gap accelerates relative to the 3rd Land this
question should be answered: If a droplet of oil has just exited the OCR groove, how long does it
take to cross the 3rd Land in free space? In order to visualize and calculate the answer to the
scenario, imagine oil free falling upwards at an acceleration equivalent to the peak piston speed.
If the origin is placed at the start of the oil's free fall (the upper flank of the OCR groove), the
following equation provides an approximate solution to the time taken for that droplet to cross
the distance of the 3P Land and hit the 2 "dRing:

T=
Where y is the axial distance along the

(3.26)

a
3 rd

Land, a is the peak piston acceleration, and T is the

time. For the scenario presented in Figure 3-30, the approximate time needed for a droplet of oil
to cross the distance of the 3" Land (2.5mm) at peak acceleration at 2500RPM (-3800 m/s 2 ) is
1.14 milliseconds. Recall that the time calculated for the fountain to cross the 3'" Land was
approximately 2 milliseconds, the same order of magnitude as the calculated free fall value. The
difference in the times can be attributed to a combination of surface tension, viscous effects, and
the variation in acceleration as shown in Figure3-34.
In sum, the inertial fountain is formed by a combination of multiple mechanisms. Inertia
is the driver of the flow, creating a hydrostatic pressure that forces oil through the OCR gap from
the reservoir contained in the groove. Viscosity slows this flow down significantly, causing a
hydraulic jump, as the oil travels radially outward along the upper flank. At the outer edge of the
groove, surface tension holds the oil from hitting the liner and allows it to turn 90" upward along
the 3" Land. Once on the 3 rd Land, the oil accelerates relative to the piston, though viscosity has
a similar effect of slowing down the flow. The complexity of the inertial fountain is also found
in another, primarily inertia driven, leakage component - the inertial cascade.
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3.6.2 Inertial Cascade
Though the inertial fountain can possibly have an effect on the oil consumption of an
engine, since the oil directly goes to the upper region of the ring pack via the 3 rd Land, another
oil leakage phenomenon occurs twice during the engine's cycle. This doubly-viewed event has
been defined as an inertial cascade. Much like the fountain occurring during the first half of the
intake stroke, the cascade occurs predominantly during the first half of the compression and
exhaust strokes, where the inertial force is near a local-cycle-maximum and towards the
crankcase. The cascade's occurrence in the cycle is highlighted in Figure 3-34.

253*CA

293?CA

Figure 3-40 - These images are taken for
the Baseline piston configuration at
2500RPM, WOT, with the engine in a
motored (no-combustion) state. Both
images are during the compression
stroke, with the crank-angle degrees
clearly labeled, corresponding to the
TDC of intake being taken as 0 CA.
When combined with Figure 3-41, the
formation of an inertial cascade becomes
clear. This leakage from the OCR gap
downward is highlighted by the dashed
boxes in the images.

For the inertial cascade, oil in the groove resides in the lower portion and, due to the
sealing of the lower flank by the OCR, this oil reservoir flows out of the gap, down the skirt
chamfer and along the skirt. This process is captured best in Figure 3-40. Unlike the inertial
fountain described above, the cascade continues well past mid-stroke, evacuating oil from the
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groove onto the skirt to be redistributed. While Figure 3-40 displays zoomed in images of this
cascade formation, Figure 3-41 provides a cartoon representation of the cascade's progression.
Note that Figure 3-41 shows a generic stroke for the cascade since the formation is virtually
similar for the compression and exhaust strokes. Additionally, during this event, very little oil
from the

3 rd

Land enters through the small clearance of the upper groove and of the gap.
Leannd

Past
Mid-Stroke

Inertial Cascade
Prog-resion

itio ta:itS

Piston.
pe ed

BDC
Figure 3-41 -

A graphic depiction of the inertial cascade's

progression during the

compression/exhaust stroke. Shown is, roughly, the first half of the stroke and how, due to the
locally high inertia that forces oil to the lower part of the groove, an oil "cascade" forms, flowing
out of the OCR gap down the skirt. Blue arrows indicate oil flow direction and their relative size
indicates speed. The red and black arrows are defined in the legend.
It is theorized that the cascade will be affected by load and inertia as well, however, the
data taken presently hasn't confirmed or denied any of this due to the limited amount of videos at
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numerous operating conditions with the gap in view. Figure 3-42 displays a very minor glimpse
at speed's, and thus inertia's, effects on the cascade. As shown in Figure 3-42, the higher the
speed, the increase in timing of the cascade's occurrence. That is, much like with the fountain,
the cascade's start time in the cycle advances with increasing engine speed.
Similar to the discussion characterizing the inertial fountain in Section 3.6.1.4, the inertial
cascade will have a similar scenario, just in a different direction. One caveat is that there will be
no instance of a pressure differential between the groove and skirt to prevent the occurrence of
the cascade. Two aspects that may become hurdles in future analysis of the cascade involve the
skirt chamfer's tilt and the limited visibility of the optical window. Recall that using 2D LIF
makes the radial location of the oil difficult. The skirt chamfer's angular design complicates
such film thickness measurements. Additionally, as shown in Figure 3-42, the angled design
causes an outward "fanning" of the oil as it leaves via the gap. The limited visibility of the
optical window is due to the skirt being out of view during a large portion of the compression
and exhaust strokes. This complicates how the oil interacts with the skirt once it leaves the gap.
Unfortunately, given the research engine's current design, such a problem cannot be remedied.

(A)

)

Figmre 3-42 - All images are taken from videos recorded during at 266*CA of the compression
stroke for the Baseline piston configuration. (A) corresponds to 800RPM, 600mbar, fired
operation. (B) corresponds to 2500RPM, lbar, motored operation. Shown is the effect engine
speed has on the cascade formation at a given crank angle.
As was discussed with the inertial fountain, pinning the OCR gap would assist in the
analysis of the gap and the resulting phenomena. Additionally, since oil going down out of the
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groove towards the skirt is advantageous in terms of oil consumption, this leakage's impact on an
engine's overall oil consumption is currently not known. Experiments should be conducted to
explore this phenomenon further in order to see how it affects oil transport on the skirt.

3.6.3 Scaling Order of Leakage - Fountain and Cascade
If it is assumed that the engine is operating at subatmospheric conditions, the total
leakage for the system is given by Equation 3.28:

I

M
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+ Miccomp +

M ic,exh

(3.28)

cycle

In order to get a sense of how much actually leaks out of the groove, Figure 3-30 will be
utilized to estimate the amount of oil generated by the fountain on the 3w Land. The mass of the
fountain present on the 31 Land at 60*CA is calculated to be about 5 x 104 grams of oil. This
mass of oil that leaks out is on a per cycle basis. Thus, at 2500RPM, the oil leakage rate is
approximately 0.6 9/.

Assuming that each leakage term in Equation 3.28 is on the same order

and is approximately equal to one another, the resulting total leakage out of the groove at
2500RPM is - 2 9/.. By comparison, the average supply rate to the groove, using a = 50%, is
about 10 /,,

which is larger than the leakage amount. Note that the leakage rates calculated are

inflated due to rounding as well as geometric considerations when calculating the oil film
thickness. Thus, the disparity between the supply rate and the leakage rate would be even greater
if these are accounted for. Succinctly, the leakage rate is indeed less than the supply or release
rates, as had been theorized.
At 2500RPM, average oil consumption can vary from 0.025 - 0.100 /,..

Given the oil

fountain's leakage rate of 0.6 g/s, two conclusions can be made. First, the inertial fountain can
be considered as an oil supply to the Upper Region of the ring pack. Second, if the fountain is
indeed considered a supply, it should be noted that a large percentage of the oil travelling out of
the groove into the 3rd Land via the gap is recycled. That is, if 0.6 grams of oil go into the Upper
Region every minute, and assuming oil consumption of 0.100 g/,

0.5 grams of oil are leaked

back into the groove every minute via the upper flank or from some other mechanism/pathway
that has yet to be identified or observed. In short, the inertial fountain is an order of magnitude
(-10x) less than the supply rate and is an order of magnitude more than the typical oil
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consumption rate. This is important for future models that would utilize the output of a leakage
scaling model as an input to an Upper-Region-specific model to calculate oil consumption and
oil transport. This recycling effect is touched upon in Chapter4 with regards to the

3rd

Land oil

patterns viewed near the gap during engine operation.
3.6.4 Effects of Leakage on Surrounding Areas - 3 rd Land and Skirt
As stated above, the inertial fountain can possibly have an effect on the oil consumption
of an engine due to its input of oil to the Upper Region. Beyond this, the leakage, both the
fountain and the cascade, have an effect on the location of the ring pack that they trickle into.
Namely, the oil that leaks into the 3 rd Land via the OCR gap effects the oil patterns viewed there
locally. Likewise, the cascade that forms during the compression and exhaust strokes will affect
the oil patterns viewed on the skirt.
The effects of the OCR gap on the 3rd Land oil patterns are touched upon in Section 3.7,
below, and more thoroughly in Chapter4 with respect to Region III of the 3rd Land. Suffice to
say, the added oil to the 3 rd Land causes different oil patterns to appear throughout the cycle.
These patterns are functions of the amount of oil in the area as well as the operating conditions of
the engine. Thus, patterns such as the "traffic jam, top rail pooling, and pseudo-fountain" are
directly effected by the mechanisms that control the fountain's formation as well as the presence
of the OCR gap.
The inertial cascade locally increases the amount of oil between the skirt and the liner.
As the ring rotates, it can distribute oil to different portions of the groove and thus affect the oil
film thickness left on the liner in different locations as well as for different strokes. The exact
benefit or disadvantage of this has yet to be determined. However, oil transport on the skirt is
currently being modeled and will make use of this as an input.
The OCR gap's primary importance is its creation of gas flow, to be discussed in Section
3.7 and Chapter4.

3.7 Importance of Gas Flow in 3" Land and OCR Groove
From the preceding discussions, it's apparent that the OCR groove design, as well as the
OCR design, would be important factors in the oil transport mechanisms outlined thus far. The
OCR groove, for a given axial height, can vary predominantly by the method for which it allows
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for oil release from the Lower Region of the ring pack. That is, the number and diameter of the
drain holes will be a crucial factor in the groove's, and Lower Region's, overall releasing ability
by providing an adequate avenue for oil and blowby gases to flow through towards the crank.
Additionally, the OCR's design in terms of the number and size of the gap will affect the
circumferential flow of blowby gases on the 3rd Land as well as the associated pressure
generation. Creating circumferential flow was crucial to the shear dragging of oil from within
the groove towards the drain holes and to the crank case. Without viscous drag, there would be
no adequate oil release. What follows is more of a qualitative than quantitative discussion and
explanation of the phenomenon observed using the two experimental piston designs.

3.7.1 OCR Gap
~ 50 Gaps

U-Flex 0i Control Ring

-t (x50)
t-30 microns

Waviness
28 pmn

Groove Clearance:
~2040 microns

Gas/OlI Flow

Figure 3-43 - Design schematic of the U-Flex OCR, highlighting its wavy nature, gap size,
number of gaps, and the pathways created for oil and gas flow by its use in the groove.
In these experiments, two types of OCRs were tested, a U-Flex and a Two-Piece, in
conjunction with a piston that had no drain holes present. The U-Flex, as was discussed in
Chapter 1, attempts to stabilize the 3rd Land pressure by providing a large flow area through
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which the gas can freely flow. This flow area is created by the 50 gaps around the periphery that
are each, roughly, the same width as the single gap present for the Two-Piece OCR. Figure3-43
displays the design schematic of the U-Flex OCR.

(A)

(B)

Figure 3-44 - Images for (A) and (B) are taken from videos recorded during steady-state fired
operation of the engine at 1500RPM, 300mbar (low-load), 90"CA during the intake stroke for the
No Holes piston configuration with the (A) U-Flex and (B) Two-Piece OCR installed. (A) The
U-Flex configuration had a steady-state blowby value of - 0.0SLPM while the (B) Two-Piece
had a value of 0.5SLPM.

(B)

(A)

Figure 3-45 - Images for (A) and (B) are taken from videos recorded during steady-state fired
operation of the engine at 3500RPM, 700mbar (high-load), 50"CA during the intake stroke for
the No Holes piston configuration with the (A) U-Flex and (B) Two-Piece OCR installed. (A)
The U-Flex configuration had a steady-state blowby value of - 0.6SLPM while the (B) TwoPiece had a value of 1.5SLPM.
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It was found from the numerous videos recorded, that, in general, the blowby gas flow
rate for the 2-piece OCR was higher than for the U-Flex. However, since the drain holes of the
groove were nonexistent, there was a lot of oil present in the Lower Region for both
configurations. Figure 3-44 and 3-45 display images for these two arrangements at different
speeds and loads, highlighting the blowby values found for each operating condition. Both had
blowby flow rates that were far less than the Baseline configuration due to the flooding of the 3P
Land with oil. The biggest contributor to this blowby flow disparity is due to the rings' design.
The U-Flex, with its multiple gaps and wavy rails, prevents any circumferential gas flow, the
primary driver in oil release from the groove. In essence, the 3rd Land, groove, and skirt chamfer
are short circuited since there's a direct connection between them via the gaps and wavy flanks.
From the videos, it appears that flow restrictions, such as the two-piece only having one
gap, allow for proper gas flow from the 3r Land to the crank case. A turbulent 3 rd Land was
present due to the increase in the amount of oil associated with no OCR drain holes, signifying
circumferential and restricted gas flow. The results of these experiments, unfortunately, weren't
conclusive as to the exact nature of the gap, or the design of the OCR, though the previous
discussion has speculated of the designs' role in oil's transport. The biggest inhibitor to making
concrete conclusions is due to the lack of videos recorded with a Baseline piston having both of
these types of rings installed. Doing so would provide a more adequate and solid foundation
from which to characterize the benefits and drawbacks of using the two different types of rings.
However, what was found was that the distribution of OCR gaps using the U-Flex ring
modified the 3rd Land gas flow, giving non-trivial results. A new phenomenon, to be discussed
below in Section 3.7.2.1, was born out of oil restricting blowby gas flow downwards.
3.7.2 OCR Groove Design
Recall that the OCR Groove drain holes play an integral role in the releasing of the oil
within the groove during the expansion stroke. During these experiments, in order to get a better
understanding of the effects these holes have on the oil releasing ability of the groove, two
extreme designs were tested. Shown in Figure3-46, the three different types of OCR grooves
examined attempted to represent an encompassing spread of designs that could be possible for
the OCR groove. At the time of the experiments conducted, the exact reasoning behind the
purpose of the drains holes was not clear, only theorized as given by their name. Additionally,
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the design colloquially known as the "Swiss Cheese" piston was provided by the research's
sponsors, and, unfortunately, would not have been the most proper choice to analyze the drain
hole effects on the groove's releasing ability and the transport mechanisms involved in general.
The two extreme designs, "No Holes" and "Swiss Cheese," were experimental and not currently
used in any production engines to the author's knowledge. Nevertheless, valuable information
was accrued from the experiments for the two prototypes.

No HlesBase~ne"Swiss

nowe

Cheese"1

Figure 3-46 - The above figure depicts the variation in the OCR groove designs tested for this
research study, highlighting two extreme designs: 1) "No Holes" - No OCR groove drain holes
present; 2) Multi-Enlarged Holes (dubbed "Swiss Cheese") - where 18 thru-holes are drilled (9
on either side of the skirt) and another 18 are non-thru-holes, all cutting into the P
3 Land and
skirt chamfer as signified by the red dashed line. The two are on opposite ends of the drain hole
design spectrum. Figures are not drawn to scale.
3.7.2.1 No Holes Configuration
An important result from these experiments was the conclusion that the lack of drain
holes impedes gas flow for the Lower Region of the ring pack. The use of the No Holes design
created an extreme condition where too much oil was being supplied to the groove and not
enough oil was effectively released each cycle, if at all. Figure 3-47 highlights the disparity
between the No Holes and Baseline groove designs. It was clear from the videos recorded
during all operating conditions that the amount of oil on the 3 rd Land and within the OCR groove
was far greater for the No Holes condition than for the Baseline. Additionally, the oil residence
disparity caused a decrease in blowby. That is, the blowby gas flow struggled with the excessive
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oil regimes that came to occupy the Lower Region of the ring pack. This was evidenced by the
almost non-existent blowby flow experienced at all operating conditions. Figure 3-47 highlights
this blowby value disparity as well, noting for the operating conditions of 1500RPM, 300mbar
(low load), the blowby was -1.7SLPM for the Baseline design and was -0.2SLPM for the No
Holes design. The drop in blowby wasn't directly due to the blockage within the groove, but,
rather, due to the 3 rd Land being filled with oil.

(B)

(A)

Figure 3-47 - Both images were taken at 1500RPM, 300mbar (low load), during late intake
stroke - 132"CA, under fired (spark) operation, with the TLOCR installed. (A) corresponds to
the No Holes configuration, while (B) corresponds to the Baseline design. Highlighted is how
the No Holes design severely affects blowby flow as well as the amount of oil on the 3 rd Land
and within the OCR groove. Though (A) was taken with the LUT bit at 7 and (B) at 8, the
intensity trace makes it clear that there's more oil for No Holes than with the Baseline design.
Figure 3-48, below, highlights how the oil accumulates within the groove and utilizes the
knowledge discussed earlier with regards to the oil's supply and release from the OCR groove.
First, during the intake stroke, since the OCR is in the upper portion of the groove, the 3rd Land
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is sealed off as discussed in Section 3.4. The oil will enter the groove via the lower flank and,
over time, with the lack of drain holes, will continually supply oil to the groove at a rate that can
be approximated from Figure 3-14. Soon, the groove's filling will block further oil supply
through the lower flank and causes the skirt chamfer volume to fill. Additionally, as the groove
fills, more and more oil leaks into the 3" Land, predominantly via the OCR gap as discussed in
Section 3.6. While the 3" Land fills, the probability of additional oil entering through the upper
flank increases, though, as mentioned earlier, the amount that enters through the upper flank is
still uncertain due to the relatively small clearance and the visibility limitations of the
experimental setup. Indeed, it is possible that some oil moves from the groove to the 3" Land
via the upper flank due to OCR pumping as the groove accumulates oil.

EIii

Increasing Time (Successive Cycles),

-xasa

MEEM

Figure 3-48 - The upper picture displays the supply, and resulting accumulation, of oil within
the OCR groove during the intake stroke. Shown is the start of the compression stroke to
emphasize this accumulation. The bottom picture shows how gas flow is impeded by the large
amount of oil that accumulates due to no release pathway, forcing the gas to flow around the ring
through the lower flank and out via the skirt chamfer.
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(A)

No U-Flex Blowout

U-Flex Blowout
(B)

(C)
Figure 3-49 - Images for (A) and (B) are taken from videos recorded during steady-state fired
operation of the engine at 2500RPM, 500mbar (mid-load), 414"CA and 424"CA during the
expansion stroke for the No Holes and Baseline piston configuration, respectively, with the UFlex OCR installed. Images for (C) were taken at 1500RPM, 360mbar, fired, 419"CA during the
expansion stroke for the two-piece OCR installed. Images in (B) are focusing in on the OCR
regions of (A).
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The lack of drain holes is a hindrance to the two-phase circumferential flow within the
groove that had resulted in oil's release every cycle.

The accumulation of oil creates an

environment that obstructs oil's natural flow rate and direction in the Lower Region. Note that
the "natural" flow rate and direction corresponds to the discussion of the Baseline (production)
groove design of Section 3.5. Figure 3-48 highlights how the blowby gases pass through the
upper flank of the groove, around the OCR, and through the lower flank of the groove, all the
while mixing with the oil. Figures 3-49A and 3-49B show still images during the expansion
stroke for the No Holes and Baseline piston design with the U-flex OCR installed; Figure 3-49C
shows the two-piece OCR installed for the No Holes piston. This figure depicts the turbulent
nature of the skirt chamfer, indicating the presence of gas flow as it goes through the groove and
out the lower flank. Additionally, Figure 3-49 depicts how, with a 3rd Land occupied by oil, the
presence of U-Flex gap blowout, which occurs due to high gas pressure during the expansion
stroke, is virtually eliminated for the No Holes configuration.
The impedance of gas flow presented such a problem during the experiments that a
dynamic repeatable phenomenon occurred. This phenomenon, which would be considered a
design failure if it happened in a production engine, took place while the 3 rd Land was filled with
oil, which dropped the blowby gas flow significantly. The resulting decrease in blowby caused
an inopportune pressurization of the

2 "d

Land, especially during the expansion stroke.

Consequently, a repetitive, dynamic, and unstable phenomenon took place, the sequence of
which shall be discussed. For the following, it should be noted that the phenomenon only
occurred at 1500RPM, 500mbar (mid-load), for the No Holes configuration utilizing the U-Flex
OCR. A similar phenomenon occurred when this piston had a two-piece OCR installed, though
it occurred at 2500RPM, 300mbar (low load) instead. The remaining discussion of this section
focuses on the phenomenon corresponding to this U-Flex configuration. Save for Figure3-51,
the OCR used in the following figures was U-Flex as well. Figure 3-51 was taken from the twopiece OCR configuration.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3-50 - All images are taken from videos recorded during steady-state fired operation of
the engine at 1500RPM, 500mbar (mid-load), 390*CA during the expansion stroke for the No
Holes design. The images are also focused on the ring pack, neglecting the skirt chamfer and
crown land. (A) The upper three successive images differ in time by one cycle. Highlighted is
the radial collapse of the 2 Ring and the resulting gas flow that forces oil from the 3rd Land to
the 2"d Land as it comes out of the Top Ring gap like a jet. Accompanying the images are the
average-row oil film thickness traces for the ring pack. (B) In the lower images, highlighted is
the oil squeezed out of the 2 "dRing groove being blown past the face of the Napier Ring down
the ring pack. (C) A close-up of 2 "dRing radial collapse is provided to show how a filled groove
can allow the ring to squeeze oil out.
The first step of the phenomenon involves the radial collapse of the 2 "dRing. This occurs
when the local pressure on the

2 nd Land

builds due to the 3rd Land being occupied by oil. The 2"d

Land's pressure rise coincides with the increase in blowby pressure from the rising in-cylinder
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pressure during combustion. That is - the phenomenon starts with radial collapse during the
expansion stroke. The taper-faced Napier ring collapses, squeezing any oil within the
groove out and towards the

2 d

Land and/or

3 d

2

Ring

Land. This squeezed oil is blown about by the

blowby gases. Figure3-50 displays this primary step in the phenomenon. Figure 3-50A shows
the progression from a fully flooded

3 rd

Land and OCR groove, to the radial collapse of the

2 nd

Ring, and the evidence of this oil from the 31 Land going to the liner, defined as bridging.
Figure 3-50B shows the phenomenon happening again, this time highlighting how the oil
squeezed out of the 2 "dRing groove during the radial collapse is blown down the ring pack by
the blowby gases. As noted in the figure, the phenomenon occurs in one cycle and the ring pack
returns to stability by the next cycle. Figure 3-50C shows how this radial collapse squeezes oil
out of the groove.

Figure 3-51 shows this sequence of events for the two-piece OCR at

2500RPM, 300mbar.

(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 3-51 - All images are taken from videos recorded during steady-state fired operation of
the engine at 2500RPM, 300mbar (low load), 410*CA during the expansion stroke for the No
Holes design utilizing the Two-Piece OCR. The images are also focused on the ring pack,
neglecting the skirt chamfer and crown land. (A) Shown is the ring pack in a "stable" state, with
a large amount of oil on the 3r land. Taken one cycle later, (B) shows the phenomenon
discussed in the text occurring with the radial collapse of the 2 nd Ring. (C) Taken one cycle after
the collapse, the ring pack is starting to return back to its stable state.
Following the collapse of the

2nd

Ring, the blowby gases that jet out of the Top Ring gap

push the oil from the 3r Land up toward the 2 Land. The reason for the flow's curvature is due
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to the nature of the environment once the ring collapses, exposing the oil-filled 3rd Land. The
high gas flow is like a jet hitting a plate, or, more appropriately, the gas flow displaces the oil
directly underneath it, causing the oil to move up around the jet's impingement area. As a result
of the collapse, the 2 "dLand pressure drops, causing the 2 "dRing to eventually regain stability
shortly later in the stroke. The ring's stability corresponds to the separation of the

2 d

and 3 rd

Lands, resulting in an increase in the oil present on the 2 "dLand and a decrease in the amount of
oil on the 3 rd Land.

(A)

(C)

(B)

Figure 3-52 - All images are taken from videos recorded during steady-state fired operation of
the engine at 1500RPM, 500mbar (mid-load), 670"CA during the exhaust stroke for the No
Holes design. The images are also focused on the ring pack, neglecting the skirt chamfer. The
image in (B) was taken 1 cycle after the image in (A). The image in (C) was taken 2 cycles after
the image in (B), depicting the quick return of the average row oil film thickness for the 2 "d
Land, 3rd Land, and OCR. The oil film thickness traces of (C) are similar to that seen in (A).
These changes in the lands are evidenced in Figure 3-50A and 3-52 with the
accompanying average row oil film thickness. Both figures show the drop in the 3 rd Land's
average oil film thickness coinciding with the increase in the

2 nd

Land's average oil film

thickness. Additionally, the figures show the relative quickness at which the two lands start to
regain their pre-collapse oil amount. As in Figure3-50 above, the phenomenon shown in Figure
3-52 during the exhaust stroke details the relative quickness of the event - a span of a cycle. As
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shown in Figure 3-52C, two cycles after the phenomenon has occurred, the

2nd

Land and 3d

Land are starting to revert to their pre-collapse oil film thickness values. It's important to note
that, for this discussion, the number of cycles needed for the change in a regions' oil amount
strictly applies to the images supplied. This should be taken as an approximate timescale of
events rather than a precise measure.
Following the 2 "dRing's return to stability during the same stroke, subsequent cycles
allow gases to distribute this additional oil on the 2 "dLand as the blowby flow travels around the
periphery from the Top Ring gap towards the

2 "dRing

gap, much like what was shown in

Figures 3-18 and 3-19, where the blowby gases entered the 3rd Land and traveled around the
periphery towards the OCR gap. This will push some of the recently-displaced oil down into the
2

d

Ring groove. However, during the intake stroke, where the instance of reverse blowby gas

flow is highest, the compromised ring pack runs the risk of pushing this excess 2 Land oil into
the Top Ring groove. As shown in Figure 3-53 below, once this oil is inside the Top Ring
groove, the probability of it entering the crown land is not a matter of "if," but "when." Once on
the crown land, this oil is considered lost and thus consumed in the combustion chamber.

0

a cycles

1 cycle

I cycles

Figure 3-53 - All images are taken from videos recorded during steady-state fired operation of
the engine at 1500RPM, 500mbar (mid-load), 50*CA of the intake stroke for the No Holes
design. Following the return of 2"" Ring stability, the presence of excess oil on the 2"d Land,
when compared to normal steady-state conditions, causes the land to empty oil into the Top Ring
groove. The reverse blowby flow that occurs during the intake stroke causes a spike in oil
transport into the combustion chamber.
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Figure 3-54 - All images are taken from videos recorded during steady-state fired operation of
the engine at 1500RPM, 500mbar (mid-load), TDC of the compression stroke for the No Holes
design. Images show the progression from the phenomenon decreasing the amount of oil on the
3 rd Land to the filling of the 3 rd Land via the OCR gap in a matter of cycles.
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Figure 3-55 - All images are taken from videos recorded during steady-state fired operation of
the engine at 1500RPM, 500mbar (mid-load), 410*CA of the expansion stroke for the No Holes
design. After the phenomenon transpires, the OCR groove empties after a few cycles as it fills
the 3rd Land with oil. Following the 3 rd Land's accumulation of oil, the OCR groove proceeds to
fill due to the mechanisms discussed in the text.
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While the

2 "d Land

reverts back to its pre-phenomenon oil film thickness, the

mechanisms described earlier that add oil to the OCR groove and 3rd Land are continuously
adding oil to the ring pack. Figure 3-54, shows the addition of oil to the 3rd Land over the course
of a number of cycles. This addition was made possible by the decrease in the amount of oil on
the 3rd Land due to the phenomenon. Further, Figure 3-55 demonstrates the decrease in the
amount of oil within the OCR groove as the 3 rd Land is filled by oil supply. Once the 3 rd Land is
filled, the OCR groove becomes occupied as well.
In sum, the most important lesson learned from the use of the No Holes design is that
OCR Groove Drain Holes are necessary to facilitate oil release from the Lower Region,
preventing accumulation in the groove, skirt chamfer, and 3 rd Land. Blowby gas flow struggles
with excessive oil. Thus the holes provide an avenue for the adequate release of oil from the
groove and take advantage of the pressure-driven flow that arises during the expansion stroke.
As shown, the prevention of an adequate release, thus leading to oil accumulation, led to a
repeatable and dynamic phenomenon that resulted in the failure of the sealing ability of the ring
pack. If in a production engine, the design would be noted by a large oil consumption value in
general, as well as numerous spikes resulting from the cyclical execution of the phenomenon.
To get a sense of how fast this accumulation occurs, if given the supply rate of 10 9/.

at

2500RPM, it would take about 8 seconds (or about 160 cycles) for the groove to go from
completely empty to completely full of oil.
Given that the releasing ability is important to prevent oil accumulation, the Swiss
Cheese piston, however, takes this to the opposite extreme, as will be explained next. What the
reader will find is that, indeed, releasing is important, but so is the creation of gas flow and a
potential to create a pressure differential between the 3rd Land and the OCR groove.
3.7.2.2 Swiss Cheese Configuration
The Swiss Cheese piston was thought to be a suitable design to maximize the releasing
ability of the ring pack during the expansion stroke. Prior to this research study, it was assumed
that increasing the drainage areas by increasing the diameter and number of holes in the groove
would translate into blowby gases pushing oil out of the Lower Region of the ring pack more
effectively. However, the design proved to have the opposite effect, causing large accumulations
of oil to appear on the

3 rd

Land and the skirt chamfer. This was found to be due to the lack of
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circumferential gas flow that is crucial to oil release from the OCR groove as described in
Section 3.7.1. This design, provided by the sponsors of this research, would not have been
chosen by the author to accurately analyze the affects the number of drain holes in the groove
had on the Lower Region. Unfortunately, due to the oversized diameter of these drilled holes, a
"short circuit" between the

3 rd

Land, OCR groove, and skirt chamfer was created. Therefore,

though during normal operation the OCR would be either at the top or bottom of the groove, the
flank "valves" were always open.
02a

Ring Gap

Figure 3-56 - Displayed is the profile during the expansion stroke, where, the large hole
diameter allows gases to blow around the oil, having hardly any effect on the total mass with in
the groove. The creation of a "short circuit" is apparent - an extremely large hole that provides
no flow resistance allowing the blowby gases to exit the 2 "dRing gap and directly enter an
adjacent hole.
For example, during the intake stroke, the OCR was in the upper portion of the groove.
For a normal design, this would close off the 3rd Land from access to the groove since the upper
"valve"/flank would be sealed by the ring. Thus, only the skirt chamfer and groove would
interact with one another given that the lower valve/flank was open. This was the oil supply
scenario described in Section 3.4. However, since the manufactured holes were oversized, the
skirt chamfer, groove, and 3rd Land were directly connected. A similar situation arose during the
compression stroke, where the lower valve would normally be closed due to the OCR being in
the lower portion of the groove. What resulted was that any oil that entered the groove, whether
from the 3" Land or the skirt chamfer, was driven by inertia out the opposite side of the hole's
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diameter to the skirt chamfer or 3 rd Land, respectively. This is similar to the inertial fountain and
cascade that was described in Section 3.6. However there is a much greater amount of oil
outflow for the Swiss Cheese configuration due to the larger drain hole diameter versus the
smaller gap width associated with the groove's leakage.
Case in point, oil can enter at the end of the exhaust stroke when inertia forces oil from
the skirt chamfer into the groove's oversized holes. During the intake stroke, this oil will
continue to be in the upper portion of the groove due to the direction of inertia. Much like the
leakage discussed in Section 3.6, this inertia driven flow will cause the oil to pour into the 3rd
Land via the upper portion of the enlarged hole. Succinctly, the short circuiting of the 3rd Land
and skirt chamfer creates a situation where inertial flow dominates oil transport within the Lower
Region, rather than a combination of inertia and pressure/gas-driven flow.

(A)

(B)

Figure 3-57 - All images are taken from videos recorded during steady-state fired operation of
the engine at 1500RPM, 430*CA of the expansion stroke for the Swiss Cheese design. (A)
corresponds to the low load (300mbar) condition with a blowby value of 1.LSLPM. (B)
corresponds to the high load (700mbar) condition with a blowby value of 2.7SLPM. Though the
blowby values were different, the amount of oil present in the Lower Region was virtually the
same, as highlighted by the red dashed boxes.
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The Swiss Cheese configuration eliminated the presence of pressure-driven flow,
especially during the expansion stroke. It was found that the increase in the number of drain
holes associated with this design can be a hindrance to the releasing ability of the groove. With
the enlarged diameter, the volume the oil and gas can occupy is large enough for the oil to
remain in the upper part of the hole without being affected by blowby gases. This is best shown
in Figure 3-56 above. Though the groove remained clean throughout the various operating
conditions of the engine with the Swiss Cheese piston installed, the amount of oil present both on
the 3rd land and the skirt chamfer was above that seen with the Baseline configuration for similar
operating conditions. Figure 3-57 shows how, even when the blowby gas flow rate is increased,
the disparity between the amounts of oil within the Lower Region is negligible. The similarity of
the Lower Region irrespective of engine load was due to the short circuit's prevention of the 3rd
Land pressure rise discussed in Section 3.5, thereby preventing viscous dragging. This is similar
to the U-Flex's multiple gaps and wavy flanks preventing 3P Land pressure build up and
circumferential flow, as described in Section 3.7.1. In short, the holes are beneficial for keeping
the groove clean of oil with respect to the OCR's dimensions, but the way the piston was
designed created a dilemma regarding the groove's interaction between the 3P( Land/skirt
chamfer. The design artificially raised the amount of oil on the 3P Land and the skirt chamfer
throughout the cycle when compared to the Baseline design for similar operating conditions.
Though the design was not what a manufacturer would choose for a production engine,
the lesson learned from its study is still important. The message is that flow resistance is needed
to create pressure-driven flow from the 31 Land into the OCR groove, as was discussed with the
OCR gap in Section 3.7.1 above. In a normal, production engine ring pack design, there would
be an optimum number of drain holes that would be advantageous for oil releasing and supply to
the OCR groove. Drain holes are necessary in the groove to facilitate oil transport out towards
the crank case. The groove design would not be limited to the number of holes, but their design
as well (diameter, location, etc).
Thus, gas flow is important for the releasing ability of the Lower Region, as well as
adequately placed and designed flow areas. This applies to both the OCR and groove design.
The larger the drain hole diameter, and the increase in their number, translates into a lack of a
pressure build up of the 3rd Land to utilize the blowby gas flow, as well as circumferential flow,
to enable the viscous drag release discussed in Section 3.5. The smaller the drain hole diameter,
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and the decrease in their number, causes a high flow restriction, the limit being the No Holes
groove discussed above, preventing any release of oil from the Lower Region. If too restricted,
oil accumulates within the Lower Region, creating a scenario of gas flow struggling with
excessive oil. Additionally, OCR design is paramount for circumferential flow on the 3"d land,
assisting in gas flow towards the crank by allowing oil release from the groove. This caused the
increase in blowby for TLOCR over the U-Flex configuration. The multiple gaps of the U-Flex
create an equal pressure distribution around the periphery of the 3rd Land, which is not
advantageous when there are no drain holes present.

3.8 Summary of Oil Transport Within the OCR Groove
There are a number of ideas that have been presented in this chapter. These ideas detail
oil's transport into and out of the groove over the course of the cycle. It was formulated that the
supply and release were caused by mechanisms of the same order of magnitude.

Any

mechanisms or phenomena that occur, whose result was oil transport an order of magnitude less
than the supply/release, was considered a leakage into/out of the groove.
One of the biggest things to take away from this analysis is that a significant source of oil
to the OCR Groove occurs during the Intake Stroke. The OCR scrapes oil off the liner during
the downstroke, which forces the resulting accumulation to enter the groove via the lower flank.
It was found that this flow is complex but can be scaled by the clearance volume between the
OCR and the groove. A percentage of this volume will be pumped into the groove at the start of
the compression stroke.
The most effective way to clean out the groove is during the Expansion Stroke. The high
blowby gas flow associated with combustion makes use of the drain holes present within the
groove. Viscous drag by blowby gases acting on the oil are the dominant mechanism by which
the oil is released from the groove. It was found that the oil release is directly correlated to the
engine load. Increasing the engine load increased the amount of oil able to be released from the
groove. Speed's effects were noted to decrease the effects of engine load, though these results
weren't fully conclusive due to other mechanisms that may be at play but were ignored in the
analysis.
Given that the drain holes are pinnacle to oil release, it was found that having no holes at
all caused a stark increase in the amount of oil present in the Lower Region. The results of such
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oil accumulation drove home the importance of proper drainage in keeping the oil mass within
the Lower Region at a minimum. An increase in oil also gave rise to an unstable ring pack
phenomenon. This detailed phenomenon would be marked by high oil consumption if found to
exist in a production engine. The conclusions realized from the two experimental pistons (No
Holes and Swiss Cheese) and the use of two types of OCRs (U-Flex and Two-Piece) was that, in
order to properly release oil from the groove, it is advantageous to create circumferential flow on
the 3 rd Land as well as provide a pathway for the gas to easily escape to the crankcase. Both
make use of the main mechanism of oil release - viscous shearing from blowby gas flow.
Finally, there are two types of leakage terms that amount to oil leaving the groove. These
terms were called an inertial fountain and an inertial cascade. The fountain occurs during the
first half of the intake stroke and involves oil leaking out of the groove, via the gap, up the 3rd
Land. The cascade happens during the compression and exhaust strokes and involves oil coming
out of the groove, through the gap, along the skirt chamfer. It was shown that the inertial
fountain may be linked to oil consumption since they're roughly the same order of magnitude.
Additionally, the fountain is viewed as an input into the Upper Region of the ring pack. Though
their name suggests that inertia is the dominating force in their formation, in earnest, inertia is
only the driver. As had been outlined, the two leakage phenomena were shaped by the effects of
viscosity and surface tension.
The aforementioned transport documentation provides a framework for future researchers
to build upon in order to better model the oil transport within the Lower Region of the ring pack.
This is a first step in what can soon become a very intricate model in the quest of understanding
oil transport within the entire ring pack and the connection to oil consumption.
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Chapter 4: Third Land Oil Patterns
Involving Interactions with OCR Groove
4.1 Introduction
Chapter3 established that the interaction between gas flow and oil is greatest within the
Lower Region of the piston ring pack. Additionally, it was enumerated that gas flow into the
OCR groove is of paramount importance in the releasing of oil from the Lower Region. The oil
patterns on the 3 d Land are indicative of the local gas and ring dynamics that affect oil
accumulation and thickness around the periphery of the land and throughout the cycle. These
patterns also give a clue as to the supply and release of oil from the OCR groove and how they
relate to the groove's interaction with the 3" Land. The transport mechanisms governing these
patterns are dependent on the piston ring pack design, the engine's operating condition, and,
more specifically, their circumferential location on the 3rd Land. Figure4-1 has been redrawn
from Figure 1-12 in order to emphasize this chapter's focus on oil transport in the 3rd Land and
the pathways that the oil uses in the land's interaction with the OCR groove.

OCR Gapj

Gases

v

Figure 4-1 - The image has been
modified from the one shown in
Figure 1-12. The 3 Land is
enclosed by a dashed line to
emphasize the focus on the land's
with the OCR groove
gas flow entering via the 2 "d
Ring gap. Also shown are the
OCR gap, represented as a direct
connection and the top flank
groove clearance, represented as a
valve.

.interaction

2given

Top Flank

In this chapter, the interaction between the 3 'd Land and the

2

dRing groove has been

ignored. Thus, only the interaction between the OCR groove and the 3" Land will be discussed.
The intentions of the following discussion are to lay a framework for which future research can
build a more comprehensive model of the environment on the 3" Land, much like Chapter3 did
for the OCR groove. Unlike Chapter3, the following discussion will not attempt to make any
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estimation as to the amount of oil transferred due to the governing mechanisms in the ring pack.
Rather, the ensuing sections will focus on how the 3 Land should be divided, based upon ring
gap proximity and the patterns viewed. The end result is a greater understanding and qualitative
assessment of the interaction of oil and gas on the land.

4.2 Region Analysis of the Third Land
Liner

Figure 4-2 - (A) Top view of the 2"d

Ring, OCR, liner and the piston.
Labeled are the three different
regions of the 3P"Land. Region I: the
area close to the 2 "d Ring gap
(61,2RGA). Region II: the area far away
from both ring gaps (H,DFA).

Region

III: the area close to the OCR gap
(Qm,ocRGA)- (B) and (C) display a
two-dimensional view of the Lower

Region. (B) focuses on the area
close to the 2 "dRing gap (designated
as Region I) as well as the start of

2" Ring Gap

Region II on either side of L

focuses on the area close to the OCR
gap (designated as Region III) as well
as Region II on either side of III. All
drawings are not to scale.

Top Viewl

(A)

OPA2-0

(C)

Stide View_
CRGA

jf2nd.

Land
2nd IRing
3rd Land
OCR

Skirt

(B)

(C)
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In order to simplify the analysis of the 3 rd Land it proved prudent to divide the land into
regions. Each of the regions, three total, was defined by their location around the land and was
qualified by their oil patterns. Figure 4-2 displays this regional division and the accompanying
nomenclature used to represent these areas. As shown, the three regions of the 3rd Land are
designated as Region I, Region II, and Region III and are numbered based upon entrance and exit
of blowby gases during the expansion stroke. That is, I corresponds to the start of blowby gas
flow on the 3 rd Land and III corresponds to their exit from the 3

d

Land.

Region I is designated as such since it's the area where blowby gases primarily enter the
3

rd Land, thus providing the driving flow toward the OCR gap and to the crank case. It is

defined as the area close to the 2 nd Ring gap, and characterized by an angle measurement

9l,2RGA,

where "2RGA" stands for "2"d Ring Gap Area." Its symmetry about the gap and width on the
land can vary due to engine operating condition.
Region II is the next area through which blowby gases flow, noted by the relatively long
stretch of land through which they travel. Specifically, H is defined as the area far enough away
from both ring gaps in order to not be affected by gases' entrance or exit (though, as discussed in
Section 3.5, gases do enter the OCR groove through the upper flank during the expansion stroke).
II is characterized by an angle measurement
Indeed, this region of the

3

6IIDFA,

where "DFA" stands for "Duct Flow Area."

Land is best represented by duct flow, as to be explained later on.

Looking at Figure4-2, Region II is comprised of two areas along the 3 rd Land's circumference,
namely

9lI,DFA,a

and 9I,DFA,b. The subscript "a" refers to the larger separation angle between the

two ring gaps, and "b" for the smaller. Both angles can vary in size due to the operating
conditions of the engine as well as ring gap proximity to one another.
Finally, Region III is the area through which the blowby gases exit the

3rd

Land. It is

defined as the area close to the OCR gap, and characterized by an angle measurement

9IH,OCRGA,

where "OCRGA" stands for "Oil Control Ring Gap Area." This area's width, like I, can vary
due to the engine's operating condition and is not necessarily symmetric about the OCR gap.
Dividing the 3 rd Land into the aforementioned regions allows for future work to focus on
each one exclusively.

In doing so, building a specific model for each section that would

encompass all engine operating conditions and ring pack designs becomes an easier and less
daunting task. The end result would be to have these models interact with one another as well as
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the OCR groove model described in Chapter 3. As noted, each region is defined not only by the
geometric environment of the land but also by the gas flow patterns around the periphery. The
first region that allows gas to enter the land, Region I, is the area near the 2 Ring gap.

4.3 Oil Patterns of Region I: 2 "dRing Gap
Region I is comprised of the area near the 2 "dRing gap that is affected by the blowby
gases entering the land. From the videos recorded, it is best described as an area of the 3 rd Land
that appears dark in the videos due to the land under the 2 "dRing gap being "evacuated" or
"starved" of oil from the blowby gases jetting through the gap. Figure4-3, below, displays this
dark area under the gap, defined as the "Middle of the Dry Area," as well as the left and right
sides (denoted by LHS - left hand side; and RHS - right hand side) of Region I. In Figure4-3,

the total width of the dry area of I, defined by the angle

91,2RGA,

is approximately 17mm of the

land (or ~ 22.5" in the circumferential direction).
2fl Ring Gap.

LRS of
Ury Area

Middl o.,.f

[

ra

R1HS

of

D Area

Figure 4-3 - Images were taken from a video recorded for the Baseline piston configuration with
the engine operating at 2500RPM, 1.3bar IMAP (boosted), motored (no-spark), during the intake
stroke at 35"CA. Shown is the dry area indicative of Region I that's caused by blowby gases
entering the 3rd Land through the 2" Ring gap. LHS = Left Hand Side; RHS = Right Hand Side.
The frames were taken in different parts of the video as the 2 "dRing gap rotated to the right
relative to the viewing window. That is, in terms of cycle time, RHS occurred prior to the
middle, which happened prior to the LHS. Blowby for this operating condition was - 4.4SLPM.
The exact pattern and shape of the dry region is dependent upon the complex blowby gas
flow through the 2 "dRing gap. As shown by the blue arrows in Figure 4-4, below, this flow is
best modeled as a jet exiting an orifice. The blowby gases cause a stagnation point directly
under the gap, while the exiting of the flow creates vortices that bring the oil up closer to the 2 "d
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Ring. This complex fluid flow creates what appears to be a diamond shape on the

3r

Land

centered about the 2"d Ring gap in many of the videos recorded. The left and right extremities of
this dry region are denoted as XL and XR, respectively. These two variables sum to give the
Region I angle of effect,

9,2RGA.

Regardless of the exact oil pattern viewed on the 3rd Land near

the 2 "dRing gap, what is clear is that Region I of the 3rd Land near the 2"d Ring Gap is starved of

oil. The variables give an approximate starting point on the land where there is enough oil to
segue way into Region II, duct flow. Region I's size is a function of IMAP (and thus blowby gas
flow rate) and a function of OCR gap proximity.
01,2RGA

Figure 4-4 - Schematic of Region
I of the 3rd Land, characterized by

the dry area (starved of oil) near
the 2 "d Ring gap. The general
assumed trend of the blowby gas
flow is shown by the blue arrows
as a jet exiting an orifice.
Additionally, the width of the
region is defined by XL and XR,
the distance around the periphery
to the left and right of the gap,
respectively.

4.3.1 Load Dependence
GI,2RGA,

the angle that defines the size of Region I on the

3 rd

Land, is strongly dependent

upon the max pressure within the combustion chamber. This pressure directly correlates to
blowby gas flow downward. Thus, as the max in-cylinder pressure increases, blowby increases,
causing the starved area that describes Region I to increase. That is,

9I,2RGA

increases with

increasing blowby gas flow rate. Figure 4-5, below, depicts one of many transients run during
the experiments, with the images taken from a video at 2500RPM with the Baseline piston
configuration, for fired conditions. Figure 4-5A shows disappearance of Region I as the intake
manifold pressure is dropped from mid-load to low-load. That is,

OI,2RGA

went to zero as the load

decreased. Figure4-5B shows the reappearance of Region I as the IMAP is then increased from
low-load back to mid-load. That is, OI,2RGA increased as the load increased.
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Decreasing IMAP
~18wdar

229mbur

2nd Ring

Gap-

j

(A)

a video recorded for the Baseline
piston configuration with the engine
operating at 2500RPM, fired, at TDC
for the intake stroke (O0 CA). The
sequence of images displays the
dependence of OJ,2RGA on the IMAP.
The 2 "dRing gap is highlighted and
doesn't move in the images. (A)
shows 0,2RGA going to zero as the
IMAP goes from 630mbar to
290mbar. In (B), OI2RGA increases to
its original angle amount found in the
first image on the left in (A) as the
load is increased from 290mbar to
580mbar.

Increasing MAP
5sOmbar

431mbar

04Mon qpn

OGRa

IPpas

asA

Figure 4-5 - Images were taken from

(B)

This blowby dependence is further bolstered when examining Figure 4-6, below. Shown
in Figure 4-6A is an image taken from a video at 2500RPM, 630mbar IMAP, fired operation, at
0 CA (TDC for the intake stroke). The blowby value, as shown in the still, was measured to be
O

2.2SLPM. Highlighted in Figure4-6B is the width of Region I, 0,2RGA, on the

3 rd

Land. This

was calculated to be approximately 8.75mm. Recall in Figure4-3 above, it was found that for an
IMAP of 1.3bar and a blowby value of 4.4SLPM, OI2RGA

-

17mm (22.5"). With the scenario

depicted in Figure 4-6, decreasing the IMAP to 630mbar decreased the blowby value to
2.2SLPM and produced a dry region of 9,62RGA

-

8.75mm. In short, though Figure 4-3 was for

motored conditions while Figure 4-6 was for fired conditions, the correlation is clear: when
IMAP and blowby are decreased in half, OI,2RGA decreases in half.
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Figure 4-6 - (A) Image taken from a video
recorded for the Baseline piston configuration
with the engine operating at 2500RPM, fired
0 CA), at an
(spark), at TDC for the intake stroke (O
IMAP of 630mbar. The 3' Land region of this
image has been zoomed in (B) to show the width,
9I,2RGA, of Region L It has been calculated to be
approximately 8.75mm. Additionally, blowby at
this condition was 2.2SLPM.
2"d Ring Gap

6 MRGA

(B)

(A)

Figure 4-7 - (A) Image taken from a video
recorded for the Baseline piston configuration
with the engine operating at 1500RPM, fired
(spark), at TDC for the intake stroke (O0 CA), for
an IMAP of 630mbar. The 3'PLand region of this
image has been zoomed in (B) to show the width,
91,2RGA, of Region I. It has been calculated to be
approximately 9.5mm. Additionally, blowby at
this condition was 2.1SLPM.
2"d Ring Gap

(BGA

(B)

(A)
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It was found from numerous videos that

OI,2RGA

is weakly correlated to speed. Figures4-

7 and 4-8 demonstrate that Region Is width is primarily a function of the blowby flow rate and
IMAP. In Figure 4-7, though the speed decreased from 2500RPM to 1500RPM, the blowby and
IMAP were similar, causing a width of 9I2RGA

-

9.5mm. This is on par with the 8.75mm value

calculated at 2500RPM. Likewise, decreasing the speed to 800RPM, as in Figure 4-8, with an
increase in IMAP to 800mbar, caused Region I to expand to Ql,2RGA -18mm. This is close to the
17mm observed for 2500RPM, 1.3bar, motored as shown in Figure 4-3.

Though there's a

blowby disparity between the two conditions (3.OSLPM for 800RPM vs. 4.4SLPM for
2500RPM), the peak in-cylinder pressures are on par

-

35bar. Therefore, Oj,2RGA, given the

experimental data taken at this point, seems to be independent of engine speed.

Figuire 4-8 - (A) Images taken from a video
recorded for the Baseline piston configuration
with the engine operating at 800RPM, fired
._......_.....

0
at TDC for the intake stroke (O CA), for

_(spark),

an IMAP between 700 and 800mbar. The 3 rd
Land regions of these images have been zoomed
in (B) to show the width, OL2RGA, of Region I. It
has been calculated to be approximately 18mm.
Additionally, blowby at this condition was
3.OSLPM.

2"d Ring

a

OXA

(B)

(A)
4.3.2 Gap Proximity Effects

From the previous discussion, it's apparent that XR and XL, the two variables that define
the width and symmetry of Region I about the 2 "dRing gap, are largely dependent on engine load
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and blowby flow rate. They will both increase with increasing load and blowby gas flow.
However, the ratio between the two is principally a function of the OCR gap's proximity to the
2 "dRing

gap. Thus:
XR

-

fODFA,a,b

XL

It9.DFA

OCRGA
I,2RGA

,RA

(A)

,CRGA

(B)

P-

1,2RGA

(C)

jCRGA

~42RGA

(D)

Figure 4-9 - Schematic showing how the proximity of the 2 "dRing gap and OCR gap to one
another affects the local oil patterns viewed on the 3rd Land and thus recorded in the window's
view. Blowby gas flow is represented by the purple arrows. (A) At first, as the gaps get close,
starts to reach its maximum value while QI,2RGA and 9MocRGA begin to overlap. (B) When
the gaps align, O,DFA is at a maximum, while 9I,2RGA and 111,0CRGA fully overlap. As the 2d Ring
gap continues to rotate (C), OI,2RGA and 9M,OCRGA begin to separate and QHDFA starts to shrink.
Soon, (D) the 3rd Land transitions back to distinct regions as shown in Figures4-2 and 4-4.
6IJ,DFA

This ratio, XR'XL, is greater than 1 if the OCR gap is closer to the right hand side of the
2 "dRing

gap. Vice versa is true if the OCR gap is located closer to the left hand side of the 2nd
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Ring gap. Figure 4-9 displays the transition of the oil patterns as the 2

Ring rotates from the

right hand side to the left hand side. Of note, in Figure 4-9B, prior to the gaps' alignment,
there's more oil on the left hand side relative to the OCR gap since the 2 Ring gap is coming
from the right hand side of the gap. This ring's rotation causes less gas flow and pressure to be
flowing from the left hand side towards the OCR gap. As the gaps align, the blowby gases
escape the 2 "dRing gap, expanding rapidly, and then enter the OCR gap. The resulting local 3 rd
Land pressure drop near the gaps causes some oil to be present on the land between the gaps
since there's not much pressure-driven flow to move the oil.
Following the separation between the gaps, as shown in Figure 4-9D, a larger amount of
gas flows to the right of the 2"d Ring gap since the OCR is closer to the right. This blowby gas
flow disparity causes the variations seen in the dry region's symmetry about the 2 "dRing gap.
From this schematic, it is apparent that X&/XL > 1 in Figure 4-9D. Additionally, the blowby
disparity also affects the patterns viewed on either side of the OCR gap. These effects will be
noted in Section 4.5, below, when discussing Region III patterns.
From this analysis, it's apparent that the largest factor in determining the duct flow area's
(Region II's) larger and smaller angle is determined by the gaps' proximity to one another.

4.4 Oil Patterns of Region H: Duct Flow Area
Reserv6ir
Section
Duct
Siectilonh

Figure 4-10 - Schematic of the Lower Region of the ring pack, focusing on the 3'rd Land and its
two primary sections in Region II. The Reservoir Section is highlighted in yellow and is
comprised of the 2 Ring's Napier hook and the 3P(land cut. The Duct Section is highlighted in
blue and is comprised of the flat, uniform area of the 3 rd Land. Images aren't drawn to scale.
Choosing an area far enough away from the effects of the OCR and 2 nd Ring gaps allows
for the analysis of what has been termed the "duct flow area," or Region II, of the 3 rd Land,
characterized by the occupancy angle 91IDFA. In Region II, there are two distinct flow sections of
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the

3d

Land. First, the Reservoir Section, which, for these experiments, was composed of the 2nd

Ring Napier hook and 3rd Land cut. The other section has been termed the Duct Section, which,
for these experiments, was the flat, uniform area of the 3 rd Land. Each of these two sections is
subject to their own oil film patterns due to the differences in local pressure, ring dynamics, and
inertial effects that occur throughout the cycle. Figure 4-10 provides a schematic of each of
these sections of the 3 rd Land. Typically, the Reservoir Section is at a lower local pressure than
the Duct Section since it has a larger cross sectional area. This held true for the ring pack design
used in these experiments.
1-----

----------------------

Figure 4-11 - Schematic

showing how, as the piston

descends, and with inertia

pointing upwards, the Napier
hook of the 2 "dring can "catch"

_

__ __ __ __
______

Pisto ecends
--

-

-

the oil, holding it between its
hook and the 3P Land cut.
General oil movement is shown

by the light blue arrows.

---------------------------------------------

The Reservoir Section, as the name suggests, is able to hold, or store, oil at different
points in the cycle.

The combination of a Napier hook and 3rd Land cut is effective in

accumulating oil transported due to inertia forces. Figure 4-11, above, displays how, as the
piston descends and inertia imparted to the oil is upwards, the Reservoir Section can "catch" this
oil and hold it. Later on in the cycle, the Reservoir can act as a supply of oil to the Duct Section
when inertia reverses direction and forces some of this oil down. As mentioned earlier, the
added volume of this design combination creates a lower local pressure relative to the rest of the
3 rd

Land. This pressure disparity causes different gas flows to be present in the Reservoir with

respect to the Duct Section of the 3r Land, which complicates the analysis of general trends in
oil patterns viewed on the 3rd Land as well as oil transport within, to, and from the land.
Similarly, the Duct Section is named because gas flow within it is most nearly modeled
by duct flow. However, there's a caveat to this idealized flow: the Duct Section experiences
mass transfer with the Reservoir Section and 2 Ring groove, as well as with the OCR groove,
around the periphery of the land. The mass transfer with the OCR groove is more dependent
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upon the stroke in the cycle, where the OCR's position within the groove plays a factor. Mass
transfer with the Reservoir occurs more frequently since it's directly connected (See Figure 412B).

Figure 4-12, below, illustrates the start of Region II as well as this mass transfer.

Specifically, Figure 4-12A depicts how, after the blowby gases enter the 3 rd Land via the 2 "d
Ring gap, the flow soon becomes roughly uniform (ignoring viscous effects) in the
circumferential direction. This will be highlighted in Figure 4-13. At the point of uniformity,
Region II

(9IDFA)

begins, and the mass transfer discussed above starts to occur.

(A)

(B)

Figure 4-12 - (A) Schematic of the transition from Region I (O,2RGA) to Region II (OIIDFA) with
the general gas flow represented by dark blue arrows. Shown is the flow change from the "jet"
flow in Figure 4-4 to a more uniform flow in the Duct Section. (B) Once the gas enters this Duct
Flow Area, mass transfer occurs between the Reservoir Section of the 3 rd Land and the OCR
groove. The arrows in the corners represent small vortices of gas that occur in duct flow.
The transition from Region I

(01,2RGA)

to Region II

(IDFA)

shown in Figure 4-12A is

represented by a step-by-step progression in Figure 4-13, below.
accompanied with magnified images of the

3 rd

The schematics are

Land taken from a video recorded at 2500RPM,

540mbar, 40"CA during the intake stroke, under fired conditions. The images from this video
depict the 2 Ring gap moving to the left of the optical window.
As the gap moved to the left in the video, the evolution of the general oil pattern on the
3 rd

Land, which defines Region II, began to form. Figure 4-13A shows how the high gas flow

from the 2 Ring gap creates the oil dry/starved Region I on the

3 rd

land. As these gases expand,

the gas velocity and pressure decreases around the periphery on either side of the 2 Ring gap.
This drop in gas velocity and pressure is accompanied by an increasing amount of oil that is
dragged with the gases due to viscous shear (See Figure4-14).
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Figure 4-13 - Schematics are

(A)

Reservoir Section
Saturation -,

Second Sheet
Formation

(B)

Second Sheet Grows
in Axial Height

accompanied by zoomed in images of
the 3 Land taken from a video
recorded for the Baseline piston
configuration with the engine
operating at 2500RPM, fired (spark),
at 40*CA for the intake stroke, for an
IMAP of 540mbar. In this video, the
2 "dRing gap moves to the left. In all
of the drawings, gas flow direction is
represented by dark blue arrows. (A)
Shown is the high gas flow entering
from the 2 "dRing gap, creating the oil
dry/starved Region I. Moving away
from the gap, the uniform velocity of
Region II starts, represented by a base
layer of oil film on the 3P Land. The
start of Region II is designated by the
circumferential dimension XR. (B)
Region II progresses around the
periphery as the Reservoir Section
gets saturated with oil, causing a
second layer of oil film to appear. (C)
This second sheet grows in axial
height until the 3r Land is covered by
this oil film.

(C)
As the gases decrease in velocity and the oil accumulates, a "base layer/sheet" of oil is
formed. As shown in Figure 4-15, this sheet grows in axial height, S,, the farther around the
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circumference away from the 2 "dRing gap. Once the sheet reaches a critical volume, inertia is
able to cause the oil to bridge. Bridging is caused by inertia forcing the oil front up and down
the 3 rd Land, depending upon inertia's direction, such that if a critical volume is reached at a
given speed, the oil can cross the 3 rd Land prior to an inertia change. Once this occurs, oil can
hit the ring and touch the liner (bridge). The height of this front, Sp, with respect to the top rail
of the OCR, has been described by Thirouard [31] and shown schematically in Figure 4-15B.
Thus, once the sheet is able to cross the 3 rd Land, Region II begins. Following this, the Reservoir
Section of II continually fills with oil as we progress farther and farther from the
The Napier hook and

3 rd

2nd

Ring gap.

Land cut are able to hold this excess oil so as to not to change the

Land.
visible average oil film thickness of the Pd
3

oisuii Fow,

Blowby
~'Gas

Fi re 4-14 - Viscous shear along the
3 Land, due to blowby gas flow,
causes oil to be dragged along the
periphery of the land. As the oil
accumulates, the wave equation derived

from Navier Stokes results. Oil film
thickness increases, while the gas flow,
decreases around the land. Figure has
been redrawn from [31].

Once the Reservoir gets saturated with this steady-state amount of oil that has been
cyclically bridging, a "second sheet" forms, as shown in Figure 4-13B. Gas flow continues to
decrease around the periphery in conjunction with an increasing amount of oil present. This
second sheet continues to form similar to the way the base layer formed, allowing increasing oil
to be present circumferentially and bridging to redistribute the oil film. At this point, the base
sheet layer is essentially ho in Figure 4-15B.
The transition from the base layer of oil to the "second sheet," can be defined as a
circumferential length LF. LF is the distance along the 3 rd Land at which point saturation of the
Reservoir Section occurs and the second sheet starts to form. Figure 4-16 provides a schematic
of this length on the 3rd Land. Note that this length is affected by the combined geometry of the
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3

rd Land and lower flank of the 2 "dRing. The reservoir volume and profile are important in

terms of its oil storage capabilities and the local effects on the gas flow.

This has been

highlighted in Figure4-16 to illustrate its relative size and cross-section geometric effects.
-------------------------------

G2RG A

-----------

IIDFA

(A)

(B)

Figure 4-15

- (A) Region I and II are shown, as well as the evolution of the "sheet" of oil, the
height of which is labeled Sp,. (B) A schematic of the various dimensions of the oil puddle, and
its general shape, as described by Przesmiitzki [73] and Thironard [31]. ho corresponds to the
base layer of oil film on the 3" Land, hm is the max radial height of the puddle front, and V, 1 is
the volume of the oil puddle.

Figure 4-16

-

Schematic of the

v circumferential length along the

3 rd

Land to reach saturation of the
Reservoir Section.
The reservoir
volume is highlighted to focus on its
importance to the value of LF during
engine operation.

4.4.1 Engine Operating Condition Effects
The following discussion in this section is more qualitative than quantitative, as the
previous sections have generally been. What will be presented in this section are the effects of
the engine's operating condition on the characteristics that define Regiond.
experiments will be given when available to highlight the points made.
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Examples from

4.4.1.1 Load Dependence
Region II is best defined by its occupation angle,

OIIDFA,

the max in-cylinder pressure increases (as blowby increases),

and its saturation length, LF. As
9IIDFA

decreases since 9l,2RGA

increases with blowby flow rate. Additionally, LF is a function of the max in-cylinder pressure,
where the relative length

LFIOf,2RGA

increases with the increase blowby gas flow rate and the

decrease in the oil film thickness of the 3 rd Land. Figure 4-17 displays the decrease in the 3 rd

Land oil film thickness at 3500RPM as the IMAP is increased from 380mbar to 670mbar.

(B)

(A)

Figure 4-17 - Images of the 3 r Land taken from a video recorded for the Baseline piston
configuration with the engine operating at 3500RPM, fired (spark), at 40 0CA for the intake
stroke, for an IMAP of (A) 380mbar and (B) 670mbar. Note the difference in oil film thickness
for the two operating conditions.
4.4.1.2 Speed Dependence
In general, the speed dependence of Region II coincides with the average oil film
thickness of the 3 rd Land. A trend explored and presented in Przesmitzki [73], and reprinted
below in Figure 4-18, was that decreasing engine speed and load corresponded to an increase in
the average oil film thickness on the 3 rd Land. As can be seen in Figure4-18, this correlation is
strongly dependent on the speed and only weakly dependent on the engine's load/IMAP. Figure
4-19 also displays the difference in the 3 rd Land's oil film thickness when the speed is changed
for comparable IMAP values. Thus,

QII,DFA

decreases with increasing speed since less oil is

present, allowing oI,2RGA to be larger as the blowby gases occupy the 3 rd Land. Similarly,

LF

increases with increasing speed given that, with a smaller oil film thickness, the saturation of the
Reservoir Section occurs farther along the circumference than for lower speeds when more oil
can occupy the area quicker. Additionally, the increase in inertia means that the oil puddle
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shown in Figure 4-15 can have a smaller critical volume in order to cross the 3d Land.
Unfortunately, due to a lack of video evidence, it's hard to determine which characteristic
variable of II, 9I,DFA or LF, has a greater dependence on speed.
3rd land

Figure 4-18 - Average oil film

30-

thickness on the 3rd Land for various
engine speeds and loads. Figure
was reprinted from Przesmitzki [73].

Avg. Film 25Thickness 20
(microns) 15

05000F

0
800 1500 2500
Engine Speed (rpm)

3500

4500

Intake
Pressure
(mbar)

(A)

(B)

Figure 4-19 - Images of the 3 Land taken from a video recorded for the Baseline piston
configuration at 35*CA for the intake stroke, for the engine firing at the operating conditions of
(A) 1500RPM, 1400mbar and (B) 2500RPM, 1300mbar. Note the difference in oil film
thickness for the two operating conditions.
The size of Region II is also dependent upon the volume of the Reservoir Section,
represented by VRes. In general, as VRes increases,

OJIIDFA

increases due to the increase in oil

present on the 3d Land from the "catch" and "hold" ability of the Reservoir. This added oil
shrinks

91,2RGA

and

II,OCRGA

since blowby gas flow struggles with excessive oil. Additionally,

the added volume decreases 3

Land pressure and gas velocity, thus shrinking Region L

Similarly, LF increases with increasing VRes because, with a larger volume to saturate, it takes
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longer for the gas flow to travel along the periphery in order to reach a film thickness of the 3 rd
Land that fills the Reservoir to the point of bridging.
In sum, the angle of occupation,

QIDFA,

for Region II, and the circumferential length

describing the distance needed to saturate the Reservoir Section of the 3 rd Land, LF, are functions
of the aforementioned engine operating conditions and ring pack geometry:

OII,DFA

f(P

N,V,)

LF=f(Px, N,V

What ties these patterns together is how the blowby gases on the 3 rd Land exit through the OCR
gap. Hence the third and final region of the land is to be discussed.

4.5 Oil Patterns of Region III: OCR Gap
As the blowby gases that enter the

3 d

Land through the 2 "dRing gap make their away

around the periphery, they exit the land through the upper flank of the OCR groove and through
the OCR gap. The final region of the 3

Land focuses on the gases' exit through the OCR gap,

denoted as Region III, and is defined by its angle of occupancy,

IIocRGA.

There are three

general patterns than occur in Region II: 1) Fountain; 2) Top Rail Pooling; 3) Traffic Jam.
Figure4-20, below, displays these three patterns and the variables that characterize them. Recall
that the greatest importance of the gap lies in its creation of gas flow, which was the main idea of
Section 3.7. Additionally, most of the oil present within Region III is recycled, moving up and
down along the 3 rd Land over the course of the cycle due to inertia. The amount of oil on either
side of the gap is affected by local gas flow with respect to the

2 ad

Ring gap's proximity, as was

discussed in Section 4.3.2. Each of the patterns is dependent upon both the engine's operating
condition as well as the stroke in the cycle. The patterns to be described in the following
sections are stroke specific. The oil phenomena affect one another as they transition over the
cycle's progression.
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F'a

Figure 4-20 - Schematic of the
three different patterns that form
in Region III of the 3r Land.

(A)Illustrates the oil fountain

from the gap, along with the
variable FL signifying the
fountain front's length relative to
the top rail of the OCR. (B)
Illustrates oil coalescing above
the OCR gap, known as a
"traffic jam," and defined by its
volume VT. (C) Illustrates oil
accumulating on the top rail of
the OCR, along with the
accompanying geometric
definitions of axial height (HL
and HR) and thickness (T3L)-

(B)

T3L

(C)
4.5.1 Pattern 1: Fountain from OCR Gap
The first pattern to be discussed in this section is illustrated in Figure 4-20A above.
Namely, Pattern 1 refers to the "fountain" of oil that comes through the OCR gap and enters the
3r Land during normal engine operation. There are two types of fountains that form to create
Pattern 1 for Region III: an inertial fountain, and a pseudo-fountain. Both are represented by FL,
the location of the moving oil front of the fountain relative to the top rail of the OCR. This
variable is a function of crank angle (cycle time). Recall that the inertial fountain was caused by
oil within the OCR groove leaking out during the first half of the intake stroke via the OCR gap.
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This occurred when the inertia was predominantly upwards. The details and mechanics of the
inertial fountain were discussed extensively in Section 3.6.
The pseudo-fountain is named such that it occurs during OCR downscraping. During the
late intake and expansion strokes, inertia switches downward. This causes oil from the OCR
groove, as well as oil present on the skirt, to move downward and bridge from the end of the
skirt chamfer to the liner. As the OCR downscrapes during the piston's descent, the gap is the
only portion around the periphery that isn't able to scrape oil off the liner. This allows bridged
oil to go directly past the OCR ring and groove, and enter the

3 rd

Land where the 2

Ring,

assuming the gaps aren't aligned, scrapes it off the liner. An example image of this pseudofountain is shown in Figure4-21. The progression of the fountain is best shown in Figure 4-22.
For both fountains, inertial and pseudo, FL increases till it crosses the 3 rd Land's axial height,
spreading around the circumference once it hits the Napier hook of the 2

d

Ring.

The load effects on the inertial fountain were discussed in Chapter 3, while the loading
effects on the pseudo-fountain are, at this point in time, with the given amount of data, viewed as
non-existent.

That is, the engine's load seems to have no effect on the pseudo-fountain's

formation. Similarly, the effects of the engine's speed have been documented in Chapter3 with
regards to the inertial fountain. However, given the limited data on the pseudo-fountain, the only
conclusions made would be to the time in the cycle when the pseudo-fountain forms. This is
primarily due to the effects inertia has on the bridging of oil from the skirt chamfer to the liner.
Increasing the speed will force oil downward earlier, starting the process of bridging earlier.

Figure 4-21 - Image of the 3 rd Land, OCR, and skirt

chamfer, taken from a video recorded for the Baseline
piston configuration at 140"CA for the intake stroke, for
the engine motoring at the operating conditions of
2500RPM and 1bar IMAP. Highlighted is the pseudofountain, showing the oil passing from the skirt area to
the 3rd Land by way of the OCR gap and the liner.
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Piston
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BDC
Figure 4-22 - A graphic depiction of the pseudo-fountain's progression during late
intake/expansion stroke. Dark blue arrows indicate oil flow direction while the red and black
arrows are defined in the legend. Shown is how the OCR gap allows bridged oil to make its way
to the 3rd Land. Drawings are not to scale.

4.5.2 Pattern 2: Top Rail Pooling
The second pattern observed in Region III is called Top Rail Pooling. Top Rail Pooling,
also referred to as Pattern 2, is displayed in Figure4-20C, along with the variables that define its
shape and size. The schematic depicts the general oil patterns that occur at the start of the
171
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compression and exhaust strokes. HL and HR represent the left and right concentrated oil film
heights on either side of the OCR gap, respectively.

T3L represents the 3 d Land oil film

thickness of each puddle in Region III near the OCR gap. All three of these dimensions are a
function of the crank angle and the 2 "dRing gap proximity.
The progression of Pattern 2's oil volumes throughout the compression/exhaust stroke is
shown in Figure 4-23. As shown in the lower image of Figure4-23, at the start of the upstroke,
the large downward inertia associated with BDC forces oil on the 3 rd Land to pool along the top
rail of the OCR. Recalling the discussion in Chapter 3, very little oil from the 3d Land enters
through both the small clearance volume of the upper flank of the groove and the narrow width
of the OCR gap. This oil is pushed up by the OCR as the piston ascends through both strokes.
Circumferential blowby gas flow creates an uneven distribution of oil on the 3 rd Land and
thus above the top rail of the OCR on either side of the gap. This is depicted in the middle
schematic of Figure 4-23, where the upward inertia associated with mid-stroke to TDC causes
the puddle mass on either side of the gap to travel up the 3 Land at different rates. This puddle
travel can be approximated by Thirouard's [31] as described in Section 4.4 and shown in Figure
4-15. Thus, HL and HR differ due to gas flow intensity and direction on the 3r Land. This flow
direction and rate is affected by the 2 "dRing gap's proximity to the OCR gap, as well as drain
hole location and availability for the gases to escape during the expansion stroke. The farther
away the 2 "dRing gap is, the closer HLHR gets to unity, creating symmetry about the OCR gap.
At the end of the stroke, inertia is strong enough to cause the remaining pools of oil to be
at the upper portion of the land. This is depicted in the upper image of Figure 4-23. Pooling
ends at TDC for both strokes when inertia changes direction, shifting the location of the oil
towards the upper portion of the 3

Land. At this point, the inertial fountain or traffic jam

pattern starts to form, depending upon the stroke in the cycle being observed, exhaust or
compression, respectively.
From the limited number of videos analyzed, the largest parameter that affected Pattern 2
is the engine's speed. The higher the speed, the higher the inertia forces acting on each pool of
oil. This affects the profile of the film's thickness and the height of the puddles with respect to
crank angle. The differences associated with speed are shown in Figure 4-24, where, when
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going from 800RPM to 2500RPM, the oil is shifted to the lower part of the land, with the peak
amount of oil present on the upper rail of the OCR.
In sum:
HL

f(91I,DFA)
3L=

HR

TDC

Top Rail Pooling
Progression

f(N)

Leend

1Fjia -t Iset2]

Figure 4-23 - A graphic
depiction of the
progression of top rail
pooling during
compression/exhaust
stroke. Blue arrows
indicate oil flow direction
while the red and black
arrows are defined in the
legend. Shown is how the
inertia drives the shape of
the two puddles of oil on
either side of the gap, as
well as the disparity
between the puddles
caused by local gas flow.
Drawings are not to scale.

I
BDC
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(B)

(A)

Figure 4-24 - Images of the 3 rd Land and OCR taken from a videos recorded for the Baseline
piston configuration at 266*CA for the compression stroke, for the engine operating at (A)
800RPM, 600mbar, fired and at (B) 2500RPM, 1000mbar, motored.

4.5.3 Pattern3: Traffic Jam
Leaend

Traffic Jam
Pog5ression

Piston

Inertia

t

Speed

TDC

Figure 4-25 - A graphic

depiction of the
progression of Pattern 3:
Traffic Jam during
expansion stroke. Blue
arrows indicate gas flow
direction while the red and
black arrows are defined
in the legend. Shown is
how the blowby gases
force the two puddles
from the compression
stroke top rail pooling to
the central location above
the OCR gap. Drawings
are not to scale.

-.

Mid-Stroke
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The third pattern that has been observed to occur in Region III during the experiments
conducted is named the Traffic Jam. Figure 4-20B shows the general trend that describes the
traffic jam, as well as the variable, VT, which refers to the oil "traffic" volume in the vicinity of
the OCR Gap. Pattern 3 occurs during the end of the compression stroke and early expansion
stroke. Figure 4-25 shows the progression of this process. At the end of the compression stroke,
blowby gases start to build and travel around the periphery of the 3 rd Land toward the OCR gap.
As the cycle progresses through the expansion stroke, the blowby gas flow rate increases,
causing some oil to be dragged through Region II into Region III. Additionally, any oil that has
moved to the upper portion of the land during Pattern 2 is also pushed together as a result of the
gas flow coming from both sides of the gap on the 3 rd Land. The two gas streams, one on each
side of the OCR gap, causes the collected oil to merge and thus is given the name "a traffic jam."
Since the gap is a small area when compared to the P
3 Land, the gases push the oil aside,
forcing the oil to the upper portion of the land. Some oil will be forced through the upper flank
of the groove as discussed in Section 3.5 and shown in the middle picture of Figure 4-25, but a
majority will be located in this traffic jam volume. Thus, it is apparent that the traffic jam's
volume, VT, is affected by gas flow rate about the gap and the amount of oil present locally at the
end of the pooling from Pattern 2 during the compression stroke. Also a factor is the oil film
thickness present on the

3 rd

Land, which will affect the two former variables that impact the

volume of the traffic jam.
The engine's load affects the volume of this collected oil by decreasing the oil film
thickness of the 3r Land. Decreasing the oil film thickness decreases the traffic jam volume
since there's less oil to be dragged across the 3rd Land, as well as less oil to push together during
top rail pooling. Additionally, higher gas flow rate corresponds to an increase in OCR flutter,
allowing more oil to be pushed through the upper flank in the vicinity of the gap. Figure 4-26
displays the effects of engine load on the volume of the traffic jam. Looking at the oil film
thickness trace for 800RPM in Figure 4-26A and 4-26B, there's less oil present for the higher
load operation. Even with the engine motoring, the disparity between higher load and a lower
load is clear. Figure4-26C and 4-26D at 2500RPM display a similar trend as 4-26A and 4-26B.
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(A)

(B)

(D)

(C)

Figure 4-26 - Images of the 3 Land and OCR taken from a videos recorded for the Baseline
piston configuration during the expansion stroke, for the engine operating at (A) 800RPM,
600mbar, fired, 452*CA, (B) 800RPM, 800mbar, fired, 430*CA, (C) 2500RPM, 1000mbar,
motored, 3990CA, and (D) 2500RPM, 1360mbar, motored, 399"CA.

(A)

--

)

Figure 4-27 - Images of the 3r Land and OCR taken from a videos recorded for the Baseline
piston configuration at 409*CA for the expansion stroke, for the engine operating at (A)
1500RPM, 570mbar, fired and at (B) 2500RPM, 460mbar, fired.
The engine's speed, at least from preliminary findings given the videos recorded, has a
parabolic effect on the volume of oil in Pattern 3. Increasing the engine's speed decreases the
presence of oil on the 3r Land (See Figure4-18), thus decreasing VT. However, decreasing the
engine's speed increases the time needed for blowby gases to push through the OCR gap flank
and upper flank of the groove, thereby dragging oil into the groove and out through the drain
holes. This will also decrease the volume of Pattern 3. In sum, Vr = f(N,P.). Figure4-27
displays the variation of the traffic jam's volume with speed, comparing 1500RPM to 2500RPM.
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Figure 4-26A and 4-26B can also be compared to 4-27 in order to compare the images at
800RPM and view the parabolic affect speed has on VT.

4.5.4 Oil Transport In Region III - Summation
The largest factor in the width of Region III is the gas flow in terms of direction and rate.
Oil enters the 3 rd Land in Region III via the fountain patterns observed during the intake stroke
and the late expansion stroke. Oil leaves the 3

Land within this region during the early

expansion stroke, where the Traffic Jam pattern occurs. This pattern is a result of oil being
pushed into the upper flank of the OCR groove from the high blowby gas flow that occurs during
the expansion stroke.
Gas pressure (blowby flow) affects the relative dimensions of the patterns discussed
above. These dimensions are affected by the amount of oil available on the

3rd

Land to be

dragged/sheared and by the amount of oil that's transferred between the OCR groove and the 3 rd
Land. These two factors are directly related to the blowby gas flow rate and direction. The
engine's speed affects the relative dimensions of the patterns viewed if they are inertia
dependent. Speeds biggest influence is on oil accumulation patterns

4.6 Conclusions
The oil patterns on the 3rd Land are indicative of the local gas flow and ring dynamics
that affect the oil accumulation and film thickness around the periphery of the land and
throughout the cycle. The transport mechanisms governing these patterns are dependent on the
piston ring pack design as well as the engine's operating condition.
The previous sections presented a qualitative assessment of the 3rd Land in terms of the
oil patterns and phenomena viewed during normal engine operation, ignoring the interaction with
the 2nd Ring groove. The 3r Land was divided into three separate regions in a circumferential
manner, since the patterns observed are dependent upon the peripheral location around the 3r
Land. The three regions were designated as Region 1, Region II, and Region III, and were
numbered based upon the entrance and exit of blowby gases during the expansion stroke. That
is, I corresponds to the start of blowby gas flow on the 3d Land and III corresponds to their exit
from the 3rd Land. The intent of this chapter was to lay a framework from which future research
can build a more comprehensive model of the environment on the 3 rd Land.
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Region I corresponded to the entrance of blowby gases into the 3d Land. Defined as the
oil starved/dry area near the 2"d Ring gap, the region is characterized by an angle of
effectiveness,

QI,2RGA.

The width of this angle was largely pressure/load dependent. When the

in-cylinder peak pressure is increased, blowby gas flow increases, thereby increasing 01,2RGA.
For these experiments, this angle varied from - 0' to - 24* in the circumferential direction.
Region II is the next area through which blowby gases flow. It is defined as the area
outside the effects of both ring gaps, circumventing the entrance or exit effects of blowby gases.
Region II is characterized by an angle measurement OII,DFA. Region II is very a much a function

of both the engine's speed and load. Each engine parameter has an effect on the amount of oil
present on the 3d Land. The engine's speed, however, is the dominant parameter in terms of 3r
Land oil film thickness sensitivity. Decreasing the engine's speed and load increased the 3rd
Land oil film thickness. Additionally, Region I is affected by the presence of a crevice volume.
This crevice volume, which for these experiments comprised of a Napier hook
Land cut, complicates the gas flow of the

3(

2nd

Ring and a 3P

Land. Thus, Region H should be treated as two

sections with their own specific flow model: a Reservoir Section and a Duct Section.
Finally, Region III is the area through which the blowby gases exit the 3P Land. It is
defined as the area close to the OCR gap, and characterized by an effective width OfiL,oCRGA.
Region III's patterns are largely pressure dependent. OmJI,oCRGA, decreases with decreasing load.

Engine speed also influences the region by affecting the amount of oil entering or leaving the 3r"
Land as well as the timing of such events/phenomena. As discussed, there are three patterns that
have been viewed in Region III of the 3rd Land: 1) inertial and pseudo-fountain, 2) top rail
pooling, and 3) traffic jam. Each pattern is dependent upon the amount of oil present in the
region and the 3rP Land in general, both of which are highly dependent on speed.
Thus, the simplification and compartmentalization of the 3rP Land will prove helpful for
future research in attempting to model oil transport within the land. These three regions have
been analyzed and simplified, with their accompanying defining variables given, so as to provide
a framework for models that represent each region's patterns. The end goal would be to connect
these regional models to one another and finally to a simplistic OCR groove model discussed in
Chapter3.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
In piston ring pack design and construction, there is a tradeoff between reducing friction
and decreasing oil consumption, all while maintaining an effective seal between the combustion
chamber and the crankcase. Though friction reduces engine efficiency, oil consumption can
increase exhaust pollutants and poison exhaust aftertreatment systems. The primary method in
studying the balance between friction and oil consumption is by understanding and modeling oil
transport. The accuracy and robustness of the resulting models depends on how well they match
experimental findings.
This study utilized Two-Dimensional Laser Induced Fluorescence (2D LIF), in
conjunction with a dual-dye system, on a single-cylinder PSA (Peugeot) spark ignition research
engine to measure the oil film thickness and observe real-time oil transport concurrently. Oil
consumption and transport are directly related to the supply of oil provided to the Upper Region
of the ring pack by the Lower Region.
The Lower Region of the piston ring pack was this study's focus. The Lower Region is
comprised of the 3 rd Land, the skirt chamfer, the oil control ring (OCR), and the OCR groove.
Though oil transport processes are complex and intricate, this study attempted to characterize
and decouple the mechanisms governing oil transport into and out of the groove. To accomplish
this, the engine was operated at speeds varying from 800RPM to 3500RPM and loads varying
from closed throttle to boosted conditions. These operating conditions offered a wide span of
what a production engine would experience in the real world, allowing observation of the
multitude of patterns and phenomena that could occur. A number of piston-ring-pack designs
were tested in order to better understand the interaction of oil and blowby gas flow within the
Lower Region of the piston ring pack. Specifically, modifications to the OCR groove were the
main change tested for the ring pack. A piston with no drain holes, baseline drain holes, and
multi-enlarged drain holes were the three different configurations studied.
As a result of the experiments conducted, a scaling model was created in order to explain
the transport phenomena observed from the recorded LIF videos and present the relative
contributions of each to oil transport within the Lower Region.

The relationship provided

approximate values of the oil supply, release, and leakage rates to and from the OCR groove at
the aforementioned operating conditions.

Since the model was constructed about transport
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observed for a production piston configuration, many other factors that influence ring pack
design and oil transport were ignored.

However, the effects of the OCR design, OCR

groove/ring interaction, OCR gap, skirt chamfer interaction, and 3rd Land interaction were all
analyzed and the physics behind the phenomena observed were qualified. The intention of the
study was to lay the framework for future researchers to build upon, highlighting the reality of
oil transport in the Lower Region and extract the major contributors to the flow. Additional to
the outline of this framework, oil patterns and phenomena that occurred on the 3 rd Land were
also discussed.
Together, the scaling model and the phenomena described, provide a foundation from
which superior and more complex models can be built. Where lesser contributing mechanisms
were ignored for this analysis, future experiments and studies can better enumerate each
mechanism's contribution to oil transport within the Lower Region. The end result would be to
use these relationships, between transport and mechanisms, in conjunction with previous
research on the Upper Region of the ring pack in order to better quantify a specific ring pack
design's oil consumption amount and trend with engine operating condition.

5.1 Oil Transport Via the OCR Groove
Prior to this study, not much was known about the interaction of the OCR groove with
the rest of the ring pack.

However, as a result of the experiments conducted, numerous

mechanisms and phenomena were discovered and qualified. A scaling relationship was created
in order to explain trends observed from the recorded LIF videos. These trends involved oil
transport into and out of the groove over the course of the cycle. The framework of the model is
focused primarily on the mass of oil within the control volume of the groove and encompassed
the significant mechanisms of oil transport into and out of the OCR groove.
In order to simplify the complex nature of the processes controlling the amount of oil in
the groove at steady-state operation, it proved prudent to divide the mechanisms into three types
of oil transport: a supply, a release, and a leakage. It was formulated that the supply and release
were caused by mechanisms of the same order of magnitude. Any mechanisms or phenomena
that occur, whose result is oil transport an order of magnitude less than the supply/release, is
considered a leakage into/out of the groove. The multi-part scaling model is best represented by
a modified version of Equation 3.1:
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Following this division of mechanisms, a brief description of the processes involved in each type
of oil transport and the mechanism with the largest contribution to each form of transport (in or
out) was presented.

These descriptions were based upon experimental observations.

A

hypothesis as to the physics of the primary governing mechanisms was formulated as the basis of
the scaling model.
It was found that a significant source of oil to the OCR Groove occurs during the Intake
Stroke. The OCR scrapes oil off the liner during the downstroke, which forces the resulting
accumulation to enter the groove via the lower flank. Due to the complexity associated with the
small clearance between the groove and ring, and the associating surface tension and viscosity
influence, oil transport into the groove was shown to scale with the flank clearance volume. That
is, it was assumed that the clearance volume between the ring and groove was completely filled
with oil by the end of the intake stroke and, once the compression stroke began, the OCR moved
to the bottom of the groove and squeezed this oil into the groove and onto the skirt chamfer. The
rate at which this oil was pumped into the groove was a function of the percent of the volume
and the engine speed. This relationship was represented by Equation3.4, reprinted below:
1
suppiy

1
supply

cycle
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Where a was the percentage of the mass in the clearance, denoted as MFANK, that was pumped
into the groove. N represented the engine's speed. Data resulting from this relation was given
for a values ranging from 10% to 90%. It was noted that, due to the limited visibility of the
flank, it is possible that a can be 100% or more, depending upon factors such as the oil film
thickness of the liner, the OCR's scraping capabilities, and the amount of oil present in the
groove. For the purposes of the discussion in the text, and to get an order of magnitude for the
supply rate, at 2500RPM, oil is supplied to the groove at about 10g/s., which is about 10Ox
greater than typical oil consumption values at that speed.
The largest contributor to oil's transport out of the OCR groove is due to viscous drag
caused by blowby gas flowing through the drain holes during the Expansion Stroke. Occurring
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during the first half of expansion, this method is the most effective way to release oil from the
groove. For a given supply, release is necessary to restore the groove's control volume mass to
its pre-supply amount through the proper utilization of gas flow and drainage area.
The scenario involving oil flow due to viscous drag was modeled by two-phase Couette
and Poiseuille flow. Surface tension, ring rotation, and entrance/exit effects were ignored.
Given that the supply and release were the same order of magnitude, a scaling relationship
between the height of oil within the groove and the oil supplied into the groove was developed.
This relation was given by Equation 3.17, reprinted below:
2

supply

release

PairBBDeasures
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It was observed that oil release is directly correlated to the engine load, where increasing
the engine load increases the blowby gas flow rate and decreases the amount of oil present in the
groove. This paralleled the scaling model represented by the equation above. The effects of
engine speed were noted to decrease the effects of engine load. However, the results from such
speed focused experiments weren't fully conclusive due to other mechanisms that may be at play
but were ignored in the analysis.
Having no drain holes in the groove caused a stark increase in the amount of oil present
in the Lower Region. The increase in oil was caused by the impediment of no adequate release
of gas, effectively decreasing the blowby flow rate to zero in some operating conditions. From
the relationships above, without blowby, there would be no release term, and so the mass in the
control volume of the groove would increase with time, as was seen in the videos. The increase
in oil also gave rise to an unstable ring pack phenomenon. This detailed phenomenon would be
marked by high oil consumption if found to exist in a production engine. The conclusions
realized from the two experimental pistons (No Holes and Swiss Cheese) and the use of two
types of OCRs (U-Flex and Two-Piece) was that, in order to properly release oil from the
groove, it is advantageous to create and utilize circumferential flow on the 3 "dLand as well as
provide a pathway for the gas to easily escape to the crankcase, thereby allowing for the main
mechanism of oil release to occur: viscous shear.
The OCR gap proved to be the leakage facilitator for the OCR groove. Unfortunately,
due to the erratic nature of the ring's rotation within the groove, the visual recording of the OCR
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gap proved difficult under normal operation. However, even with a limited number of OCR gap
images, it was apparent that the gap's main role in oil leakage is in oil transport out of the OCR
groove.

Specifically, oil transport from the groove into the Upper Region occurred under

throttled conditions.
This leakage was comprised of two types of phenomena, an inertial fountain and an
inertial cascade. The fountain occurs during the first half of the intake stroke and involves oil
leaking out of the groove, via the gap, up the

3

The cascade happens during the

Land.

compression and exhaust strokes and involves oil coming out of the groove, through the gap,
along the skirt chamfer. Due to the limitations associated with capturing the gap in the window's
view, the leakage was qualitatively assessed. What was discussed specifically was the fountain
formation, which was comprised of a number of different mechanisms that provided the shape
recorded in the videos. Though their name suggests that inertia is the dominating force in their
formation, in earnest, inertia is only the driver.

As had been outlined, the two leakage

phenomena were shaped by the effects of viscosity and surface tension.
It was shown that the inertial fountain may be a possible link to oil consumption since
they're both roughly the same order of magnitude if not an order of magnitude different (at
while oil consumption is on the

2500RPM, the fountain leakage was on the order of 0 .69/.

order of 0.l/,ji). This was concluded by measuring the amount of oil that came out of the gap at
the recorded engine operating condition and comparing that value to typical oil consumption
values at a similar speed. Again, the fountain is viewed as an input into the Upper Region of the
ring pack under throttled conditions. Using the control volume equation, the leakage out was
divided into the following, which is a reprint of Equation 3.28:

=M, + M,

Mka_
1: M
kage-out =M f +Mic,comp
cycle
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+

The most important aspect of the inertial fountain is that it is directly related to the local
patterns of oil present on the 3 dLand and skirt.

5.2 Oil Patterns of the Third Land
The oil patterns on the 3 d Land are indicative of the local gas flow and ring dynamics
that affect the oil film thickness around the periphery of the land and throughout the cycle. The
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transport mechanisms governing these patterns are dependent on the piston ring pack design as
well as the engine's operating condition. A qualitative assessment of the 3 Land in terms of the
oil patterns and phenomena viewed during normal engine operation was presented. Ignored was
the interaction between the 3 rd Land and the 2 "dRing groove.
The 3 rd Land was divided into three separate regions, each one dependent upon their
peripheral location around the 3rd Land. The three regions were designated as Region I, Region
II, and Region III. The numbers corresponded to the entrance and exit of blowby gases during
the expansion stroke, where I signified the start of blowby gas flow on the 3 rd Land and III
signified their exit. A framework was created that qualitatively described the environment on the
3 rd

Land with respect to each region.

Discussed was the engine's operating effects on the

patterns viewed and, where applicable, how the patterns relate to oil transport within the Lower
Region.
Region I corresponded to the entrance of blowby gases into the 3r" Land. Defined as the
oil starved/dry area near the

2 nd

Ring gap, this region was characterized by an angle of

effectiveness, OI,2RGA. The width of this angle was largely pressure/load dependent. When the
in-cylinder peak pressure is increased, blowby gas flow increases, thereby increasing

9I,2RGA.

For these experiments, this angle varied from - O"to ~240 in the circumferential direction.
Region II is the next area through which blowby gases flow. It is defined as the area
outside the effects of both ring gaps, circumventing the entrance and exit effects of the blowby
gases.

9,I,DFA

represents the angle of the

3(

Land through which the region is present. Region II

was found to be a function of engine speed and load. Each engine parameter had an effect on the
oil film thickness of the 3 rd Land, with speed being the dominant parameter in terms of thickness
sensitivity. Decreasing the engine's speed and load increased the 3rd Land oil film thickness,
which agreed with previous experiments conducted by Przesmitzki [73]. This crevice volume of
the 3rd Land, which for these experiments comprised of a Napier hook 2"d Ring and a 3 d Land
cut, complicated the gas flow in this area. Thus, Region II should be treated as two sections with
their own specific flow model: a Reservoir Section and a Duct Section. The Reservoir Section
referred to the crevice volume and is named so because of its oil storing capabilities on the land.
The Duct Section was named because the remainder of the land is most nearly modeled as gas
and oil flowing in a duct.
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The area through which the blowby gases exit the 3 rd Land was denoted as Region III. It
was defined as the area close to the OCR gap, and characterized by an effective width 0mIoCRGA.
Region III's patterns were largely pressure dependent. Om,OcRGA decreased with decreasing load.
Engine speed also influenced the region by effecting the amount of oil entering or leaving the 3rd
Land as well as the timing of such events/phenomena. There were three patterns viewed in this
region, each dependent upon the observed point in the cycle: 1) inertial and pseudo-fountain, 2)
top rail pooling, and 3) traffic jam.
The inertial fountain described in Section 3.6 and the pseudo-fountain, which was oil on
the liner that passed by the groove through the gap, both contributed to the supply of oil to
Region III. Top Rail Pooling corresponded to the shift of oil to the upper flank of the OCR and
may be a possible leakage source of oil into the groove. The Traffic Jam referred to the oil
collecting above the gap, under the 2nd Ring's flank, due to blowby gas flow pushing the residing
oil together from both sides of the gap. Each pattern was dependent upon the amount of oil
present in the region and the 3rd Land in general. It was found that the mass of oil within Region
III is largely recycled at steady-state engine operation. That is, though some may leak back into
the groove via the upper flanks, this oil returns to Region III due to the fountain phenomena
detailed in Chapter4.

5.3 Future Work
The findings of this research study that have been outlined and discussed in this thesis are
the first step in a more complete and thorough model of oil transport in the Lower Region of the
piston ring pack. A framework has been detailed as to the important and negligible mechanisms
governing oil transport in the Lower Region for both the 3 rd Land and the OCR Groove. As
noted in multiple parts of the discussion, there are details that require further research in order to
get a more comprehensive understanding of the environment that supplies oil to the Upper
Region of the ring pack. It would prove prudent to list these many options so as to provide
future researchers with a starting point.
First, it would be advantageous to pin the OCR with the gap in the window's view. This
would supply more videos from which to analyze the leakage out through the gap and possibly
any leakage into the groove. The effects of engine speed and load on the governing mechanisms
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for fountain and cascade formation would allow a more inclusive and accurate model to be
developed. Recall for the case of the fountain, this knowledge would assist in characterizing the
oil supply to the Upper Region and its possible effects on oil consumption. With respect to the
cascade, the flow along the skirt chamfer can be further analyzed in order to better understand
how the added oil to the skirt affects lubrication and the oil patterns present.
The dependence of the release rate on engine speed, and its relation to other mechanisms
that are inertia dependent, such as top ring flutter, should be major focus of a future study. This
investigation would assist in providing a more accurate estimate of the release rate of a given
ring pack design and, ideally, provide added knowledge for favorable oil transport qualities of
the groove. Further, an investigation into the effects that the OCR type (U-Flex, Two-Piece,
Three-Piece) and tension have on the mechanisms governing oil transport into and out of the
groove should be the focus of a potential study. This would give a more complete picture of the
ring design's role in the scaling relationship developed in this thesis.
Finally, the 3 Land should be studied more extensively. As has been presented, the
simplification and compartmentalization of the

3r

Land is helpful in attempting to understand oil

transport within the land. These three regions have been analyzed and simplified, with their
accompanying defining variables given, so as to provide a structure for models that represent
each region's patterns.

That is, future researchers can develop region-specific models that

connect to one another. This in turn can be connected to the OCR groove, which the 3 Land
interacts with frequently throughout the cycle.
The end result of these investigations would be to create a more robust and accurate
model that encompasses the Lower Region of the ring pack. The intention would be to further
quantify the relationships established by the framework presented. Such an analytical tool would
be invaluable to industry in decreasing oil consumption and friction without sacrificing engine
performance.
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Figure A-1 - Percentage of the OCR groove occupied by oil. The data presented corresponds to
a values of (A) 10% and (B) 90% for the supply rate given in Equation 3.4 at the engine speeds
and loads executed during the experiments. This data is reprinted below in Figure A-2 in terms
of the axial height of oil inside the OCR groove.
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Figrure A-2 - The axial height of the oil within the OCR groove is presented here, assuming an
even distribution around the periphery within the groove. The data presented corresponds to a
values of (A) 10% and (B) 90% for the supply rate given in Equation 3.4 at the engine speeds
and loads executed during the experiments. Also shown in red is the axial height of the OCR
groove as a comparison.
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Figure A-3 - Displayed is the variation of oil's axial height within the OCR groove versus
engine operating speed at (A) low-load and (B) high-load. Shown are oil height traces for three
different supply rates, that is, the three different values for a, the OCR groove clearance volume
supply fraction.
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